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Abstract
Autonomous robots are deployed to solve a variety of tasks in a wide range of challenging and uncertain environments. Many of the tasks, such as urban package delivery
and planetary terrain exploration involve connected networks of robots operating
with and around each other. This thesis presents a comprehensive decision-making
framework for controlling such large multi-robot networks.
Coordinating robots in the network enables them to team up dynamically, such as
ground rovers carrying copters to launch points or delivery drones riding on trucks for
segments of their route. Such coordination can make these networks cheaper and more
energy-efficient. But it greatly exacerbates the daunting computational challenges for
operating multi-robot networks under the uncertainty of the world. For instance, if
any drone can leverage one or more trucks for some route intervals, we need to decide
whether to do so and for how long. If the ability of a drone to make a delivery depends
on it using the trucks, we also need to care about truck delays or speedups and their
downstream effects. Furthermore, we will need to address these challenges for all of
our drones and trucks collectively.
This thesis develops decision-making algorithms that decouple the many complex
intersecting challenges of our overall question and address them at different levels
in a hierarchy: allocating tasks to agents at the highest level, followed by planning
routes for agents to coordinate with each other, followed by controlling the agents to
execute their planned routes while adapting quickly to new information and tasks.
Our design of these algorithms is also guided by the challenges and opportunities that
coordination brings with it, in particular how those challenges affect the interaction
between the layers of the hierarchy.
iv

To address the range of problems covered in this thesis, we draw upon theoretical
results from combinatorial optimization, heuristic search, and sequential decisionmaking under uncertainty. We extend theory to application through state-of-theart practical techniques for multi-agent methods and efficient yet easily reproducible
implementations in the high-level Julia programming language. On a wide variety of
simulations with real-world data, our algorithms demonstrate good tradeoffs between
computing high-quality decisions on our desired metrics and efficiently solving for
large numbers of agents and tasks.
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1

Introduction

Current advances in robotics research and development are steering us briskly towards
a future where networks of coordinated autonomous robots will operate in diverse
environments: teams of rovers exploring unknown planetary terrain, fleets of selfdriving cars ferrying us to our workplaces and homes, and delivery drones promptly
getting us our groceries and medicines. Few aspects of our daily lives will remain
untouched by such technologies.
A key property of networks is the potential for some robots to temporarily and dynamically coordinate with each other. Self-driving cars can platoon one after another
on highways to reduce their traffic effects on human drivers. A planetary rover can
carry a more energy-constrained mini-copter up to a suitable release point. While embarking on their package deliveries, drones could hitch a ride on trucks or buses going
the same way. By coordinating in this manner, multi-robot networks can yield many
social and economic benefits such as reduced traffic congestion and carbon footprint,
and cheaper and more resilient operations.
Consider Figure 1.1 to better understanding the many moving parts. In some
urban area, delivery drones transport packages from depots while ground vehicles
(public transit or ridesharing cars) carry people around. Besides drones flying directly
to locations, we want to allow them to use ground vehicles as temporary modes of
transit en route to their destinations, if and when it helps to do so. We will need
to figure out which drone should go where, which vehicle it should use and for how
long, without multiple drones getting in each other’s way. We would like our system
to cover large areas, compute all decisions quickly, and optimize the real-world costs
of elapsed time, expended energy, or a combination of them.
1
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Figure 1.1: Our running example and problem domain for decision-making in a coordinated multi-robot network. A team of drones delivering packages can use ground
vehicles in the same area as transit options to conserve limited onboard energy and
increase range. Our algorithms need to distribute the package deliveries among the
drones. They also need to plan and then execute the routes for the drones to their
destinations, using one or more modes of transit if necessary.
Developing and deploying a coordinated team of delivery drones or any other
multi-robot network is a long-term interdisciplinary endeavour. It requires advances
in theoretical tools and techniques, high-quality software and hardware engineering,
and strong regulatory frameworks for operating in public spaces. For our part, we
will focus on the high-level decisions.
This Ph.D. thesis will present a comprehensive decision-making framework for
coordinated multi-robot networks, under the centralized fully observable setting where
we have a global view of the entire system. We will seek algorithms that can scale
to large numbers of robots while also computing good quality decisions as per the
performance metrics we specify.
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For the rest of the thesis, we will use the drone delivery domain as the primary
grounding example for convenience, but all our problem forms and solution methods
apply to the other domains. To highlight that we abstract away how our robots might
be embodied, we will also use agent and robot interchangeably.

1.1

Challenges for Coordinated Networks

The lens of classic optimization helps illustrate the computational challenges involved
in making and coordinating efficient and high-quality decisions for a team of agents [1].
We summarize those challenges here.
Large Decision Spaces. Our methods must compute tasks, routes, and control
decisions (e.g., accelerate or decelerate) for up to hundreds of agents. In total, decision variables could number in the millions. The objective function we try to optimize
reflects the real-world costs of executing the control decisions for each agent. For the
network as a whole, we could try to minimize the sum of costs over all agents or the
worst cost for any individual agent, which requires us to evaluate the impacts of any
change to any agent’s route.
Complex Intersecting Constraints. Our decisions will need to satisfy a range
of problem constraints. Deliveries come with time windows that restrict when drones
can make them; ground vehicles can only carry up to a certain number of drones;
drones can only dock on ground vehicles at certain locations and times; drones have
a maximum speed and flight range. We will also need to consider the real-world
robotics challenges of uncertainty in travel times due to delays or speedups, and dynamic environments with new tasks streaming in and more or fewer available transit
options. For the sake of simplicity, we can ignore some of these constraints (and we
will at various points in the thesis), but in large complex inter-connected systems, the
costs of ignoring them all could become unacceptably large —imagine a drone low on
battery and stranded because we had no contingency for it missing a connection.
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Enhanced Challenges of Coordination. Many prior works have extensively studied multi-robot systems and tried to address the challenges we have listed already [2].
However, they have not considered decision-making algorithms for systems where
agents can temporarily and dynamically coordinate with other agents en route to
completing their tasks. Such a feature, while undoubtedly useful in practice, also
enhances every computational challenge.
If drones can hitchhike on ground vehicles to save energy and extend their effective
flight range, that increases the number of possible deliveries each drone can make
and yields more redundancy and potential to optimize. But it also increases the
number of decision variables by orders of magnitude. Drone routes are now not only
direct flight paths between two geographic locations but all possible combinations of
ground transit vehicles and flight hops to transfer between them. Furthermore, now
the ability of a transit-using drone to complete an out-of-range delivery depends on
the ground vehicle route and whether the drone can reach the connection point in
time. That in turn makes our decisions more sensitive to ground vehicle delays and
speedups and the downstream effects of missing a connection, all of which add up to
make our problem daunting in many more ways.

1.2

Hierarchical Decision-Making

This thesis develops methods that decouple the many challenges of our problem and
address them at different levels in a hierarchy. The decision-making hierarchy that
we use is a natural one in multi-robot systems required to solve a set of domaindependent tasks [3]. Figure 1.2 illustrates an abstract view of our overall problem and
the three sub-problems of our hierarchy:
1. Task Allocation: We need to decide which packages are delivered by which
drone and in what order, since the deliveries will typically far outnumber the
drones. For each drone delivery task, we will need to allocate a dispatch and
return depot if multiple depots stock the same product.
2. Route Planning: We need to plan routes for the drones over the ground transit

chapter 1. introduction
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Figure 1.2: The upper panel shows how our decision-making framework directs drones
to make deliveries, with each drone route a combination of flight, riding on transit,
and transfer between them. The lower panel shows how we decompose this problem
into three sub-problems: (left) allocating drones to delivery tasks (middle) planning
routes for drones over the ground transit network (right) robustly controlling the
drones to execute the planned routes under uncertainty, especially when multiple
drones must coordinate their movements around each other.
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vehicles to navigate between the allocated destinations. Each route is a sequence
of time-stamped locations that encodes which ground vehicles the corresponding
drone uses (if any) and for how long.
3. Closed-Loop Control: Every planned route will have drone flight segments.
Many of those segments will target time-constrained connection points with
ground vehicles and require multiple drones to coordinate their movements
around each other. Thus, we will also consider how to control agents to execute their planned routes while adapting quickly to updates and feedback.
The seminal paper The Architecture of Complexity discusses a hierarchic system as
one ‘composed of interrelated subsystems, each of the latter being, in turn, hierarchic
in structure until we reach some lowest level of elementary subsystem’ [4]. As we
shall see in later chapters of this thesis, some of our algorithms for the subsystems
mentioned above will themselves exhibit a hierarchical structure in how they address
their specific problem.
Another concept that this paper discusses is a nearly decomposable system, where
the ‘interactions among the subsystems are weak, but not negligible’. In such systems,
the short-term behaviours of the component subsystems are approximately independent of each other and the long-term behaviors depend on each other only in an
aggregate way. Most complex hierarchic systems in the real-world are nearly decomposable, which makes them easier to understand and tractable to solve in practice;
the more decomposability, the better.
Earlier, we discussed some of the additional computational burdens that arise if
we allow drones to use ground vehicles as temporary modes of transit. With language from The Architecture of Complexity, we can reframe our challenge: enabling
dynamic coordination makes multi-robot systems less decomposable. Therefore, our hierarchical algorithms must confront the specific computational problems introduced
by coordination if the systems we eventually deploy can make use of this opportunity
and yield the many real-world benefits we outlined before.
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Overview of Contributions

Subsequent chapters will present and highlight the various contributions of this thesis
as they appear and Chapter 7 will summarize them at the end. In this section, we
preview the key contributions at a high level.
This thesis presents a centralized decision-making framework for operating a network of multiple robots that can dynamically coordinate with one another. We decompose the problem into a hierarchy of sub-problems: task allocation, route planning,
and robust execution. We design several algorithms that scale to large teams yet still
strive to compute good quality solutions as per our desired metric. While solving
the sub-problems, our algorithms account for the unique challenges (where relevant)
imposed by the opportunity for temporary coordination.
For multi-robot task allocation, we develop two algorithms, one for a deterministic time-unconstrained setting and the other for a stochastic time-constrained setting.
As the former assumes a more restricted problem than the latter, it is more computationally efficient and has stronger theoretical guarantees. Task allocation sits at
the top of the hierarchy and can abstract the coordination in a way that the lower
levels cannot. But the specifics of our allocation algorithms do account for how the
underlying tasks involve agents coordinating with each other.
We present the first multi-agent path finding approach that plans routes for drones
over a time-dependent ground transit network. Our method computes paths for up
to hundreds of drones over real-world bus networks with thousands of stops. It also
tries to minimize the worst individual delivery time for any drone.
To execute our planned routes under uncertainty with closed-loop control decisions,
we design two algorithms for the single-agent and multi-agent cases respectively. The
first focuses on controlling a single drone to make local time-constrained transit connections and closing the loop with the global route planning in case of timetable
updates, missed connections, or better transit options while en route. The second is
concerned entirely with coordinating control decisions for multiple agents operating
around each other in a shared space, such as when multiple drones need to board or
leave adjacent ground vehicles at similar times.
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A number of our contributions build upon existing methods for multi-agent allocation, planning, and closed-loop control. All of our algorithms unite ideas and tools
from different research communities, in some cases for the first time, e.g., we solve
transit planning problems for multiple coordinating autonomous agents with energy
and speed constraints, rather than for a single abstract human user.

1.4

Thesis Outline

This chapter framed the overall problem of computational decision-making for coordinated multi-robot networks and grounded it in a multi-drone delivery domain
where drones coordinate with each other and with ground vehicles that they can use
as temporary modes of transit. It discussed the complex intersecting challenges we
must overcome, laid out a decision-making hierarchy that guides the algorithms that
we develop, and summarized the contributions of those algorithms.
Chapter 2 gives a brief tour of the approaches for optimizing decisions, through
the lens of Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. The algorithms of our thesis cover
a range of sub-fields in AI, and this chapter gives useful context for understanding
our specific contributions. We present everything from a single-agent perspective and
defer the multi-agent expositions to subsequent chapters where relevant. Each of the
next four chapters represents a published research paper.
Chapter 3 develops a two-stage approach for operating a large fleet of delivery
drones over a ground transit network. The first stage allocates delivery sequences to
drones with a near-optimal polynomial-time routine. The second stage plans routes
for drones to use transit vehicles subject to energy and interaction constraints. This
chapter assumes a deterministic setting with a fixed-speed model for the drone and
thus need not consider closed-loop control under uncertainty.
Chapter 4 presents a multi-robot task allocation algorithm that can account for
time window constraints on tasks, uncertainty in task completion time, and new tasks
streaming in online. It is a hierarchical method where the lower layer computes allocation policies independently for each agent and the upper layer optimally resolves any
conflicts in these allocations. Under some mild technical assumptions, our algorithm
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is optimal in expectation and also complete.
Chapter 5 builds a hierarchical hybrid planning framework for route planning and
control of a single agent over a dynamic transit vehicle network. It stacks a global
open-loop layer that runs efficient transit graph search on top of a local closed-loop
layer that executes the routes under a stochastic dynamic model of the agent. It also
designs a number of strategies to effectively interleave the planning and execution for
responding to updates in the transit network.
Chapter 6 proposes a scalable multi-agent control algorithm that can compute actions in an anytime fashion and allows agents to dynamically coordinate their strategies. Such an algorithm can solve for multiple drones that must navigate around each
other to their respective goals in a shared workspace.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by taking a step back and surveying the overall
picture. It summarizes our contributions again, this time informed by the specifics of
the preceding chapters. It highlights a few common themes and qualitative insights
that are reflected in individual chapters but transcend them as well. Finally, it finishes
our story with potential directions of future work.

2

Optimizing Sequential Decisions

How do we best plan for the future, given that decisions we make today influence
our situation tomorrow? This complex question underpins most of the challenges
that human society must overcome. In the domain of abstract mathematical and
computational reasoning, a vast library of tools, techniques, and representations allow
us to determine the decisions that will best achieve our desired objective. This chapter
will review the elements of this library that we rely upon most in the thesis.
First, we will discuss basic optimization, where we seek a set of numerical values that performs best on some metric, under system constraints. Many of our thesis
problems require optimizing a sequence of decisions over multiple stages; our methods
will have to exploit the structure of sequential problems to do so efficiently. In deterministic problems, we know exactly where the decision at the current stage will take
us at the next stage, and we will use this knowledge to plan our optimal sequence in
one shot. In stochastic problems, each decision can lead to multiple outcomes at the
next stage, with some probability. We will use knowledge of that probability function
to plan an adaptive strategy that makes the best decision at each stage, depending
on the outcome of the previous one.

2.1

Basic Optimization

Considering the vast range of its applications, the basic optimization problem has a
simple form:

10
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(2.1)

In all its brevity, Equation 2.1 shows the three elements of every optimization:
(i) Variables: The n-dimensional vector x = [x1 , . . . , xn ] is the set of variables
representing the quantities that we can adjust. The solution to an optimization
problem and the output of an optimization program is a value for x, i.e., an
assignment to each variable.
(ii) Constraints: The feasible set X ⊆ Rn (where R is the set of real numbers) is
the collection of all valid assignments to the variables. In constrained problems,
X is a proper subset of Rn . Constraints can reflect any upper or lower bounds
or other requirements that valid solutions must satisfy.
(iii) Objective Function: The function f : X → R maps every element in the feasible
set to a real number and is the objective we try to optimize. The basic form uses
minimization, but we can encode maximizex f (x) simply as minimizex −f (x).
For most problems, we specify constraints not through membership in the feasible
set but through two kinds of functions: equality constraints, h(x) = 0, and inequality
constraints, g(x) 6 0. We can then rewrite a constrained optimization problem in a
more expressive form:
minimize
x

subject to

f (x)
hi (x) = 0 for all i

(2.2)

gj (x) 6 0 for all j
where, of course, we can have multiple equality and inequality constraints. Often, equality constraints are further decomposed into two (less-than) inequality constraints, i.e., h(x) = 0 ⇐⇒ h(x) 6 0, −h(x) 6 0.
The scope of optimization is vast, with multiple textbooks devoted to specialized
forms [5, 6] as well as broad collections of algorithms [1]. We discuss two prominent
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classes that cover the kinds of basic optimizations we will solve, one where the objective and constraints are linear in the variables, and another where variables are
required to take integral or discrete values. For both of these classes, optimization
problems are also called programs, and solving them is called programming; we will
use those terms as well.

2.1.1

Linear Programming

A linear program is one with linear objective functions and linear constraints. Several
real-world problems from operations research, economics, and urban planning, among
others, can be solved with linear programming. Many underlying non-linear programs
can be approximated as linear ones well enough in practice.
One of the standard ways to represent a linear program is the standard form (no
points for creativity), where all variables are non-negative and all constraints are
less-than inequalities:
minimize
x

cT x

subject to

Ax 6 b

(2.3)

x>0
A related representation is the equality form, where the inequality from Equation 2.3
is replaced with Ax = b.
The simplex algorithm is a canonical way to solve a linear program in equality
form. It traverses the vertices of the feasible set —points in the set that do not lie
between any other set points; at least one vertex is optimal —and is guaranteed to
find the optimal solution if the feasible set is non-empty and bounded [7]. It also
assumes that the rows of the constraint matrix A are linearly independent, i.e., no
equality constraints are linear combinations of any other, and that the problem has
at least as many variables as constraints. State-of-the-art methods can solve linear
programs with millions of variables and constraints [8].
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Discrete and Integer Programming

The basic optimization form in Equation 2.2 implicitly assumes that the variables
are continuous-valued. But problems that require allocating resources or choosing
one of many routes require variables to be chosen from a feasible set that is discrete.
Every discrete set (whether finite or infinite) can be mapped to the set of integers, so
discrete programs are also referred to as integer programs.
Technically, integer programs are linear programs with integral constraints; they
are often called integer linear programs to emphasize that we assume the objective
and constraint functions are linear. If some variables can also take continuous values,
we have the mixed integer program, whose equality form is written as:
minimize
x

cT x

subject to

Ax 6 b

(2.4)

x>0
xD ∈ Z|D|
where D is the index set of variables we constrain to be discrete and Z is the set of
integers. Our intuition might suggest that the integral constraints make integer programs easier to solve than linear programs, but the exact opposite is true; while linear
programs can be solved optimally in time polynomial in the size of the inputs, integer
programs cannot [9]. For even a moderately large integer program, enumerating and
comparing every discrete solution is computationally infeasible in practice.
A tractable method for discrete optimization involves relaxing the integral constraint, solving the resulting linear program, and rounding the continuous-valued
solution to the nearest feasible integers. However, rounding may not yield a feasible
result, and when it does, the result may be arbitrarily sub-optimal [10]. One special
case, so-called totally unimodular integer programs, can be relaxed to the corresponding linear programs whose solutions are integer-optimal for the original. An integer
program is totally unimodular if A, b, and c all have integer entries and the constraint matrix A is totally unimodular, i.e., the determinant of every submatrix is
0, 1, or − 1, and the inverse matrix is also integral.
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More involved and general methods than rounding (that do not require total
unimodularity) include the cutting plane [11], branch-and-bound [12], and branchand-cut [13] algorithms, the last of which combines the other two. They are exact
and globally optimal, and state-of-the-art integer programming libraries rely on them.
However, the sequential decision problems we will encounter in this thesis have structural properties that these integer programming methods do not exploit; without
doing so, they cannot scale to the problem sizes that we need them to. We now discuss what those properties are and how we will tackle them with a technique called
dynamic programming.

2.2

Sequential Decision-Making

In sequential problems, our variables represent decisions over a finite number of stages
or time-steps, which we call the problem horizon (continuous-time problems are out of
our scope). The horizon might be known in advance, or unknown and dependent on
the constraints, e.g., we need to decide how to navigate to a target, but the number
of decisions depends on the best route to get there. Some physics-based problems are
infinite-horizon, where the objective is to reach an equilibrium or steady state, but
they are not in our scope.
Sequential decision problems are usually framed differently than basic optimizations. At every time-step, the system we are deciding for has a certain state that we
cannot adjust directly; we are given the initial state as an input. What we can adjust,
i.e., our variables, are the decisions (also called actions) at every time-step. The best
sequence of actions to take depends on two other system properties: the transition
or dynamics that defines how the current state changes in response to an action, and
the stage-wise cost function that adds up over the time-steps.
To be precise, a sequential decision problem has (at least) the following:
• State space S, where st is the system state at time t, and the initial state s0
given as input.
• Action space A, where at is the action to take at time t.
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• Transition function T : S×A×S → [0, 1], where T (st , at , st+1 ) = Pr [st+1 | st , at ]
is the probability of reaching state st+1 if the system takes action at at state st .
We assume that the transition is independent of past states or actions. When
the time-step is implied, we use (s, a, s0 ) instead of (st , at , st+1 ).
• Cost function C : S × A × S → R where C (s, a, s0 ) is the cost incurred to
transition between states s and s0 through action a. For convenience, we use a
more compact form of the cost C : S × A → R. This form loses no generality
since C (s, a) =

P

s0

T (s, a, s0 )C(s, a, s0 ).

For this chapter, we assume that both state and action spaces are discrete, and that
the system represents a single decision-making agent. Our problems will also have a
goal region SG ⊂ S (which may be a single goal state sg ∈ S). Solving a sequential
decision problem yields a function π : S → A, where at = π (st ) is the action we
choose to take as a function of the current state. Putting everything together, the
optimization form of a sequential decision problem looks like this:
minimize
π

E

"N −1
X

#

C(st , π(st ))

t=0

subject to

(2.5)

sN ∈ SG

where N is the finite horizon and the expectation is over the outcomes of the transition
function. If the transition function is deterministic and action outcomes are known
in advance, the function π is a sequence of actions from the initial state, and is called
an open-loop plan. For the more general case of stochastic transitions, π is a map
from states to actions and is called a closed-loop policy. We often omit open-loop and
closed-loop when they are clear from context.
Multiple research communities frame sequential decision problems and solve them
with methods built upon dynamic programming (which we will now review): operations research [14], optimal control [15], and artificial intelligence [16, 17], among
others. They all use different sets of notation [18], much to the consternation of some
researchers as they are finding their feet. We will use notation consistent with the
artificial intelligence community.
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Dynamic Programming

The optimization in Equation 2.5 looks quite different from the basic forms in Equation 2.3 and Equation 2.4. To tackle such problems, the hammer of choice is dynamic
programming, a powerful technique upon which effective sequential decision-making
algorithms have been and continue to be built [19]. We only discuss the underlying
principle of dynamic programming here. The algorithms themselves vary depending
on the problem properties we assume and the data-structures we use, and we will
describe some of them later on.
Dynamic programming rests on the so-called principle of optimality, which means
that if some state ŝ lies on a path or trajectory following π ∗ , the optimal plan/policy
for the problem s0 → sg , then π ∗ is also optimal for the two decomposed sub-problems
s0 → ŝ and ŝ → sg . This principle indicates that we can compute an optimal solution
incrementally, beginning from one end (whether a state or a time-step) and working
towards the other. And that is indeed how all dynamic programming algorithms
work to compute the plan or policy, depending on the problem characteristics. Most
sequential decision settings of interest exhibit the principle of optimality and we will
assume the same hereafter.
Despite the extra notation, dynamic programming is ultimately an optimization
technique. Sequential problems can still be framed in the basic form and solved as
(integer) linear programs with dynamic programming under the hood [20]. However,
the complex multi-robot decision settings in our thesis will require our algorithms to
exploit even more structure (both problem representation and solution techniques) so
that we can scale to the problem sizes we care about. For the rest of this chapter, we
will review other dynamic programming algorithms that underpin our methods. We
will discuss the cases of deterministic and stochastic transitions separately, as their
differences manifest both in how we represent the problems and their corresponding
solutions.
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Deterministic Sequential Problems

In the context of sequential decision-making, a deterministic problem is one where
taking a certain action at a certain state always results in the same next state and cost.
For such problems, the transition function is an indicator function, i.e., T (s, a, s0 ) = 1
for one state s0 ∈ S and 0 for every other. Many navigation and path planning
problems are modeled and solved as deterministic ones by delegating the uncertainty
to an underlying controller.
Recall that in deterministic sequential problems, the solution π is a sequence of
actions or plan from the start state to the goal region. Thus, an elegant and effective
strategy for solving deterministic sequential problems is through shortest path search
on directed graphs [21]. We can convert any discrete-state deterministic problem to
an equivalent directed graph, where vertices (nodes) correspond to states and edges
(arcs) correspond to valid transitions between them [15].
The edge costs of the directed graph are defined by the problem cost function,
i.e., c(s → s0 ) = C(s, a) where T (s, a, s0 ) = 1. Assuming deterministic dynamics also
lets us easily abstract away the need for per-stage actions and define higher-level,
multi-stage actions between states that we otherwise could not transition between in
one time-step. Many path planning problems have no explicit temporal component at
all; the vertices represent locations in space and the edges represent the agent moving
between two locations with a sequence of low-level motor control actions.

2.3.1

Heuristic Best-First Search

The problem of efficiently computing the shortest path between two vertices in a
graph is one of the oldest in optimization, with a plethora of solution techniques [22,
23]. Here, we review only one approach that our route planning algorithms build
upon, heuristic best-first search. This strategy has been applied more broadly to
solving various puzzles and problems through computer programs, but we discuss
how to use it for shortest paths [24].
Algorithm 2.1 outlines how heuristic best-first search works. The general idea is to
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Input: Graph, Start state s0 , Goal region SG , Edge cost function c(·, ·),
Heuristic function h(·)
Insert s0 into Open, the priority queue of unexpanded vertices
while Open is not empty
Remove s from Open with minimum f value (break ties at random but
favoring a goal vertex) and place in Closed, the priority queue of expanded
vertices
if s ∈ SG
. A goal state
Construct path π by tracing from s to s0 using back-pointers
return π
Expand s and generate all successor states, i.e., outgoing neighbors
for each successor state s0
Compute f (s0 ) using the cost-to-go to s, g(s), the edge cost c(s, s0 ),
and the heuristic cost of s0 , h(s0 )
If s0 is not in Open or Closed, insert it with priority queue value
f (s0 ) and add a back-pointer to s
If s0 is in Open or Closed, compare the old f value with the new one.
If the new one is lower, then update it and change the back-pointer from its
earlier predecessor to s. Move s0 to Open if it is currently in Closed.
Algorithm 2.1: Heuristic Best-First Search

expand states/vertices, i.e., generate the successor states (the outgoing neighbouring
vertices in the graph), beginning from the vertex for the start state s0 . As we go along
expanding vertices, we track the best path from the start vertex to each expanded
vertex. Due to the principle of optimality, we only need to maintain a back-pointer
from an expanded vertex to its predecessor on the shortest path from the start vertex;
when we have reached a goal state, we will trace the path back to the start by following
these back-pointers.
We also track the so-called f -value of each visited vertex to update the shortest
path to it and to decide which vertex to expand next. The f -value of a vertex s0
with predecessor s is typically a function of the cost of the shortest path (so far) to
the vertex, g(s0 ), which itself depends on g(s) and c(s, s0 ), and the heuristic cost of
the state, h(s0 ). The general role of the heuristic function is to provide an efficient
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estimate of the goodness of a state towards reaching the goal. Heuristics are crucial
for efficient search strategies in many applications beyond paths [25].
A well-studied and popular version of heuristic best-first search is the A* algorithm, which solves for additive cost functions, where the cost of a path is the
sum of its edge costs [26]. Algorithm 2.1 can yield A* if we update the g value as
g(s0 ) ← g(s) + c(s, s0 ), and compute the f -value as f (s) = g(s) + h(s). If the heuristic
function underestimates the cost of an optimal path from the state to the goal (a
property calledadmissibility), then we are guaranteed to find an optimal path the
first time we expand a goal state. If the heuristic estimate for any vertex is less than
or equal to the estimate for any successor plus the cost of reaching that successor, i.e.,
h(s) 6 h(s) + c(s, s0 ) (a property called consistency), then A* need never re-expand
a vertex; the first time any vertex is expanded, we have obtained the shortest path
to it. A consistent heuristic is admissible, but the converse is not guaranteed.
If a consistent or admissible heuristic is not easily available for any problem, we
can set h(·) = 0 for all vertices. Doing so makes A* a goal-directed version of the
classic Dijkstra’s algorithm [27], though the latter was intended for shortest paths
not to a particular goal but to all vertices other than the start. As in Dijkstra’s
method, A* requires the graph to have no negative cost cycles, which is ruled out by
construction in path planning problems where all costs are positive.

2.4

Stochastic Sequential Problems

The last kind of optimization we consider in this chapter is that of sequential decisionmaking problems where the system dynamics are uncertain, i.e., we do not know
precisely which next state a particular state-action pair will yield until we deploy
the system in the real world (or for algorithms that we evaluate in simulation, until
we run a simulation of the system with some random seed). In such problems, the
transition function is a probability mass function where T (s, a, s0 ) > 0 for typically
more than one s0 , while satisfying

P

s0 ∈S

T (s, a, s0 ) = 1.

For representing and solving stochastic sequential decision-making problems, we
use the standard Markov Decision Process (MDP) formalism. The MDP looks similar
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Figure 2.1: The decision diagram of a Markov Decision Process
to our sequential decision problem from Section 2.2; instead of a cost function, most
treatments use a reward function R, so that solving an MDP requires maximizing the
expected cumulative reward rather than minimizing the expected cumulative cost
from Equation 2.5. In the rest of this chapter, we will use the reward maximizing
formulation.
The Markov in MDP comes from the Markov assumption, the formal name for our
assumption that the transition depends only on the current state and action, not any
prior ones [28]. The Markov assumption implies that the current state summarizes
everything we need to know about the system’s history. Figure 2.1 illustrates the
decision network diagram for an MDP. The node shapes indicate their role in the
decision network: each state s has a circular chance node, which corresponds to a
random variable; each action a has a square decision node, which corresponds to a
decision to be made; each reward r has a diamond utility node, which corresponds to
an additive utility component. The directed edges indicate which quantities depend
on others.
In deterministic problems, we can compute an open-loop plan or sequence of
actions from the start state to the goal region. For MDPs, an open-loop plan is
usually insufficient because when we execute the plan, we may reach a state from
which our pre-computed action is infeasible (let alone sub-optimal). Many techniques
for solving MDPs have emerged from decades of research and they can be grouped
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in various non-exclusive ways, depending on their structure and assumptions [29, 30,
31]. Here, we discuss one such grouping, perhaps the most important: offline methods
compute a closed-loop policy over the state space that we look up during runtime;
online methods compute the best action to take from the current state by focusing
on those states reachable from it within some lookahead horizon.

2.4.1

Offline Methods

The general idea behind offline MDP solvers is to sweep through the state-action
spaces and use the transition-reward functions to decide the best action in each state,
i.e., the policy π. For each state s ∈ S, π(s) is either a single action (a deterministic
policy) or a probability mass function over the actions (a stochastic policy). We seek
a policy that maximizes the expected cumulative reward from an initial state. We
compactly refer to the expected cumulative reward of a policy as its value function,
where the value of executing a policy π from state s for n time-steps is:
Vnπ (s) = R(s, π(s)) +

X

π
T (s, π(s), s0 )Vn−1
(s0 )

(2.6)

s0 ∈S

An optimal value function is one that maximises the value for all states, and an
optimal policy is one that has an optimal value function. Depending on the problem,
multiple policies may be optimal.
Value Iteration
A simple and easy-to-use method for solving MDPs is value iteration [19]. It computes
an optimal value function from which we can extract an optimal policy. As the name
suggests, we iteratively update the value function, starting from an initial function
V0 , by propagating the values of states to adjacent states. We terminate either after
a finite horizon or until the value function converges in infinite horizon cases (as
mentioned earlier, we will only discuss the former setting).
Algorithm 2.2 outlines the basic version of finite-horizon value iteration. It returns
a horizon-dependent optimal value function V1:N , which compactly refers to a set of
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Input: MDP, V0 , Horizon N
for n ← 1 to N
for s ∈ S


P
0
0
0
3:
Vn ← maxa∈A
s0 ∈S R(s, a, s ) + T (s, a, s )Vn−1 (s )
1:
2:

4:

return V1:N ≡ {V1 , . . . , VN }
Algorithm 2.2: Value Iteration

value functions {V1 , . . . , VN }. We obtain a horizon-dependent optimal policy from
V1:N as follows:




πn (s) ← arg max R(s, a) +
a∈A

X

T (s, a, s0 )Vn−1 (s0 )

(2.7)

s0 ∈S

At runtime, we can execute a policy by looking up the action to take at the system’s
current state.
A complementary approach to value iteration is that of policy iteration [32]. It
starts with any initial policy π0 and iterates between evaluating the policy by computing its value function, and improving the policy at states where a different action
than in the current policy leads to higher expected cumulative reward. Together,
value and policy iteration lay the foundation for most offline MDP solvers.

2.4.2

Online Methods

In many state spaces, the states reachable from the current state, i.e., the reachable
space, is much smaller than the full space. Online methods focus on the limited
reachable space and can often compute approximately optimal actions with lower
requirements of memory and time. They construct a search tree of actions and outcomes by looking ahead from the initial state up to some horizon or tree depth. They
also interleave planning and execution by choosing the next best action to take at
each time-step, and then replanning after the system transitions to the next state
(potentially reusing information from the previous tree).
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Input: MDP
procedure ForwardSearch(s, d)
if d = 0
return (Nil, 0)
(a∗ , v ∗ ) ← (Nil, 0)
for a ∈ A(s)
. Actions available from state
v ← R(s, a)
for all s0 ∈ S where T (s, a, s0 ) > 0
(a0 , v 0 ) ← ForwardSearch(s0 , d − 1)
. Recurse
0 0
v ← v + T (s, a, s )v
if v > v ∗
(a∗ , v ∗ ) ← (a, v)
return (a∗ , v ∗ )

Algorithm 2.3: Forward Search
Forward Search
Forward search (Algorithm 2.3) is a simple online method that constructs an exhaustive action-outcome tree. It iterates over all possible action and next state pairings
recursively, up to the desired search depth. Given the current state s (starting from
initial state s0 ), we call ForwardSearch(s, d) with some depth d to get a policy
tree from which we select the best action to take at the root node for s. Exhaustive
forward search is rarely used in practice but most online methods are based on it,
depending on how they expand and explore the tree [33].
Monte Carlo Tree Search
One of the pre-eminent online methods is the Monte Carlo Tree Search algorithm [34].
We discuss it at an abstract level and return to it in detail in a later chapter. It
modifies the exhaustive forward search in three key ways: (i) instead of generating
all possible next states, it draws random state-reward samples from a generative
model of the dynamics i.e., (s0 , r) ∼ G(s, a), (ii) it uses Monte-Carlo simulations
or rollouts to approximately evaluate the nodes of the search tree, and (iii) it uses
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some exploration scheme to select which action branches to explore more deeply; a
standard scheme from the multi-armed bandit literature yields the Upper Confidence
Trees algorithm [35]. Monte Carlo Tree Search is itself a general solver framework
from which many variants have emerged [36].

2.5

Discussion

In their standard form, the sequential decision-making methods we discussed in this
chapter are impractical for most of the large multi-agent problems we care about. Our
decision to discuss the fundamental methods is partly for pedagogy; we have laid the
foundation here and will describe specific extensions in the relevant chapters. It is also
for symbolism; in this thesis we seek the most appropriate solution to our problem, not
the other way round. We want to start from the methods for the simple problems with
the most assumptions, and extend them progressively as we lift those assumptions.
The extensions will lie on two broad axes: how we compute approximately optimal
paths and policies for large or continuous state spaces and how we contend with the
many additional challenges of multi-agent settings.
For problems with large or continuous state spaces, the exact methods we described here are infeasible in practice given the memory and compute time requirements (and technically in theory as well for continuous-space problems). A large body
of approximate dynamic programming techniques have been developed to address
these challenges [14, 37]. They settle for bounded-suboptimal paths with inadmissible heuristics that focus on quickly reaching the goal [38]. They use asynchronous
strategies that update only subsets of the state space each time, often by some priority ordering [39]. They employ function approximators, local or global, to represent
the policies and value functions [30].
Multi-agent sequential decision problems inherit all the challenges of the corresponding single-agent versions and add many of their own. In our centralized setting,
the key culprits are the combinatorial explosion of the system’s state and action spaces
(that grow exponentially in the number of agents), and the joint objective function
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and constraints. Unfortunately, the approximation techniques alone are usually insufficient and we need to explicitly address the multi-agent nature of the problem.
Fortunately, once again we can build upon decades of work that do just that. The
multi-agent pathfinding community has developed a systematic suite of deterministic
algorithms that circumvent the need to compute joint paths by carefully decomposing
the multi-agent objective function and constraints across individual agents [40]. In
a similar vein, Multi-Agent Markov Decision Processes are tackled by factorizing the
joint state and action spaces and assuming that agents only need to interact with
other nearby agents, using some domain-dependent sense of locality [41].

3

Task Allocation and Routing
over Transit

When discussing a hierarchical system, an inevitable question is whether to begin
top-down or bottom-up. This thesis will deftly sidestep that matter by doing a bit
of both in this chapter. We simplify our overall problem into a deterministic, oneshot variant. By doing so, we can focus squarely on the distinctive computational
challenges of the multi-agent task allocation and route planning (or routing), while
abstracting away, for now, the thorny issues of adaptive control and execution.
The content of this chapter was first published in the IEEE International Conference of Robotics and Automation (ICRA) 2020 [42]. An extended version appeared
later in the Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research (JAIR) in 2021 [43].

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we consider the overall setting where an operator coordinates a large
fleet of drones to deliver multiple packages simultaneously. The drones can use one
or more vehicles in a public-transit network as modes of transportation to save their
limited onboard energy and increase their effective travel range. We need to decide
which deliveries each drone should make and in what order, which modes of transit to
use, and for how long. In Figure 3.1, we reproduce an earlier figure from Chapter 1
to highlight the moving parts again.
Our approach must plan over large time-dependent transit networks, while accounting for drone flight range constraints. It must avoid inter-drone conflicts, such
26
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Figure 3.1: Our multi-drone delivery framework allocates delivery sequences to drones
and plans routes for them to piggyback on public transit vehicles, while delivering
packages from depots to the requested locations. Our framework is scalable and
strives to minimize the delivery time makespan, i.e., the maximum delivery time for
any individual package.
as multiple drones attempting to board the same vehicle at the same time, or exceeding the maximum carrying capacity of a vehicle. We seek multi-agent plans that are
not only feasible but also strive to minimize a cumulative objective over all drones,
namely, the makespan, i.e., the maximum individual delivery time for any drone.
Finally, we must also allocate drones to package deliveries and distribution centers.
In keeping with the theme of this thesis, we decompose our challenging problem
and solve it stage-wise with a two-layer approach. First, the upper layer assigns
drones to package-delivery sequences. Then, the lower layer executes the allocation
by periodically routing the fleet over the transit network. For the upper layer, we
develop an approximately optimal polynomial time task allocation method. For the
lower layer, we extend techniques for efficient bounded-suboptimal multi-agent path
finding to account for time-dependent transit networks and individual agent energy
constraints. Note how we do not consider the third layer (from Section 1.2) of adaptive
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control, by assuming a deterministic one-shot setting where drones can perfectly
execute our planned routes.
Due to its decoupled nature, our approach does not provide any global optimality
guarantees. But we do show that each individual layer has guarantees relating to the
subproblems they solve, under some assumptions; we point out those assumptions
throughout the text.
Our simulations demonstrate that the approach in this chapter can solve allocation
and routing problems with up to 200 drones, 5000 packages, and transit networks
of up to 8000 stops in San Francisco and the Washington DC Metropolitan area.
Our framework computes solutions for most settings in a few seconds on commodity
hardware and enables drones to travel up to 360% of their flight range using transit.

3.2

Background and Related Work

We now summarize three areas of previous work related to our overall problem:
drone-assisted delivery, autonomous mobility-on-demand, and multiagent path finding. They use a range of ideas from operations research, transportation systems, and
artificial intelligence.

3.2.1

Drone-Assisted Delivery Planning

Analysts have studied how drone-augmented commodity transport in urban areas
could improve the traditional delivery ecosystem [44, 45, 46, 47], but researchers have
made limited initial attempts to harness this synergy. Drones can be paired with a
traditional delivery truck and autonomously launched to carry packages to individual
customers before returning to the truck, which has been delivering to other customers
in the meantime [48]. However, this approach does not reduce the total delivery time
unless drones can move at least twice as fast as trucks [49]. Also, such work neither
exploits public transit nor addresses the multi-agent issues of task allocation and
inter-agent conflicts.
Recent work considers socially-aware motion planning for drones to operate in
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urban environments around humans [50]. They compute trajectories that minimize
human discomfort by accounting for safety perception in close proximity to the drone.
An intent-aware probabilistic approach predicts collisions in an uncertain environment to plan drone trajectories around stochastic humans. Control strategies for
rendezvous between multiple agents (e.g., a drone and a ground vehicle) have also
been developed [51, 52].

3.2.2

Autonomous Mobility-On-Demand

Our problem is similar to routing a fleet of autonomous vehicles for mobility-ondemand [53, 54, 55]. These approaches compute routes for vehicles (customer-carrying
or empty) to fulfill travel demand and minimize total operational cost. Some recent
works combine such services with public transit, allowing passengers to use several
modes of transportation in the same trip [56, 57]. However, they abstract away interagent constraints and dynamics and are unsuitable for the autonomous path finding
that we require. Our task allocation setting is an instance of the vehicle routing
problem [58, 59, 60]. The vehicle routing problem and its variants are typically solved
by mixed integer linear programming formulations that are less scalable to large realworld settings of interest, or by heuristics that can be arbitrarily suboptimal.

3.2.3

Multi-Agent Path Finding

In the second layer of our approach, we must solve a multi-agent path finding (MAPF)
problem [61]; we use path finding and route planning interchangeably. Since all drones
are on the same team, we have a centralized or cooperative path finding setting [62].
The MAPF problem is NP-hard to solve optimally [63], but many existing solvers do
work well in practice [64].
Our decomposing of the overall drone delivery problem into a two-layered solution of task allocation and MAPF shares similarities with approaches for pickup and
delivery in a warehouse setting that use a similar decomposition [65, 66, 67]. However, our method differs in several crucial ways. First, we develop a specialized task
allocation algorithm that exploits the problem structure, whereas the previous works
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use a black-box solver for the travelling salesman problem without any polynomialtime guarantees. Second, these previous approaches have not considered path finding
over large time-dependent transit networks, let alone with constraints on the drone
flight range and constraints on inter-drone conflicts. These new constraints and features make our MAPF problem even more difficult to solve. Third, our MAPF solver
uses models, algorithms, and practical techniques from the transportation planning
community [68, 69].

3.3

Methodology

There are many interacting components in the approach of this chapter, so we first
formulate the problem and illustrate our method at a high level.

3.3.1

Problem Formulation

We operate a centralized homogeneous fleet of m drones in a city-scale domain.
There are ` product depots with known geographic locations, denoted by VD :=
{d1 , . . . , d` } ⊂ R2 . The depots are both product dispatch centers and drone-charging
stations. At the start of a suitable time interval (e.g., a day), we receive a batch of
delivery request locations for k different packages, denoted VP := {p1 , . . . , pk } ⊂ R2 ,
where k  m. We assume that any package can be dispatched from any depot;
our approach exploits this property to optimize the makespan, i.e., the maximum
execution time for any drone delivery and subsequent return to a depot.
We must route drones from depots to locations to deliver all packages, while
minimizing the makespan. Drones can extend their effective travel range by using
public transit vehicles, which are unaffected by drone actions. A drone path consists
of its current location and the sequence of depot and package locations to visit with
a combination of flying and riding on transit. The limited drone energy imposes a
maximum flight distance constraint. A feasible solution must also satisfy inter-drone
constraints such as collision avoidance and transit vehicle capacity limits.
We assume that a drone carries one package at a time, which is reasonable given
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Figure 3.2: We design a two-layer framework for solving the problem of multi-drone
delivery using transit networks. The upper task allocation layer takes as input the
depot and package locations and an estimate of drone travel time between locations,
and assigns each package to a dispatch depot and delivery drone, and each drone to
a sequence of deliveries. The lower multi-agent path finding layer takes as input the
transit network and the drone start and goal locations from the allocation layer, and
generates detailed routes in space and time that respects all the system constraints
and the transit timetable.
state-of-the-art drone payloads [70]; drones are recharged in negligible time upon
visiting a depot (e.g., a battery replacement); depots have unlimited drone capacity;
the transit network is deterministic with respect to locations and vehicle travel times.
Finally, we abstract away the problem of adaptively controlling the drone by assuming
a trivial dynamics model of constant drone flight speed. Some of these assumptions
will be justified subsequently in the proper context.

3.3.2

Approach Overview

In principle, we could solve our entire problem as a mixed integer linear program.
However, for real-world problems (hundreds of drones, thousands of packages, and
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large transit networks), even state-of-the-art approaches do not scale well. Even a
simpler problem that ignores interaction constraints is an instance of the notoriously
challenging multi-depot vehicle routing problem [60]. Thus, we decouple our problem
into two distinct subproblems that we solve stage-wise in layers (illustrated in Figure 3.2).
The upper layer (Section 3.4) performs task allocation to decide which packages
are delivered by which drone and in what order. It takes as input the known depot
and package locations and an estimate of the drone travel time between every pair of
locations. It then solves an optimization problem that minimizes delivery makespan
and computes three sets of decisions: assigning to each package (i) the dispatch depot
and (ii) the delivery drone, and to each drone (iii) the order of package deliveries. We
develop an efficient polynomial-time task-allocation algorithm with an approximately
optimal makespan.
The lower layer (Section 3.5) performs route planning for the drone fleet to execute
the allocated delivery tasks. It generates detailed routes of drone locations in space
and time, as well as which transit vehicles each drone uses and for how long. It also
ensures that (i) multiple drones do not board transit simultaneously, (ii) no transit
vehicle exceeds its drone-carrying capacity, and (iii) drone energy constraints are
not violated. To efficiently handle individual and inter-drone constraints, we frame
the routing problem as an extension of multi-agent path finding (MAPF) to transit
networks. We adapt a scalable, bounded suboptimal variant of a highly effective
MAPF solver called Conflict-Based Search [71] to solve the problem of planning a set
of routes, one for each drone (to deliver its current package). Finally, we can execute
the full sequence of delivery tasks in a receding horizon fashion by replanning routes
for the next delivery task of a drone after it has completed its current one.
Our overall framework is two-staged; its solution quality depends on the surrogate
cost estimate that we use for the drone travel time in the task allocation layer. The
allocation computed by the first stage determines the start and goal locations for the
MAPF layer and thus constrains the set of overall solutions. The better the surrogate
estimate we use for allocation, the more coupled the layers are, i.e., the better is the
solution of the first stage for the second one. We use a surrogate that accounts for the
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transit network, at the expense of modest preprocessing. We precompute the pairwise
shortest travel times between locations spread around the city, over a representative
snapshot of the transit network, and look up these estimates at runtime (Section 3.6
has more details).

3.4

Delivery Sequence Allocation

We leverage our problem structure to design an algorithm called MergeSplitTours, which guarantees an approximately optimal solution for the task allocation
layer in polynomial time (in this context, the tasks are delivery sequences for each
drone). This layer (i) distributes the set of packages VP among m drones, (ii) assigns
each package destination p ∈ VP to a depot d ∈ VD , and (iii) assigns drones to a
sequence of depot pickups and package deliveries. Our objective is to minimize the
maximum travel time among all drones while computing the above three sets
of decisions.
For the allocation layer, we seek a set of m paths of minimum makespan (the
maximum travel time for a path in the set), each of which starts and ends at a
depot. We call this the m minimal visiting paths problem (m-MVP). A key element
of m-MVP is the allocation graph GA = (VA , EA ), with vertex set VA = VD ∪ VP
(Figure 3.3a). Each directed edge (u, v) ∈ EA is weighted according to an estimated
travel time cuv from the location of u to that of v in the city.
We now define the m-MVP problem in full:
Definition 1. (The m-MVP problem) Given allocation graph GA , the m minimal
visiting paths problem (m-MVP) requires finding m paths P1∗ , P2∗ , . . . , Pm∗ (denoted
∗
compactly as P1:m
) on GA , such that (1) each path Pi∗ starts at some depot d ∈ VD

and terminates at the same or different d0 ∈ VD , (2) exactly one path visits each
package p ∈ VP , and (3) the maximum travel time of any of the paths is minimized.
Let opt be the optimal makespan, i.e., opt := maxi∈[m] length(Pi∗ ), where
length(·) denotes the total travel time along a given path or tour. We make four
observations. First, if a path contains the sub-path (d, p), (p, d0 ), for some d, d0 ∈
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Figure 3.3: The MergeSplitTours algorithm for delivery sequence allocation has
three key steps: (a) The allocation graph is defined for the depots d1:3 and package
destinations p1:4 . (b) The MCT step yields a solution that connects each package
delivery with the depot from which the drone is dispatched and the depot to which it
returns. (c) A tour merging steps merges the depots d2 and d3 into a single cluster,
corresponding to line 10 of the algorithm.
VD , p ∈ VP , then p should be dispatched from depot d and the drone delivering p
will return to d0 after delivery. Second, a package p being found in Pi∗ indicates that
drone i ∈ [m] should deliver it. Third, Pi∗ fully characterizes the order of packages
delivered by drone i. Fourth, the solution determines the initial depot locations of
the drones (represented by the first vertex along Pi∗ ), to further optimize the solution
cost.

3.4.1

Assumptions

The m-MVP problem is a special case of the asymmetric m-travelling salesman problem [72], for a directed underlying graph, which is NP-hard even for m = 1 on general
graphs [73]; although, it is not known whether the specific instance of our problem is
NP-hard as well. Moreover, the current best polynomial-time approximation yields
a fairly large approximation factor O(log n/ log log n), where n is the number of vertices. The problem is made even harder by the fact that the triangle inequality does
not apply to our metric of travel time.
To mitigate these difficulties, we make two simplifying assumptions concerning the
structure of the allocation graph GA . The first assumption excludes edges that require
more than half of the allowed flight range between package and depot locations. Later
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on we will exploit this to develop a polynomial-time approximation algorithm.
Assumption 1. If (d, p) ∈ EA , where d ∈ VD , p ∈ VP (and similarly for edges from p
to d), then it is possible to travel from d from p within half the allowed flight range,
while accounting for energy savings due to transit travel. Additionally, under those
conditions, if there exist (d, p) ∈ EA , where d ∈ VD , p ∈ VP , then there must also
exist d0 ∈ VD such that (p, d0 ) ∈ EA , to allow the drone to successfully return from a
delivery mission. I (d, d0 ) ∈ EA , where d, d0 ∈ VD , then it is possible to travel from d
from d0 within the full allowed flight range, while accounting for energy savings due
to transit travel.
We can model any other dispatch constraints by excluding the necessary edges
from the corresponding depot. The next assumption ensures that a drone can move
between any pair of depots, possibly by going through a sequence of depots along the
way, while potentially recharging when passing through a depot.
Assumption 2. The subgraph GA (VD ) induced by the vertices VD is strongly connected. That is, GA (VD ) contains a directed path from any d ∈ VD to any other
vertex d0 ∈ VD .
We now present a new polynomial-time algorithm for m-MVP that returns a near
optimal solution, under the above assumptions.

3.4.2

MergeSplitTours Algorithm

Before describing our MergeSplitTours algorithm for solving m-MVP (Algorithm 3.1), we present a key subroutine that solves the minimal connecting tours
(MCT) problem. For simplicity, we formally define MCT as an integer program
in Table 3.1. But we can efficiently implement MergeSplitTours in polynomial
time without invoking an integer program solver; we will discuss this point further in
the next subsection.
A solution to MCT provides MergeSplitTours with an initial set of tours T
that connects packages to depots within tours to minimize the total edge weight
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Table 3.1: Integer programming formulation of minimal connecting tours
Given the allocation graph GA = (VA , EA ), with VA = VD ∪ VP ,
minimize

X

xuv · cuv

(3.1)

(u,v)∈EA

subject to
xuv ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(u, v) ∈ EA , u ∈ VP ∨ v ∈ VP ,
xuv ∈ N>0 , ∀(d, d0 ) ∈ EA , d, d0 ∈ VD ,
X

xdp =

d∈N+ (p)

X
v∈N+ (d)

X

(3.2)
(3.3)

xpd = 1,

∀p ∈ VP ,

(3.4)

xdv = 0,

∀d ∈ VD .

(3.5)

d∈N− (p)

xvd −

X
v∈N− (d)

where N+ (v) and N− (v) denote the incoming and outgoing neighbors of v ∈ VA .

in Equation 3.1. The constraint in Equation 3.4 ensures that each package is connected to precisely one incoming and one outgoing edge from and to depots, respectively. The final constraint in Equation 3.5 enforces inflow and outflow equality for
every depot. Edges connecting packages can be used at most once, whereas edges
connecting depots can be used multiple times. The solution to MCT is the assignment
{xuv }(u,v)∈EA , i.e., which edges of GA are used and how many times. This assignment
implicitly represents the desired collection of the tours T1 , . . . , Tt .
We can now describe MergeSplitTours in detail. The algorithm consists of
the following three main steps, which are illustrated in Figure 3.3:
Step 1 (Line 1): We generate a collection of t tours (1 6 t 6 k) of minimum
total distance, denoted as T1 , . . . , Tt , such that exactly one tour covers every package
p ∈ VP . This step is achieved by solving the minimal connecting tours (MCT) problem
in Table 3.1. The solution to MCT is given by an assignment {xuv }(u,v)∈E , which
indicates which edges of G are used and for how many times (we denote this edge
assignment compactly as x hereafter). Lemma 1 below discusses why this assignment
implicitly encodes T1 , . . . , Tt , the desired collection of tours.
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Input: Allocation graph GA = (VA , EA ), with VA = VD ∪ VP ; m > 1 drones.
Output: Paths {P1 , . . . , Pm }, such that every package is visited exactly once.
x := {xuv }(u,v)∈EA ← mct(GA , VP )
D := {D1 . . . , Dt } ← ConnectedDepots(GA , x)
while |D| > 1
cmin ← ∞, dmin ← ∅, d0min ← ∅
for D, D0 ∈ D, D 6= D0 , d ∈ D, d0 ∈ D0
if cdd0 + cd0 d < cmin
cmin ← cdd0 + cd0 d , dmin ← d, d0min ← d0
xdmin d0min ← 1, xd0min dmin ← 1
D ← (D \ {D(dmin ), D(d0min )}) ∪ {D(dmin ) ∪ D(d0min )}
T := (d1 , p1 , d01 , d2 , p2 , d02 , . . . , dl , pl−1 , d0l ) ← GetTour(GA , x)
i ← 1; j ← 1
for i = 1 to m
Pi ← {(dj , pj ), (pj , d0j )}, Li ← cdj pj + cpj d0j , j ← j + 1
while Li 6 length(T )/m and j 6 l
Li ← Li + cd0j−1 dj + cdj pj + cpj d0j
Pi ← Pi ∪ {(d0j−1 , dj ), (dj , pj ), (pj , d0j )}
j ←j+1
return {P1 , . . . , Pm }
Algorithm 3.1: MergeSplitTours

Lemma 1. (Disjoint Tours of MCT) Let x be the output of M CT (GA , VP ). There
exists a collection of vertex-disjoint tours T1 , . . . , Tm0 , such that for every (u, v) ∈ EA
for which xuv > 0, there exists Ti in which (u, v) appears exactly xuv times.
Proof. By the definition of MCT, for every p ∈ Vp , there is precisely one incoming edge
(d, p) and one outgoing edge (p, d0 ) such that xdp = xpd0 = 1. Also, by Equation 3.5
the in-degree and out-degree of every d ∈ VD are equal. We can thus form a Eulerian
tour that traverses every edge (u, v) exactly xuv times.

Step 2 (Lines 2-10): The T1 , . . . , Tt tours are iteratively merged until a single tour
T is generated. We first identify t > 1 connected depot sets D = {D1 , . . . , Dt },
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induced by the MCT solution (line 2). Every depot set Di consists of all depots
that belong to one specific tour Ti , as encoded in the edge assignment x. We then
merge the tours and thus the connected depot sets; we iterate over all combinations of D, D0 ∈ D, d ∈ D, d0 ∈ D0 (lines 5-8) and choose (d, d0 ), (d0 , d) to minimize
cdd0 + cd0 d , and then update the edge assignment x and depot set collection D appropriately (lines 9, 10). For a given D and d ∈ VD , the notation D(d) represents
the depot component D ∈ D that contains d. The resulting merged tour is of the
form (d1 , p1 , d01 , d2 , p2 , d02 , . . . , dl , pl−1 , d0l ), where for a given 1 6 j 6 l, pi denotes the
package location, di is the depot from which the package was taken, and d0i is the
depot to which the drone returns after the delivery. It is possible that d0i = di+1 , i.e.,
the return depot is also the location from which the next package will be taken from.
In the latter case, the cost cd0i di+1 = 0.
Step 3 (Lines 11-18): We split the merged tour T into m paths P1:m where the
length of each path is proportional to the length of T divided by m. Also, every path
Pi starts and ends at a depot (not necessarily the same one). We derive this step from
the algorithm of Frederickson, Hecht, and Kim [74] for m-TSP in undirected graphs.

3.4.3

Completeness and Optimality

We now analyze the theoretical guarantees of MergeSplitTours. The following
theorem shows that our algorithm returns a feasible solution to m-MVP that is also
close to optimal.
Theorem 1. (Approximate Optimality of MergeSplitTours) Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Let P1:m be the output of MergeSplitTours. Then, every
package p ∈ VP is contained in exactly one path Pi , and every Pi starts and ends at
a depot. Moreover, maxi∈[m] length(Pi ) 6 opt + α + β holds,
where α := max
cdd0 + cd0 d , β :=
0
d,d ∈VD

max

d,d0 ∈VD ,p∈VP

cdp + cpd0 .

We assume hereafter that GA is strongly connected, which follows from the two
previous assumptions. Additionally, for simplicity of notation, we can assume that
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GA (VD ) is a directed clique. We do so by connecting every pair of depots with an
edge, where an edge can potentially encode a sequence of visited depot nodes with
charging in between.
We now present the main proof. The key idea is that the total cost of the tours
∗
from MCT cannot exceed the total length of P1:m
(the set of paths in opt, the

optimal makespan solution). We then adapt the MCT solution to m paths with an
additional overhead of α + β per path. When m  |VP | (typically the case), α and β
are small compared to opt, making the bound tight. For instance, in our randomlygenerated scenarios in Section 3.7.1 for m = 5 and k = 200, the approximation ratio
maxi∈[m] length(Pi )/opt = 1.09, and for m = 10, k = 500, the factor is 1.06.
Proof of Theorem 1. After every iteration of the “while” loop, the updated assignment x still represents a collection of tours. This loop is repeated at most m − 1
times; t, which represents the initial number of connected depots (line 2), is at most
m, since every tour induced by MCT must contain at least one depot.
Let opt be the optimal solution to m-MVP, i.e., let m paths {P1∗ , . . . , Pm∗ } represent the solution to m-MVP, and for every i ∈ [m], length(Pi∗ ) 6 opt. It follows
that

m
X

length(Pi ) 6 m · max length(Pi∗ ) = m · opt,

i=1

i∈[m]

where P1:m is the set of m paths computed by MergeSplitTours. Next, by definition of α, we have that length(T ) 6 m · opt + mα. Lastly, by definition of β, we
have that
length(Ti ) 6 length(T )/m + β 6 opt + α + β.

3.4.4

Computational Complexity

We conclude this section by proving that we can implement MergeSplitTours in
time polynomial in the input size:
Theorem 2. (Polynomial time complexity of MergeSplitTours) The time complexity of Algorithm 3.1 is O(m log n(m + n log n)), where n = |VA | and m = |EA |.
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Proof. The minimal connecting tours (MCT) routine is the computational bottleneck
of the MergeSplitTours algorithm. The MCT problem corresponds to the minimum cost circulation problem [75, Definition 5.1]. If all edge capacities are integral,
the linear relaxation of the circulation problem has a constraint matrix that is totally
unimodular [76]. Hence, the linear relaxation will necessarily have an integer optimal
solution, which will be an optimal solution to the original circulation problem with
integral constraints, as we have here. We can solve the minimum cost circulation
problem itself in time O(m log n(m + n log n)), using Orlin’s algorthim, which is the
fastest known strongly polynomial algorithm [77, 75].
We now analyze the rest of Algorithm 3.1. We can implement line 2 in time linear
in the size of GA by identifying the strongly connected components of the graph
induced by x [78, Chapter 22]. Next, we claim that we can implement lines 3–9 in
time O(`2 log `), where ` = |VD |. We precompute the values {c̃dd0 := cdd0 + cd0 d }d,d0 ∈VD
and sort them in ascending order in O(`2 log `) time. Then, we traverse this list from
the smallest value, and for each item c̃dd0 , we check if d, d0 are already in the same
depot set D ∈ D. In case they are not, we update xdd0 = xd0 d = 1 and merge D
and D0 . This process terminates when D contains a single set. We can maintain D
with a simple vector that maintains for each d ∈ VD the component of D to which
it belongs. With this representation, each merge operation for D requires O(`) time.
We must repeat the latter operation O(`) times. Thus, the complexity of lines 3–9 is
still bounded by O(`2 log `).
We now analyze the complexity of line 10. We can extract T through an Eulerian
tour on the subgraph of GA induced by x, in time linear in |T |. We can bound the
latter as O(k`), where k = |VP |, as a tour can visit potentially all depots between
any two consecutive packages pi , pi+1 on it. Finally, lines 11–18 are clearly linear in
|T |. To conclude, the MCT computation dominates the overall running time of the
algorithm, which is thus O(m log n(m + n log n)).
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Routing over Transit

For each drone i ∈ [m], the allocation layer yields a sequence of deliveries d1 p1 . . . pl dl+1 .
The drone route planning layer treats each dpd0 subsequence as an individual task that
the drone needs to execute—leave with the package from depot d, carry it to package
location p, and return to the (same or different) depot d0 —without exceeding the total
energy capacity. We seek an efficient and scalable method to obtain feasible paths
with low travel time for m different drone tasks simultaneously, using transit options
to extend range. We can execute the full set of delivery sequences by replanning when
a drone finishes its current task and begins a new one; we discuss and compare two
replanning strategies in Section 3.7.3. Thus, we formulate the problem of routing the
fleet of drones to satisfy a set of delivery sequences as receding-horizon multi-agent
path finding over transit networks (MAPF-TN). In this section, we describe how we
represent our problem and present an efficient bounded suboptimal algorithm for it.
We restate the simplifying yet realistic assumptions from Section 3.3 that apply
to this layer. Underpinning these assumptions is our focus on the algorithmic challenges that arise in multi-agent path finding when considering time-dependent transit
networks and per-agent range constraints, neither of which has been addressed in the
literature. As we mentioned in Chapter 1, the many domain-specific engineering
challenges are better suited to a broader inter-disciplinary project.
We assume a deterministic setting where buses follow the timetable precisely;
dealing with delays and disruptions is a separate subfield of transportation planning
research with tailored methods and heuristics. Chapter 5, which describes how we
interleave routing with adaptive control, will also consider uncertainty and timetable
updates. We ignore energy loss due to hovering while waiting for a bus by assuming
the drone can fly at a lower speed to reach the bus just-in-time. Drone recharge
time at a depot can be ignored by having extra batteries, replacing the used ones
immediately, and recharging them offline. We could accommodate non-zero recharge
times in any case by replanning for a drone after it has been recharged, since we only
plan routes for one delivery task per drone at a time.
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MAPF-TN Problems as Graphs

We frame the problem of Multi-Agent Path Finding with Transit Networks (MAPFTN) by extending standard MAPF to allow agents to use one or more modes of transit,
besides moving themselves. Incorporating transit networks introduces several new
challenges but also underlying structure that we can exploit. The input to MAPFTN is the set of m tasks (d, p, d0 )1:m and the directed operation graph GO = (VO , EO ).
In Section 3.4, the allocation graph GA only considered depots and packages and edges
between them. Here, in addition to the depot and package locations, the MAPF-TN
operation graph VO also includes the set of vertices VT N from the transit network.
Therefore, we have VO = VD ∪ VP ∪ VT N . The depot and package locations are specific
street addresses that are usually distinct from the transit network stops. Figure 3.4
illustrates the key components of the MAPF-TN operation graph.
We now discuss the edges EO in our directed operation graph. Any edge e = (u, v)
is a transit edge if its source u and target v are consecutive transit vertices on the
same trip τt ; any other edge is a flight edge. An edge is time-constrained if v ∈ VT N
and time-unconstrained otherwise. Every edge has three attributes: traversal time T ,
energy expended N , and capacity C. Since each vertex is associated with a location,
kv−uk denotes the geographical distance between vertices. MAPF typically abstracts
away agent dynamics; we have a simple model where drones move at constant speed
σ, and distance flown represents energy expended. Due to the high graph density
(drones can fly point-to-point between many stops), we do not explicitly enumerate
edges to successor vertices but generate them on-the-fly during search.
We now define the three attributes for the edge set EO . For time-constrained
edges, T (e) = v.t − u.t is the difference between target and source time-stamps (if
u ∈ VD ∪ VP , u.t is the chosen departure time), and for time-unconstrained edges,
T (e) = kv − uk/σ is the time of direct flight. For flight edges, N (e) = kv − uk
(flight distance), and for transit edges, N (e) = 0. For transit edges, C(e) is the
finite drone-carrying capacity of the vehicle (which would depend on its size), while
for flight edges, capacity is irrelevant and we set C(e) = ∞. Here, we assume that
collision-free drone flight in open space can be accommodated and we abstract away
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Transit Edge
Cap. = 2

Flight Edge
(sτ22, tτ22)

(sτ12, tτ12)

Trip τ2

Cap. = 1
Trip τ1

(sτ11, tτ11)

d′

(sτ21, tτ21)

p
Figure 3.4: We illustrate the key elements of the directed operation graph in MAPFTN. For convenience, we show only a single drone task (planning from depot d to
package p and then returning to depot d0 ) and two bus trips τ1 and τ2 , with dronecarrying capacities of 1 and 2 respectively. Each trip is a directed sequence of transit
vertices, which are represented as time-stamped locations or coordinates, e.g., (s1τ1 , t1τ1 )
is the first stop for bus trip τ1 , with the bus arriving at location s1τ1 at time t1τ1 . A
transit edge is one between two consecutive transit vertices, and a flight edge is one
from a drone location to a transit vertex.
inter-flight-edge collision constraints [79].
We now have a well-defined graph for our MAPF-TN problem. An individual
path πi for drone i from di through pi to d0i is feasible if the energy constraint
P

e∈πi

N (e) 6 N̄ is satisfied, where N̄ is the drone’s maximum flight distance. The

drone should also be able to traverse the distance of a time-constrained flight edge
in time, i.e., σ × (v.t − u.t) > kv − uk. For simplicity, we abstract away energy
expenditure due to hovering in place by flying the drone at a reduced speed to reach
the transit just in time.
The individual path constraint N̄ is then only on the traversed distance. The
cost of an individual path is the total traversal time, T (πi ) =

P

e∈πi

T (e). A feasible

solution Π = π1:m is a set of m individually feasible paths that does not violate any
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Figure 3.5: In our formulation of multi-agent path finding with transit networks,
conflicts arise from the violation of shared inter-drone constraints: (a) boarding conflicts between two or more drones and (c) capacity conflicts between more drones
than the transit vehicle can accommodate. The modified paths after resolving the
corresponding conflicts are depicted in (b) and (d), respectively.
shared multi-agent constraints, which can be of two kinds: (i) Boarding constraint, i.e.,
no two drones may board the same vehicle at the same stop; (ii) Capacity constraint,
i.e., a transit edge e may not be used by more than C(e) drones. As with the allocation
layer, the global objective for MAPF-TN is to minimize the solution makespan,
arg minΠ maxπ∈Π T (π), i.e., minimize the worst individual completion time.
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Conflict-Based Search for MAPF-TN

To tackle MAPF-TN, we consider the family of multi-agent path finding algorithms
built upon Conflict-Based Search [71]. The multi-agent level of Conflict-Based Search
identifies shared constraints and imposes corresponding path constraints on the singleagent level. The single-agent level computes optimal individual paths that respect all
constraints. If individual paths conflict (by violating a shared constraint), the multiagent level adds further constraints to resolve the conflict, and invokes the singleagent level again for the conflicting agents. Conflict-Based Search obtains optimal
multi-agent solutions without having to run potentially expensive joint multi-agent
searches. However, its performance can degrade heavily with many conflicts in which
constraints are violated. Figure 3.5 illustrates how conflicts are generated and resolved
in our MAPF-TN problem.
The underlying transit networks make our operation graphs much larger than
standard multi-agent path finding problems. To scale effectively, we use a bounded
suboptimal variant of Conflict-Based Search called Enhanced Conflict-Based Search
(ECBS), which can be orders of magnitude faster than the optimal one [80]. ECBS
uses bounded suboptimal Focal Search [38] instead of best-first A* [26] at both levels
(see Section 2.3 for review). In addition to the regular open list of A*, Focal Search
maintains a separate subset of the open list with those nodes whose f-value, i.e., the
sum of cost-to-come and heuristic cost-to-go is bounded suboptimal with respect to
the best f-value seen so far. This subset, the so-called focal list, ensures that once
a solution is found it is guaranteed to be bounded suboptimal. It also allows Focal
Search to use an inadmissible, often domain-dependent heuristic to guide the search
and prioritize efficiency.
We now describe three modifications to the standard ECBS framework for our
MAPF-TN problem formulation. The first two are necessary extensions to allow the
bounded-suboptimality of ECBS to carry over directly to the MAPF-TN problem: a
generalized lower-level search routine that accounts for individual agent constraints
and a generalized handling of conflicts to account for transit edge capacities. The
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third is a collection of MAPF-TN specific speedup techniques that improve empirical performance without sacrificing bounded suboptimality. Algorithm 3.2 provides
rather coarse-grained pseudocode for the multi-agent search level of ECBS for our
MAPF-TN problem.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Input: Drone Tasks (d, p, d0 )1:m , Operation Graph GO , Cost function T (·),
Weight function N (·), Weight constraint N̄ , Suboptimality Factor 
Output: Drone routes π1:m that respect per-drone and inter-drone constraints
Initialize A as root of multi-agent level ECBS search tree
A.constraints ← ∅
. Empty constraint set
A.solution = {πi }1:m where πi ← Focal-MCSP(di , pi , d0i , VT N , N̄ , N, T, ) .
Individually feasible and bounded suboptimal drone paths
A.cost = maxπi ∈A.solution T (πi )
. Makespan of set of paths
Insert A into Open and Focal
. Initialize both lists
while Open 6= ∅
mincost ← Top(Open).cost
Focal ← Focal \ {O ∈ Open | O.cost > (1 + ) · mincost}
. Only
retain bounded suboptimal nodes in focal list
S ← PopBest(Focal)
. Can use inadmissible heuristic in criteria
if S.solution has no conflicts
return S.solution
C ← first conflict in S
. Either boarding or capacity conflict
for each conflicting path πj in C
Initialize new node P
. Child node in ECBS search tree
P.constraints ← S.constraints ∪ C.constraints . Include constraints
derived from conflict
P.solution ← S.solution \ πj
P.solution ← P.solution ∪ Focal-MCSP(dj , pj , d0j , VT N , N̄ , N, T, ) .
Recompute conflicting path with updated constraints
P.cost = maxπi ∈P.solution T (πi )
. Compute updated makespan
Insert P into Open and Focal
Algorithm 3.2: Enhanced Conflict Based Search for MAPF-TN
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Focal Weight-constrained Search
The single-agent search in MAPF-TN must satisfy a path-wide constraint (traversal
distance) in addition to minimizing the objective function of traversal time. This
constraint satisfaction requirement is atypical for classical multi-agent path finding
problems. For the shortest path problem on graphs, adding a separate path-wide
weight constraint makes it NP-hard [81]. Most algorithms for such weight-constrained
shortest path search require an explicit enumeration of the edges [82, 83]. We extend the A* for Multi-Constraint Shortest Path (A*-MCSP) algorithm [84], which is
suitable for our implicit graph representation, to focal search; we call this subroutine
Focal-MCSP.
Focal-MCSP uses separate heuristics on both the cost and the weight constraint
functions. It maintains only the intermediate paths to expanded nodes whose fvalue is both bounded suboptimal and feasible with respect to the constraint. The
algorithmic extension of A*-MCSP to Focal-MCSP is quite straightforward but the
extensive book-keeping of the feasible intermediate paths with bounded suboptimal
f-value requires a careful implementation for efficiency. Therefore, we omit separate
pseudocode for Focal-MCSP as it would require several additional implementationspecific symbols and hamper overall readability; the interested reader can consult the
respective pseudocodes of A*-MCSP and Focal Search.
By uniting the constraint satisfying pathfinding logic of A*-MCSP and the bounded
suboptimality heuristic search logic of Focal Search, i.e., Focal-MCSP yields (by construction) a bounded suboptimal feasible path from the start to the goal. Furthermore, from the analysis of Enhanced Conflict-Based Search, ECBS is bounded suboptimal if the single-agent graph search routine for individual agents is also bounded suboptimal. Therefore, by construction, Enhanced Conflict-Based Search (ECBS)
with Focal-MCSP yields a bounded suboptimal solution to Multi-Agent
Path Finding with Transit Networks (MAPF-TN).
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Capacity Conflicts in MAPF-TN
In the classical multi-agent path finding formulation, at most one agent can occupy
a particular vertex or traverse a particular edge at a given time. Therefore, conflicts
between p > 1 agents yield p new nodes in the high-level search tree of ConflictBased Search and its variants. In MAPF-TN, however, transit edges have capacity
C(e) > 1. Consider a solution generated during a run of ECBS that has assigned to
some transit edge p > C(e) > 1 drones. To guarantee bounded suboptimality of the
solution, we must generate all



p
p−c



sets of constraints, where c = C(e). Each such

set of (p − c) constraints represents one subset of (p − c) agents restricted from using
the transit edge in question.
As we will show in Section 3.7.2, conflict resolution is a significant bottleneck for
solving large MAPF-TN instances. In our experiments, we generated all constraint
subsets of a capacity conflict for completeness, however, pathological scenarios may
arise where this degrades empirical performance. Future research could consider a
principled way to analyse constraint set enumeration and an efficient way to implement it in practice.
The NP-hardness of multi-agent path finding [63] and the additional computational
challenges of MAPF-TN (energy constraint on per-agent paths; large and dense transit graphs) make empirical performance paramount, given our need for scalability
on real-world scenarios. We now discuss two Focal-MCSP speedup techniques that
improve its efficiency while maintaining its bounded suboptimality, in turn ensuring
bounded suboptimality of the overall MAPF-TN solution. These speedup techniques
are not exhaustive; there is an entire body of work in transportation planning devoted
to speeding up algorithm runtimes [68].
Preprocessing Public Transit Networks
Focal-MCSP depends significantly on the quality of admissible heuristics, i.e., heuristics that underestimate the cost to the goal, for both the objective (elapsed travel
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time) and the constraint (flight distance traversed). We know the public transit network and its timetable for a given area in advance. We can analyze and preprocess
this network to obtain admissible heuristics and use them in multiple instances of
MAPF-TN throughout a business day, while searching for paths to a specific package
delivery location.
For the objective of elapsed travel time, a potential lower bound is the time-offlight directly to the goal, ignoring public transit (of course, taking such a route in
practice is usually infeasible due to the flight distance constraint). Therefore, we
define this heuristic simply as hT (v, vg) =

kvg−vk
,
σ

where σ is the average drone speed,

vg is the goal node and v is the expanded node. The above heuristic is admissible if the
average drone speed is higher than average transit speed. This assumption is valid for
the bus networks and drone speed parameters of our experiments; the buses operate
primarily in urban streets with strict speed limits and must also follow a timetable
and wait for passengers to board. All of these factors drive down the average transit
speed below the drone flight speed in practice. A more data-driven heuristic could be
obtained by analyzing actual drone flight times, but that is out of the scope of this
thesis.
For the constraint on flight distance traversed, we use a heuristic based on extensive network preprocessing. We consider the minimal time window such that
every instance of a transit vehicle trip in the network can start and finish (as per
the timetable). We then create a so-called trip metagraph, where the vertex set is
VD ∪ VP ∪ VT ; recall that VD and VP are the sets of depot and package vertices respectively. Each vertex in VT represents a single transit vehicle trip from the first
to the last stop on its route, and encodes its sequence of time-stamped stops. The
trip metagraph is complete, i.e., there is an edge between every pair of metagraph
vertices.
We now define the cost due to flight distance traversed for each directed trip
metagraph edge e = (rτ , rτ 0 ), hereafter denoted as e = (rτ → rτ 0 ) for notational
convenience. The trip metagraph vertices rτ , rτ 0 ∈ VT correspond to transit vehicle
trips Rτ and Rτ 0 , respectively; we reiterate that each trip metagraph vertex (besides
the package and depot vertices) represents a full trip of a transit vehicle, and each
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transit vehicle trip has time-stamped stops that are themselves transit vertices in the
operation graph, i.e., VT N ⊂ VO =

S

τ ∈T

ττ . Therefore, the trip metagraph edge cost

(due to flight distance) between two vertices that each represent a trip is
N (rτ → rτ 0 ) =

min

u∈Rτ ,v∈Rτ 0

kv − uk, such that σ × (v.t − u.t) > kv − uk,

where, as before, v.t refers to the time-stamp of the trip stop v ∈ Rτ 0 . The edge
cost here is thus the shortest flight distance between stops from one trip to another
that the drone can cover in the time difference between them. For the trip metagraph
edges between depots and packages, we simply set the energy cost as the direct
flight distance between the corresponding depot and/or package locations. For all
other edges, i.e., where one vertex rτ corresponds to a trip Rτ and the other v to a
depot/package, we set the edge cost N (rτ → v) = N (v → rτ ) = minu∈Rτ kv − uk, i.e,
the closest distance between the depot/package and the trip.
Given the complete specification of the edge cost function for the trip metagraph,
we now run Floyd-Warshall’s All-Pairs Shortest Path algorithm [78] on it to get a
cost matrix N̄T . This cost matrix encodes the minimum flight distance required to
switch from one trip to another, from a trip to a depot/package and vice versa,
and between two depots/package locations, either using the transit network or flying
directly, whichever option is shorter.
We can now define the heuristic function hN for the flight distance traversed to
the Focal-MCSP goal node vg ∈ VD ∪ VP . The heuristic function assigns a value to
the operation graph node v ∈ VO ≡ (VD ∪ VP ∪ VT N ) expanded during Focal-MCSP.
If v ∈ VD ∪ VP is a depot or package, we set hN (v, vg) = N̄T (v, vg), i.e., the FloydWarshall cost matrix value. Otherwise, v ∈ VT N is a transit vertex. Recall that each
transit vertex is associated with a corresponding transit trip; let the trip that contains
v be Rτ . We then set heuristic value hN (rτ , vg) = N̄T (rτ , vg), where rτ ∈ VT is the
trip metagraph vertex corresponding to the trip Rτ . The heuristic hN as defined
above is a lower bound on the drone’s flight distance from the expanded operation
graph node to the target depot/package location.
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Pruning the Search Space
We mentioned earlier that we do not explicitly enumerate the edges of the operation
graph but rather implicitly encode and generate them just-in-time during the node
expansion stage of Focal-MCSP. An implicit edge set makes Focal-MCSP memoryefficient at the cost of additional computation time for the outgoing edges during
search. However, we are able to prune the set of out-neighbors of a vertex expanded
during Focal-MCSP, while still guaranteeing bounded suboptimality.
Let u ∈ VO be an operation graph vertex expanded during Focal-MCSP. Consider
the transit vertices of any trip Rτ (if u ∈ VT N is itself a transit vertex, consider a
trip different from the one that u lies on). The transit vertices of Rτ are candidate
out-neighbors for the expanded node u, i.e., candidate target vertices of a timeconstrained flight edge from u that connects to the trip Rτ . While considering these
flight connections to a trip Rτ , we only need to add the transit vertices on Rτ that are
non-dominated by any other in terms of time difference and flight distance (explained
subsequently). We show in the following lemma how this pruning does not violate
the bounded suboptimality of Focal-MCSP; the lemma formalizes the logic that if
a transit connection is useful to the drone, a stop that is both earlier and closer in
distance than another will always be preferred.
Lemma 2. (Bounded suboptimal search-space pruning in Focal-MCSP) Let u ∈ VO
be expanded during Focal-MCSP. Let v1 and v2 be two consecutive transit vertices on
trip Rτ such that v1 dominates v2 . Notationally, (v1 .t, kv1 − uk)  (v2 .t, kv2 − uk),
i.e. v1 .t < v2 .t (equality cannot hold as two different stops on the same trip must have
different time-stamps) and kv1 − uk 6 kv2 − uk. Then, pruning v2 as an out-neighbor
for u does not change the solution cost of Focal-MCSP.
The following proof relies heavily on the analysis of A*-MCSP, upon which FocalMCSP is based [84, Section V].
Proof. We assume v1 and v2 are both reachable by the drone, i.e., σ × (v.t − u.t) >
kv − uk for v = v1 , v2 , otherwise they are rejected anyway. Since (v1 → v2 ) is a transit
edge, the flight distance N (v1 → v2 ) = 0, by definition. Focal-MCSP tracks both the
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objective (traversal time) and constraint (flight distance) values of partial paths to
nodes. It discards a partial path dominated by any other on both metrics.
The two possible partial paths to v2 from the expanded node u are u → v2 and
u → v1 → v2 . Let the flight distance accumulated on the path thus far to u be
W u. The traversal time cost at v2 for both partial paths is v2 .t, since v2 is timestamped. The accumulated flight distance at v2 for u → v2 is W u + N (u → v2 ) =
W u + kv2 − uk. But for u → v1 → v2 , the corresponding accumulated weight at
node v2 is W u + N (u → v1 ) + N (v1 → v2 ) = W u + kv1 − uk < W u + kv2 − uk, by
our original assumption. By construction, Focal-MCSP will discard the partial path
u → v2 in favor of u → v1 → v2 . Therefore, pruning v2 as an out-neighbor has no
effect on the solution of Focal-MCSP.
Our proof above was for consecutive vertices on a transit trip; we can extend it
to the full sequence of vertices on the trip by induction. We use Kung’s algorithm to
find the non-dominated transit trip vertices [85]. For two criteria functions, Kung’s
algorithm yields a solution in O(n log n) time; here n is the size of the set and the
bottleneck is sorting the set for one criterion. In our specific case, the transit trip
vertices are already sorted in increasing order of time-stamps. Therefore, we can add
out-neighbors for a transit trip in O(n) time, which is as fast as we could have done
anyway.
There is a crucial practical caveat to the MAPF-TN section. We have presented
a general solver over transit networks that computes a set of conflict-free, weightfeasible, and bounded suboptimal cost paths for each agent from its start to its goal,
a contribution in and of itself. However, for the drone delivery problem, a dpd0 task
requires a bounded suboptimal path from d to p and another from p to d0 , such that
their concatenation is feasible. Neither Conflict-Based Search nor Multi-Constraint
Shortest Path methods address such path concatenation settings, and developing a
general extension for this purpose is a non-trivial problem and out of our scope.
We circumvent this problem of computing a bounded-suboptimal, weight-constrained,
concatenated path, by simply running Focal-MCSP twice (from d to p and p to d0 )
with half the energy constraint each time, and concatenating the resulting paths. By
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doing so, we can guarantee feasibility but not completeness, since our space of solutions is that of all dpd0 paths. We use this abstraction for computational convenience,
but it is one we could realize in practice as well. Instead of a single battery, we could
fit the drone with two smaller batteries, each providing half the flight range of the
larger (since battery capacity increases with volume). The first battery would power
the drone’s journey to the delivery location, and the second would power its return
to a depot.

3.6

Surrogate Cost Estimate for Layer Coupling

In order to scale to large problems, we use a decomposition-based stage-wise optimization instead of jointly solving for allocation and multi-agent pathfinding over transit
networks. Such stage-wise methods suffer from an approximation gap compared to
the optimal solution of the full problem. For us, this gap manifests in the surrogate
cost estimate for the drone travel time in the task allocation layer; the optimality
property of the task allocation layer is in terms of this surrogate. The allocation
layer’s solution determines the start and goal locations and thus constrains the set
of feasible solutions for the multi-agent pathfinding layer. The better the surrogate
estimate, the more coupled the layers are, i.e., the better is the solution of the first
stage for the second one.
Surrogate functions typically trade efficiency for approximation quality. An easyto-compute travel time surrogate, for instance, is the drone’s direct flight time between
two locations (ignoring possible use of transit). However, such a surrogate can be
particularly poor when the drone requires transit to reach an out-of-range target. As
we mentioned earlier in Section 3.3.2, we pre-compute a surrogate travel time estimate
that accounts for the transit network.
Consider the given geographical area of operation encoded as a bounding box
of coordinates (Figure 3.6 illustrates both areas that we work with). During preprocessing, we generate a representative set of locations across the area. We use a
quasi-random low dispersion sampling scheme to compute the locations for good coverage [86]. This set of locations induces a Voronoi partition of the geographical area
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Figure 3.6: The geographical bounding boxes, highlighted in red, for (a) San Francisco
(roughly 150 km2 ) and (b) Washington DC Metropolitan area (roughly 400 km2 ).
into regions, where the locations are the so-called sites, one for each region [78]. Any
point in the full bounding box is associated with the nearest element in the set of
sites and the corresponding region that it falls in, by an appropriate distance metric.
Next, we compute a drone travel time estimate between each pair of locations or
sites. The actual drone travel time in the course of a business day would depend
on the state of the transit network when the route is planned. During preprocessing
we choose a certain representative time segment of the daily timetable; specifically,
we choose the smallest time window within which at least one instance of a bus trip
is executed on every route in the area. Using this snapshot of the transit network,
and our Focal-MCSP search algorithm, we pre-compute the drone travel time between
every pair of Voronoi sites, assuming in each case that the drone trip begins at the
start of the time window.
One such transit network snapshot is sufficient for our experiments as we only
evaluate the MAPF layer on at most two delivery tasks per drone, with the second
task used only for evaluating the replanning strategies. In an actual deployment,
we could generate multiple transit network snapshots over the course of a business
day (e.g., morning, afternoon, and evening), compute a corresponding surrogate for
each snapshot, and use the appropriate surrogate when allocating at the start of each
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session of the day.
Recall that the task allocation layer queries the estimated travel time between two
depot/package locations v, v 0 ∈ VD ∪ VP during its computations. Both v and v 0 have
corresponding nearest representative locations (the sites of the Voronoi regions they
respectively fall in). We then use the pre-computed travel time estimate between the
corresponding sites for MergeSplitTours; here we assume the travel time between
the representative sites dominates the last-mile travel between each site and its corresponding depot/package. If v and v 0 are in the same cell, i.e., their nearest Voronoi
site is the same, we use the direct flight time between v and v 0 , i.e., kv 0 − vk/σ. The
locations v and v 0 are more likely to share a cell if they are close together, in which
case the drone is more likely to fly directly between them anyway. Note that in our
experiments, we randomly generate all depot locations in each trial while using the
same preprocessed surrogate for a city. In an actual deployment, since the depot
locations will be fixed from day to day, we can use those fixed depot locations as
some of the sites that induce the Voronoi decomposition.

3.7

Experiments and Results

We implemented our approach in the Julia programming language [87] for fast numerical simulations and tested it on a machine with a 6-core 3.7 GHz 16 GiB RAM CPU.1
We have already shown that the task allocation and multi-agent pathfinding layers
of our framework are approximately optimal and bounded-suboptimal respectively in
terms of solution quality, i.e., makespan. Therefore, we focus on their efficiency and
scalability to large real-world settings; in the case of multi-agent pathfinding, we also
evaluate the real-world makespan for deliveries. We do not baseline against a mixedinteger linear program for the full problem; a typical setting of interest will have on
the order of 107 variables in such a formulation, besides an exponential number of
constraints.
We ran simulations with two large-scale public transit networks in San Francisco
1

The code is available at https://github.com/sisl/MultiAgentAllocationTransit.jl.
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(SFMTA) and the Washington Metropolitan Area (WMATA). We used the opensource General Transit Feed Specification2 data for each network. Our formulation
can accommodate multiple modes of transit seamlessly, but here we considered only
the bus network (by far the most extensive).
We defined a geographical bounding box in each case, of area 150 km2 for SFMTA
and 400 km2 for WMATA (illustrated in Figure 3.6), within which depots and package
locations were randomly generated; we pruned all bus trips outside the bounding box.
The size of the time-expanded network, |VT N |, is the total number of stops made by
all trips; |VT N | = 4192 for SFMTA and |VT N | = 7608 for WMATA (recall that edges
are implicit, so |ET N | varies with problems, but the full graph GO is dense). We
set the drone flight range constraint conservatively to 7 km and the average speed to
25 kph, based on DJI Mavic 2 specifications.3 For the much larger WMATA area, we
used a flight range of 10 km to enable more feasible solutions.
In this section, we first evaluate the two main components: the task allocation and
multi-agent path finding layers. We then compare the performance of two replanning
strategies for when a drone finishes its current delivery, and two different surrogate
travel time estimates for coupling the layers.

3.7.1

Task Allocation

The number of depots ` and packages k determine the size and computational complexity of the allocation problem, which in turn affects the runtime that we evaluate
here. The number of drones m is irrelevant for these experiments and we just set
it equal to the number of depots; the choice of surrogate function is also irrelevant
for allocation computation time and near-optimality, which is over the space of allocations that use the given surrogate as the edge cost. We display the runtimes for
MergeSplitTours with varying `, k over SFMTA in Table 3.2; the test cases are
randomly generated locations over the SFMTA area.
The roughly quadratic increase along a specific row or column reflects the complexity bound (Theorem 2) of our approximately optimal MergeSplitTours algorithm.
2
3

https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs
https://www.dji.com/mavic-2/info
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Table 3.2: (All times are in seconds) The mean computation time for MergeSplitTours, over 100 different trials for each setting. The numbers demonstrate that
MergeSplitTours is polynomial in input size and highly scalable. Here, k = |VP |
is the number of package deliveries and ` = |VD | is the number of depots. For all
instances that took longer than 60 s, we used 10 trials. Values greater than 1 × 103 s
are rounded out.
k

`=2

` = 5 ` = 10 ` = 20 ` = 30

50
0.004 0.016
100 0.012 0.050
200 0.038 0.173
500 0.201 1.025
1000 0.781 4.109
5000 22.74 319.2

0.057
0.195
0.699
4.384
24.30
1089

0.248
0.807
2.968
18.19
76.58
3581

0.658
2.117
8.409
49.97
397.9
6435

Given the commodity hardware we used, the absolute runtimes are reasonable.
Consider the setting of 5000 deliveries and 10 depots, which is large enough to represent a half-day in a large urban area. The average runtime is 1,089 s or approximately
18 min, which is negligible compared to a half-day operation time of several hours.
We do not compare with naive mixed-inter linear programming even for allocation,
as the number of variables would exceed (` · k)2 , in addition to the expensive subtour
elimination constraints [88].

3.7.2

Multi-Agent Path Finding

The multi-agent pathfinding problem is NP-hard to solve optimally [63]. Researchers
have previously benchmarked variants of Conflict-Based Search and shown that Enhanced Conflict-Based Search (ECBS) is among the most effective [80, 89]. Therefore,
we focus on evaluating our modified ECBS for multi-agent pathfinding with transit
networks (MAPF-TN) rather than redundant baselining. Table 3.3 quantifies several
aspects of our MAPF-TN solver with varying numbers of depots (`) and agents (m).
Each row shows aggregate results on randomly generated scenarios, 100 trials for
smaller settings and 30 trials for larger ones. Before each trial, we run the allocation layer and collect m different dpd0 tasks, one for each agent. We then run our
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Table 3.3: (All times are in seconds) An extensive analysis of the MAPF-TN layer,
on 100 trials for each setting of depots and agents (and 30 trials for 5 depots and 50
agents). Each trial uses different randomly generated depots and delivery locations.
We randomly sampled the integer carrying capacity of any transit edge C(e) from
{3, 4, 5}, representing single and double buses, and set the suboptimality factor for
ECBS to 1.1.
Plan Time
Depots

Agents

Median

Mean

Range Ext.

Transit Used

Mean

Mean

Max

Makespan

2.93
3.48
4.2
2.31
2.94
3.67
1.09
1.61
2.23

6
6
6
6
5
8
7
9
6

2554.7
2886.8
3380.9
2091.6
2504.7
2971.8
1273.6
1642.4
1898.5

3.18
3.57
4.44
2.57
3.53
4.25
2.23
3.19
3.58

7
8
7
7
7
8
7
6
7

5167.3
5384.5
6140.2
4017.2
5312.3
5623.9
3571.8
4304.5
5085.6

Max

Mean

San Francisco (|VT N | = 4192 ; Area 150 km2 )
5
5
5
10
10
10
20
20
20

10
20
50
20
50
100
50
100
200

0.61
1.39
2.13
0.41
0.73
2.09
0.17
0.49
0.89

1.17
2.13
3.89
1.02
1.46
7.29
0.46
1.05
2.10

1.53
1.61
1.64
1.24
1.38
1.43
0.98
1.06
1.13

3.41
2.66
2.48
2.35
3.58
2.16
1.69
1.79
2.31

Washington DC (|VT N | = 7608; Area 400 km2 )
5
5
5
10
10
10
20
20
20

10
20
50
20
50
100
50
100
200

3.91
9.01
19.1
1.61
4.77
18.1
0.73
2.45
4.68

5.65
13.1
28.9
4.67
15.8
26.2
1.92
5.24
10.5

1.66
1.79
2.07
1.37
1.72
1.86
1.29
1.48
1.61

3.08
3.21
3.21
3.12
3.03
3.18
2.88
2.67
2.87
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MAPF-TN solver on this set of tasks to compute a solution.
Our approach scales to very large numbers of agents (200) and transit networks
(nearly 8000 vertices). The highest average makespan for the true delivery time is
less than an hour (3,380.9 s) for San Francisco and 2 hours (6,140.2 s) for Washington; recall that this delivery time includes the time for each drone to return to its
destination depot. Drones are using up to 9 transit options per route to extend their
range by up to 360%. As we anticipated, conflict resolution is a major bottleneck of MAPF-TN. A higher ratio of agents to depots increases conflicts due to
shared transit, thereby increasing plan time, e.g., compare (5, 20), i.e. 5 depots and
20 agents, to (10, 20). A higher number of depots puts more deliveries within flight
range of a depot, reducing conflicts, makespan, and the need for transit usage and
range extension, e.g. compare (10, 50) to (20, 50).
We briefly discuss two kinds of pathological corner cases in our experiments, for
which we terminated the corresponding trials. The first corner case is that of excessively high computation time due to too many high-level conflicts when certain
capacity-constrained bus trips become bottlenecks for drones to make their deliveries; we discard any MAPF trial that exceeds 180 s of computation time. The second
corner case is when one or more drones have no feasible path to their next destination, because the destination was out of flight range and there was no usable transit
option. We do not report separate metrics for the corner cases as they are quite rare
(at most one or two of the 100 trials for a setting, and only in a handful of the many
settings). More importantly, in practice we can handle both of them by replanning
for a subset of drones, dispatching them, and replanning for the remaining once the
next set of bus trips has commenced.
The plan times are consistently higher for Washington than for San Francisco. The
operation area for Washington DC is nearly three times that of North San Francisco
and the WMATA bus network is nearly twice as big as SFMTA. Consequently, drones
have a higher need for using transit to satisfy deliveries (the average transit usage
metric is consistently higher than for SF), even with the higher drone flight range
of 10 km as compared to 7 km. The WMATA bus network is more sparse in the
outskirts and suburban areas, and transit becomes more of a bottleneck than for San
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Francisco. Additionally, the average low-level search time is higher because of the
larger transit graph. Altogether, these conditions lead to Washington having both
higher single-agent search times and more multi-agent conflicts. The relative range
extension for Washington is similar to that for San Francisco despite the higher base
flight range, which means that drones are reaching further off delivery locations in
the absolute distance sense.
We make a few more general comments on the scalability of our MAPF-TN layer.
Recall that each low-level search is actually two concatenated searches (from d → p
and p → d0 ), so the effective number of agents is actually 2m and not m; this observation only strengthens our scalability claim. In our benchmarks, we randomly generate
depot placements, but an intelligent placement can reduce the number of high-level
conflicts and significantly impact plan times (a key question for future work). The
running times reported here are pessimistic, because we release drones simultaneously
from the depots, which increases conflicts. However, a gradual release by executing
the MAPF-TN solver over a longer horizon would result in fewer conflicts, allowing us
to cope with an even larger drone fleet. Finally, we could even parallelize our solver
for increased efficiency [90].
With regards to solution quality (makespan), consider the real-world significance
of the result that even for a large metropolitan area of 400 km2 , the longest delivery
and subsequent return to the depot in a set of up to m = 200 tasks is well under 2
hours. We used a representative transit window that is largely replicated throughout
the rest of the day; therefore, for a given business day of, say, 12 hours, we can expect
any drone to make at least 7 deliveries, and typically many more.

3.7.3

Replanning Strategies

Until now, we have discussed how our MAPF-TN solver computes paths for a single
dpd0 task for each drone. Recall that the task allocation layer assigns drones to
a sequence of deliveries. Instead of computing paths for the entire sequence for
each drone ahead of time, we use a receding horizon approach where we replan for
a drone after it completes its current task. Our MAPF-TN computation time is
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Table 3.4: (All times are in seconds) We compare replanning strategies for a subset
of the scenarios from Table 3.3 for the San Francisco network, over 20 trials for each
setting. The boldfaced entries are for the scenarios where one strategy is strictly
equal to or better than the other in terms of plan time and makespan.
Replan-1
Depots

Agents

5
5
20
20

10
20
50
100

Replan-m

Replan
Time

Mean
Makespan

Replan
Time

Mean
Makespan

0.271
0.034
0.006
0.009

2943.1
3092.2
1463.5
1952.2

0.645
1.599
0.278
0.399

2880.1
3092.2
1463.5
1952.2

negligible compared to the actual solution execution time (compare the ‘Plan Time’
and ‘Makespan’ columns in Table 3.3); therefore, a receding horizon strategy is quite
reasonable in practice.
In this context, there are two natural replanning strategies: replanning only for
the finished drone, while maintaining the paths of all the other drones (we call
this Replan-1), and replanning for all drones from their current states (we call this
Replan-m). These two approaches are at the opposite ends of the efficiency-optimality
spectrum. The Replan-m strategy will be optimal among replanning strategies, while
being the most computationally expensive. On the other hand, Replan-1 requires only
the computation of a single path, since the remaining m − 1 paths are unaffected.
To evaluate the two replanning strategies, we use the same setup as for MAPFTN. For each MAPF-TN solution, with one path for each drone, we consider the
drone that finishes its assigned delivery and returns to its depot first. Since we use
a continuous time representation, ties are unlikely in practice. For Replan-1, we rerun the low-level search for the finished drone. We update the full m-agent solution
with the new path, updating makespan if need be. For Replan-m, we re-run the full
MAPF-TN solver for all m agents with their current states (at the time) as their
initial state and obtain a different (m-agent) solution.
In Table 3.4, we compare the makespan and computation times of the m-agent
solutions we obtain from the two strategies. We used a representative subset of the
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scenarios in Table 3.3; few depots with a low agent/depot ratio (5, 10); few depots
with a higher ratio (5, 20); and similarly for many depots, i.e., (20, 50) and (20, 100).
Clearly, Replan-1 achieves solutions of essentially the same makespan as
Replan-m, at fairly lower computational cost. This result motivates our decision to use Replan-1 in practice.
In principle, we could design scenarios where Replan-1 has a much worse makespan
compared to Replan-m than demonstrated in Table 3.4. However, the Replan-1 strategy is only suboptimal when (i) the (m−1) unfinished drone paths could conflict with
the new individual path of the drone that has just finished and when (ii) resolving
the conflict(s) would have prioritized the path of the replanned drone over the others.
In practice, it is unlikely that both of these conditions hold together, especially when
there are many depots and some drones can fly directly to their next target. In our
trials with 20 depots, for instance, the suboptimality conditions for Replan-1 never
hold together, which is why the makespans for those two rows are exactly the same
for both strategies.

3.7.4

Surrogate Estimates

We now compare two different surrogate travel time estimates: the preprocessed
approximate travel time between representative locations in the city using transit (as
described in Section 3.6) and the direct flight time between two locations, ignoring
transit. For the earlier results in Table 3.3 (where we ran MAPF-TN on the first
dpd0 task for each drone), the MergeSplitTours task allocation algorithm used
the preprocessed surrogate for the allocation graph edge costs. As a comparison,
we re-run the exact same scenarios for both cities, as in Table 3.3 using the direct
flight time surrogate as the edge cost for MergeSplitTours. We compare the two
primary performance factors, plan time and solution makespan for both surrogates
in Table 3.5. For the same scenario in a city, if one surrogate yields equal or lower
time and makespan than the other, its entry is boldfaced.
We expect the direct flight time surrogate to be a poor estimate in scenarios where
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Table 3.5: We compare our MAPF-TN results from Table 3.3 (Mean Plan Time
and Makespan) against those where the framework uses the direct flight time as a
surrogate estimate for MergeSplitTours instead of our preprocessed surrogate
using representative locations. For each setting, i.e., row, in the SF and DC scenarios
separately, if one of the surrogates is strictly equal to or better than the other for
both plan time and makespan, then the record is boldfaced. The values for the
Preprocessed columns are copied over from Table 3.3
.
San Francisco
Washington DC
Preprocessed
Depots

Agents

Plan
Time

5
5
5
10
10
10
20
20
20

10
20
50
20
50
100
50
100
200

1.17 2554.7
2.13 2886.8
3.89 3380.9
1.02 2091.6
1.46 2504.7
7.29 2971.8
0.46 1273.6
1.05 1642.4
2.10 1898.5

Direct

Preprocessed

Direct

Mean
Mksp.

Plan
Time

Mean
Mksp.

Plan
Time

Mean
Mksp.

Plan
Time

Mean
Mksp.

1.51
2.69
5.08
0.83
1.25
3.78
0.27
0.64
1.43

2624.8
3092.9
3412.4
1868.9
2247.3
2649.6
1079.1
1371.1
1426.2

5.65
13.1
28.9
4.67
15.8
26.2
1.92
5.24
10.5

5167.3
5384.5
6140.2
4017.2
5312.3
5623.9
3571.8
4304.5
5085.6

13.6
35.2
51.1
11.9
28.6
53.8
8.49
22.8
17.6

4654.7
5339.6
6323.4
4527.3
5509.6
5774.1
4058.1
4613.9
5216.1

transit is used frequently, because the allocation step does not account for it. Accordingly, we do observe a difference in plan time and solution quality between Preprocessed and Direct Flight for the settings with fewer depots and higher agent-to-depot
ratios. For the settings with 5 depots in San Francisco, and for almost all settings
in Washington (except the first two), both computation time and the makespan are
lower for the preprocessed estimate, i.e., it is strictly better than direct flight. But
for the settings in San Francisco with 10 or more depots, in most cases the drones are
close enough to their deliveries to fly directly (recall the lower average transit usage
of those cases from Table 3.3). Here the direct flight surrogate tends to be more
accurate, leading to solutions that have lower makespan and are cheaper to compute.
The choice of surrogate cost clearly impacts the result of the allocation layer and
in turn the downstream solution and corresponding makespan of the MAPF layer.
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However, our experiments suggest that there is no obvious winner between
the two and it is ultimately an empirical question as to whether one is better for a
particular setting than another. Even our explanations for the difference in makespan
between them are at best rules of thumb. The questions of what other good surrogates
might be, whether multiple surrogates can be combined in an ensemble, and what the
good heuristics are for choosing a surrogate for a particular setting, are all potential
avenues for further research.

3.8

Discussion

This chapter presented a comprehensive algorithm for the large-scale allocation and
routing of delivery drones over transit networks. In our two-stage approach, we
first solve the delivery sequence allocation problem with an approximately optimal
polynomial time method, and then route the team of drones to deliver the packages
with an efficient bounded suboptimal multi-agent pathfinding routine tailored to large
transit networks.
We demonstrated various properties and results of our approach through extensive simulations with two real-world transit networks: our framework can scale to
hundreds of drones and thousands of packages, computing close-to-optimal solutions
that satisfy the many system constraints typically within a few seconds; drones can
greatly extend their effective travel range using ground transit (upto 360% on our
trials); we can execute a sequence of deliveries throughout a business day in a receding horizon fashion; our preprocessed surrogate travel time estimate can enable faster
computation and lower makespan solutions when drones are likely to require transit.
The technical content of the thesis begins with this chapter because it confronts the
computational challenges of coordinated multi-robot networks and sets the stage for
all the chapters that follow. We now have a clearer understanding of how allocating
drones to deliveries gets tricky when they can only carry one package at a time and
our global objective depends on both the distribution and the sequence of deliveries.
We can appreciate how the already demanding multi-agent path finding problem
becomes even more complex when agents have range constraints and must plan over
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large time-dependent networks. We observe how the manner in which the former
layer approximates the latter one can be critical to walking the important boundary
between efficiency and good-quality solutions.
This chapter made the key simplifying assumption of a deterministic setting with
no online updates. This assumption allowed us to focus our cognitive and computational resources on bringing to heel the daunting problems of allocation and
route planning, without having to worry about how to adaptively execute the timeconstrained drone routes under uncertainty. Subsequent chapters will lift this assumption and much of our effort will be spent on dealing with the additional challenges
that come with it. The next chapter considers how we can efficiently allocate multiple
robots while accounting for both uncertainty in the task execution and time window
constraints on tasks.

4

Stochastic Time-Constrained
Task Allocation

As we decided how to allocate delivery sequences to drones in the previous chapter, we
were untroubled by the prospect of any drone failing to make a delivery. By assuming
that any delivery could be made at any time, and that our setting was offline and
deterministic, we abstracted away the need to account for task updates or failures
during allocation. This abstraction is consistent with the hierarchical approach of the
thesis, and later on we will consider how the adaptive control layer can address some
of these challenges.
In some real-world scenarios, however, we may be unduly restricted by our assumptions. Tasks may come with time window constraints within which agents must
complete them, and not all tasks may be known ahead of time. Just as the allocation
layer can approximate the cost of the lower routing layer with some surrogate estimate, it can also approximate the uncertainty of the lower layer with a probabilistic
model of task execution time. Collectively, these challenges are out of the scope of just
tweaking our allocation algorithm from the previous chapter (MergeSplitTours).
In this chapter, we present a multi-robot allocation algorithm designed from the
ground up to address those challenges and underscore its generality by evaluating on
another robotics-inspired domain distinct from our running example.
The content of this chapter was published in Robotics: Science and Systems (RSS)
2020 [91].
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Depot

Delivery

Figure 4.1: The above domains motivate our multi-robot task allocation approach.
We allocate robots (arms or drones) to tasks (pick-and-place or delivery) that arrive
online. Task completion is subject to uncertainty (grasping or flight time) and time
window constraints.

4.1

Introduction

Efficient and high-quality task allocation is crucial for modern cooperative multi-robot
applications. For warehouse logistics, teams of mobile robots carry goods between
assigned locations [92]. Industrial and manufacturing operations involve manipulators
collaborating on assembly lines [93]. On-demand ridesharing and delivery services
dispatch agents to incoming requests [94]. Multi-robot task allocation needs to be
computationally efficient and produce high-quality solutions under the challenges of
real-world robotics: uncertainty of task execution success, temporal constraints such
as ordering and time windows, and tasks dynamically appearing online. In one of
our simulation domains, a team of robot arms pick objects that appear on a conveyor
belt from an external loading process and place them in bins (Figure 4.1). With time
window constraints induced by workspace limits, and uncertainty due to imperfect
grasping, the arms attempt to pick-and-place as many objects as possible.
Multi-robot task allocation is a difficult problem that inherits the combinatorial
optimization challenges of classical allocation and the uncertainty and dynamic online
environments of robotics settings. Time-extended tasks and time window constraints
further require algorithms to plan over horizons rather than instantaneously, and account for spatio-temporal relationships among tasks [95]. The robotics community
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has worked on multi-agent task allocation with Markov Decision Processes [96]and
robust task matching [97]. The classic multi-robot task allocation problem has been
studied extensively [98] and extended to account for uncertainty [99], temporal and
ordering constraints [100], and dynamic task arrivals [101]. The operations research
community has developed methods that plan under task execution uncertainty [102,
103] and can efficiently recompute schedules online [104]. However, they have simplified agent models (flow shops and job shops) that can not represent complex spatial
relationships between tasks.
The algorithmic challenges for our allocation setting are sequential planning under
uncertainty and coordinating multi-agent decisions. The prior works above typically
do not disentangle these challenges but instead address them jointly. Thus, they
require simplifying approximations or heuristics for either multi-agent planning or
coordination, such as ignoring uncertainty or imposing arbitrary priority orderings
on agents.
Our key idea is to decouple the algorithmic challenges and address them hierarchically in an efficient two-layer approach. The lower layer plans for individual agents,
using dynamic programming on a policy tree to reason about the uncertainty over
task completion. The upper layer coordinates the multi-agent allocation decisions
with the logic of Conflict-Based Search, the multi-agent path finding algorithm we
used in the previous chapter [71]. Our overall algorithm, Stochastic Conflict-Based
Allocation (SCoBA), yields allocation policies that minimize the expected cumulative
penalty for unsuccessful tasks. Due to its computational efficiency and tree structure
in both layers, SCoBA can also seamlessly interleave planning and execution online
for new tasks.
In this chapter, we first propose a general formulation for multi-robot allocation
under task uncertainty and temporal constraints. We then present a hierarchical algorithm, SCoBA, which uses multi-agent conflict resolution with single-agent policy
tree search; SCoBA is both optimal in expectation and complete under mild assumptions. We demonstrate SCoBA’s strong competitive performance against an oracle
with complete lookahead, and its performance advantage over four baseline methods
for successful task execution. Our results also show that SCoBA scales well with
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increasing numbers of agents and tasks. We run simulations on two distinct robotics
domains, a team of robot arms picking and placing objects from a conveyor belt and
on-demand multi-drone delivery of packages in a city-scale area.

4.2

Background and Related Work

We briefly discuss three background areas for our setting here: algorithms for assignment and scheduling, multi-agent decision-making, and relevant work in multi-robot
task allocation.

4.2.1

Assignment and Scheduling

A major topic in discrete optimization is assigning resources to tasks [105], for which
the Hungarian algorithm is a fundamental one [106]. In temporal tasks, we use the
scheduling model, where the objective is a function of completed jobs [107]. Scheduling problems with multiple resources and tasks are computationally hard, even when
deterministic [108]. In online scheduling, each task is only observed when made available [109]. Hard real-time tasks have a time window constraint for completion [110].
Approaches for scheduling under uncertainty address problems where task execution is not fully deterministic [111]. These approaches are either proactive in
anticipating future disruptions [112], reactive to changes [113, 114], or hybrid [115].
For scenarios with ordering constraints, such as assembly lines, additional models
like job shops [116] and flow shops [117] are useful, particularly real-time flow shop
scheduling [118]. This extensive body of work provides valuable insights but does not
address task configurations more complex than an ordered sequence on an assembly
line (such as delivery requests in a geographical area) and the uncertainty of travel
time to reach these tasks.

4.2.2

Multi-Agent Sequential Decision-Making

As we discussed in Section 2.4, the Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a mathematical
model for our setting of sequential decision making under uncertainty. Our problem
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is a Multi-Agent MDP, where agents coordinate to achieve a single shared objective;
planning for Multi-Agent MDPs is generally computationally intractable in practice
due to the exponentially large decision space [119]. Reinforcement learning techniques
are often employed to alleviate tractability of large MDPs [120, 17] by learning values
of different states and actions, but model-free methods like Q-Learning face exploration challenges [121]. Recently, graph neural network representation techniques
have been used to learn good heuristics and reduce the overall combinatorial complexity of such multi-robot allocation policies [122, 123]. Online tree search methods
can fare better than these offline approaches by focusing on relevant states that are
reachable from the current one [124], and a recent multi-robot allocation algorithm
is based on online Monte Carlo Tree Search [125]. None of these methods have any
guarantee on solution quality or completeness, due to the computational intractability
of Multi-Agent MDPs. We will return to the question of scalable planning for MultiAgent MDPs in Chapter 6 when considering adaptive control for multiple drones that
must coordinate around each other.

4.2.3

Multi-Robot Task Allocation

We outline a number of domain-agnostic and domain-specific works on multi-robot
task allocation. MDP solvers have been used to generate a sequential greedy strategy,
but without accounting for completion uncertainty [96]. The probability of task
failure has been considered by two-stage Stochastic Integer Programs and network
flow algorithms, which are exhaustive combinatorial approaches unsuitable for tasks
that are streaming in online [126, 102, 127]. A sensitivity analysis approach to optimal
assignment under uncertainty provides some insights on robustness but has no notion
of temporal constraints [97].
Existing taxonomies for multi-robot task allocation help us understand our problem difficulty [98, 100]. Among the early works reviewed in these taxonomies, two
fundamental ones study the effects of uncertain environments and dynamic tasks [99,
128]. However, they both consider distributed multi-robot systems, with simple allocation strategies based on local information that lack any global guarantees. More
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recent work has developed an auction-based method for distributed mobile robot
teams that plans time-constrained pickup and delivery schedules online [129]. On
the centralized side, another recent paper presents a comprehensive approach for
task assignment and scheduling that handles tightly coupled spatial and temporal
constraints [130]. However, neither of them explicitly models or addresses task execution uncertainty and how it interacts with time constraints to yield task failure
probabilities.
Previous work on assembly lines includes hierarchical planning frameworks, constraint programming, and robust scheduling for robotic flowshop systems [93, 131,
132]. However, they all simplify one or more of the key complexities such as task
completion uncertainty or multi-agent configuration models. Dynamic vehicle dispatch problems have been explored in work on vehicle routing algorithms with time
windows and trip assignment algorithms for ridesharing [133, 134]. However, they
make restrictive assumptions on the uncertainty and environment dynamics. Drivertask assignment with uncertain durations and task windows do solve for a similar
setting as ours but assume some knowledge of future requests [135].

4.3

Problem Formulation

We frame the allocation problem of this chapter more abstractly than we did in the
previous one, where we grounded everything in the multi-drone delivery setting. We
base our formulation on previous work for multi-robot task allocation with temporal
constraints [95]. There is a set of N agents, denoted as [N ] and K tasks, denoted as
[K]; the problem horizon is T time-steps. For each agent n ∈ [N ] and task k ∈ [K],




the service time window is Wnk = tlnk , tunk , where l and u are respectively the
lower and upper time limits within which n can attempt k. There may also be an
additional so-called downtime if the agent executes the task successfully, e.g., the
time for a robot arm to transfer the object to the bin.
We represent task duration uncertainty as
τnk (t) = Prob [n completes k within time t] .

(4.1)
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We assume knowledge of this cumulative distribution as part of the problem specification, typical for task scheduling under uncertainty [111]; the particular model
is domain-dependent. By definition, the conjunction of W and τ imposes an upper
bound on task completion probability, i.e.,
Prob [n completes k] 6 τnk (tunk − tlnk ).
For all unsuccessful tasks, the system incurs a penalty of

(4.2)

P

k

J(k) units. As in the

previous chapter, an agent can attempt only one task at a time.
We seek an allocation policy that minimizes the expected cumulative penalty due
to unsuccessful tasks. An allocation policy π is a mapping from the agents to the
tasks and their respective attempt times, i.e. π : [N ] → [K] × [T ]. Since there is
uncertainty about task completion, a single-shot allocation is insufficient. Of course,
the attempt times for future tasks depend on when the earlier tasks are actually
executed (successfully or unsuccessfully). Our optimization problem is
 X

argmin E
π∈Π

s.t.

1[k] · J(k) | π



k∈[K]

(4.3)

t ∈ Wnk ∀ (k, t) ∈ π(n),

where the indicator function 1[k] = 1 if the task k remains incomplete at the end of
the horizon, and Π is the set of all possible allocation policies. The constraint enforces
that an agent attempts a task within the valid time window. The expectation is over
the task execution success distribution for the allocation policy. For the rest of the
discussion, we will assume that J(k) = 1, i.e., all tasks are equally important; this
objective is the unweighted tardy jobs penalty [107].

4.3.1

Grounding Examples

We briefly describe we can ground the abstract formulation in the two example domains of this chapter. First, our running domain of multi-drone delivery dispatch
(here we only care about allocation so we ignore how the drones actually execute
the route, whether using transit or flying). Delivery tasks arise through an external
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Figure 4.2: The illustrated conveyor belt has N = 3 arms and K = 5 objects. The
belt is of unit length, and each arm’s workspace spans 0.3 units (dashed lines are the
limits). Given the belt speed, the agent-task time window for any arm-object pair is
at most 5 s.
process of customer requests. Drones take varying amounts of time to travel from
the product depot to the package delivery location, depending on flight conditions.
Requests arrive with time windows, such that drones must wait until the window
starts to deliver the product to the customer, and late deliveries are penalized. Over
a certain time horizon, our objective is to minimize the number of late deliveries.
Second, we introduce a domain of robot arms arranged along a conveyor belt (only
in this chapter). As we have not discussed this domain before, we illustrate it further
in Figure 4.2. Each arm has an associated collection bin for objects picked up from
the belt. The objects appear on the belt through an external process. The arms take
varying amounts of time for picking, depending on the quality of the grasp strategy or
gripper attributes. Arms have finite reach, and an object may not be picked up before
it goes out of reach. Objects missed by all arms must be sorted by hand afterwards.
The goal is to successfully pick-and-place as many objects, or equivalently, miss as
few objects as possible.
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Computational Challenges

To motivate our hierarchical approach to multi-robot task allocation, we briefly discuss the problem complexity. By the task allocation taxonomy of Gerkey and Mataric
[98], the deterministic version of our problem is ST-SR-TA, i.e. a single robot (SR) executes a single task (ST) at a time, where tasks are time-extended (TA) rather than
instantaneous. The ST-SR-TA is an instance of an NP-Hard scheduling problem,
specifically multi-agent scheduling with resource constraints [136]. The uncertainty
of task execution success due to time windows exacerbates this difficulty [95]. Finally,
new tasks streaming in require our approach to interleave planning and execution effectively, e.g., by replanning at task arrivals [101].

4.4

Hierarchical Multi-Robot Task Allocation

Our key algorithmic challenges are sequential planning under uncertainty of task completion and multi-agent coordination of allocations. The joint multi-agent planning
problem is computationally prohibitive for large settings [137]; most closely related
previous methods either use simplifying approximations for planning and optimization [127, 94] or simple coordination heuristics [99, 125].
In contrast to prior work, we address the challenges hierarchically in a two-layer
approach called Stochastic Conflict-Based Allocation (SCoBA). At the low level, we
independently determine the optimal task attempt sequence for each individual agent,
ignoring other agents. At the high level, we resolve potential conflicts in assigned tasks
across multiple agents to obtain a valid multi-robot allocation. In this section, we
will elaborate on the two layers and how they come together in SCoBA. We will then
discuss briefly how we interleave planning and execution online and how SCoBA can
exploit sparse agent interactions.

4.4.1

Low Level: Single Agent Policy

We first consider the perspective of an individual agent, independent of the other ones.
From the definition in Section 4.3, we are given the set of current tasks, corresponding
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Figure 4.3: The low-level routine of SCoBA generates the policy tree over valid tasks
for an individual agent, specifically, by sweeping along the time axis and branching on
the start or finish of a task’s time window. At the start of a window, two new decision
nodes (ovals) are introduced: to attempt (↔) or to leave (6↔) the task respectively. At
the end of a time window and the downtime, the outcome nodes (rectangles) depict
failure or success. After the tree generation, dynamic programming propagates the
values from the leaves to the root. The probability values p = 0.03, p0 = 0.1, p00 = 0.9
are just hypothetical values that illustrate how the same attempt node (n1 ↔ k2 ) has
three different copies, with different outcome probabilities (depending on the branch
of the tree). Since we interleave planning and execution, we can ignore task k3 as its
time window begins after the end of every task time window before it.

time windows, and task completion uncertainty distribution, and we want a task
attempt policy tree for the agent. Since task execution is stochastic, the first time
an agent can attempt a task depends on what the agent has attempted before it. We
make a simplifying approximation: the agent attempts a task as soon as possible and
observes the outcome at the end of the window. This approximation collapses the
temporal dimension by treating tasks as discrete events rather than extended ones.
We illustrate the policy tree search process for a single robot n1 and three tasks
(objects) k1 , k2 , k3 in Figure 4.3. First, we sort tasks in increasing order of the start
of their time window. Then, we sweep along the time axis and update the tree at
every event point, i.e., the start or finish of the window (and the end of the downtime
in case the task is successful). The updates to the policy tree depends on the event
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point (start/finish/downtime). For the start of a time window, we introduce two new
decision nodes (ovals) to attempt (↔) or leave (6↔) the task respectively. At the
end of a time window and the downtime, we introduce outcome nodes (rectangles)
respectively for failure or success, where the outcome probability p depends on the
minimum feasible start time for the attempt, which in turn depends on the specific
branch of the tree. For instance, notice in Figure 4.3 the three copies of the decision
node (n1 ↔ k2 ), with different probabilities, depending on whether it was attempted
after the failure, success, or non-attempt of task k1 . This difference is due to the time
left to complete the task, e.g., a non-attempt of k1 leaves the most time and highest
probability to complete k2 .
The leaves of the binary policy tree are annotated with the cumulative penalty
along their branches, e.g., a penalty of 1 for each unsuccessful task. We then use
dynamic programming to propagate values upwards from the leaves to the root. For
a pair of outcome node siblings, we set the parent’s value (denoted as V ) to the
expected value of its children,
V (parent) := p · V (Fail) + (1 − p) · V (Succ).

(4.4)

For a pair of decision node siblings, the parent’s value is the minimum of the
children’s, i.e.,
V (parent) := min{V (child1), V (child2)}.

(4.5)

In the running example of Figure 4.3, we have V (root) = min{V (n1 ↔ k1 ), V (n1 6↔
k1 )}. The resulting tree encodes the policy that minimizes the agent’s expected
penalty for all tasks up to the planning horizon, and V (root) is the value of this
expected penalty. We obtain the next task assigned to the agent by following child
nodes of minimum value until the first attempt node (e.g., n1 ↔ k1 ).

4.4.2

High Level: Multi-Agent Coordination

The policy tree determines the approximately optimal task attempt sequence for an
individual agent (approximate due to the temporal simplification mentioned earlier).
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Cost: 2.6
fl

Cost: 2.3
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Con ict
PlanTree(n1, [K ]∖k1)

n1 ↔ k2
n2 ↔ k3
n3 ↔ k1

Cost: 2.9

Solution

Figure 4.4: A constraint tree node with a conflict in the allocation generates two
children with corresponding constraints on the conflicting agents (n1 and n3 ) and
task (k1 ). Best-first search on the constraint tree returns the first high-level node
with a conflict-free allocation. The solution node of the constraint tree is coloured
green and the others are coloured red.
The tree searches are independent of each other, so two agents may have conflicting
allocations. Since our objective function depends on all agents, breaking ties naïvely
could yield arbitrarily poor global allocations. As we saw in the previous chapter,
multi-agent path finding algorithms face a similar challenge and have to resolve interagent conflicts between shortest paths [64]. Conflict-Based Search decouples singleagent path planning and inter-path conflict resolution, and is efficient in practice
without losing optimality [71]. It has even been used to solve a joint task assignment
and path finding problem [66].
We leverage the idea of inter-agent conflict resolution from Conflict-Based Search.
The high level of our algorithm, SCoBA, searches the binary constraint tree (Figure 4.4) generated from conflicts between solutions for individual agents obtained
from the low level, i.e., the policy tree search. Two agents n1 and n2 are in conflict if they are allocated the same task k in overlapping time windows, i.e., if
(k, t1 ) ∈ π(n1 ), (k, t2 ) ∈ π(n2 ) and either t2 ∈ Wn1 ,k or t1 ∈ Wn2 ,k . A constraint
for an agent is a task excluded from consideration by the tree search for that agent.
Each node in the constraint tree maintains (i) a set of constraints, i.e., tasks to
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

procedure Main([N ], [K], T, Wn,k , τnk ∀ n, k)
Initialize A as the root
A.soln ← PlanTree(n, [K], T, W, τ ) ∀ n
A.constr ← {}
. Empty constraint set
A.cost ← SumOfIndividualCosts(A.solution)
Insert A into Open
. Open list of Constraint Tree
while Open not empty
S ← PopBest(Open)
. Min. Cost Allocation
if S.soln is valid
. No/ conflicts
return S.soln
C ← find-conflicts(S)
. Inter-agent conflicts
for all conflicts (n, k) ∈ C
A ← GenerateChild(S, n, k)
Insert A into Open

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

procedure GenerateChild(S, n, k)
A.constr ← S.constr ∪ k
A.soln ← S.soln
A.soln ← PlanTree(n, [K] \ A.constr, T, W, τ )
A.cost ← SumOfIndividualCosts(A.soln)
return A

. Task to exclude

Algorithm 4.1: Stochastic Conflict-Based Allocation
ignore, for each agent, (ii) a multi-agent allocation that respects all constraints, and
(iii) the cost of the allocation. For SCoBA, the cost of the allocation is the sum of
expected penalties for each agent, where the expected penalty for each agent is the
value of the root node of its policy tree. The allocation cost is used as the criteria for
best-first search on the constraint tree; this best first search continues until it finds a
conflict-free allocation.

4.4.3

Stochastic Conflict-Based Allocation (SCoBA)

Algorithm 4.1 describes SCoBA, using the tree search of Section 4.4.1 as the PlanTree
subroutine. Its overall structure is similar to our Enhanced Conflict-Based Search
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in Algorithm 3.2, but recall that the latter used Focal-MCSP as the low-level subroutine for computing bounded-suboptimal paths. The constraint tree is initialized
with the root node, which has an empty constraint set and the allocation from running PlanTree for each individual agent (Lines 2–6). When a high-level node is
expanded, the corresponding allocation is checked for validity (Line 9). If there is no
conflict, we return this allocation as the solution. Otherwise, for every conflict between two or more agents, new child nodes are added, where constraints are imposed
on the agents involved (Line 14). A child constraint tree node inherits its parent’s
constraints and adds one more constraint for a particular agent.
Consider the simple illustrative example in Figure 4.4. The root node has agents
n1 and n3 both assigned to task k1 . This conflict yields two possible constraints, one
inherited by each of the two child nodes. The first constraint excludes k1 from the
recomputed policy tree search for n1 . The second constraint does the same for n3 .
For each new (non-root) node, the low level tree search is only re-run on the agent
for which the constraint is added (Line 18). Both of the resulting child nodes are
conflict-free, but the left one, with a lower allocation cost of 2.6, is returned as the
solution.
Our problem setting is both online and stochastic. However, under some simplifying
assumptions, we can establish optimality and completeness properties for SCoBA. We
derive them from the corresponding optimality and completeness proofs of ConflictBased Search.
Proposition 1. If (i) no new tasks are added online, (ii) the tree search is executed
to the full horizon, and (iii) task completion is determined at the end of the time
window, then SCoBA is optimal in expectation, i.e., SCoBA minimizes the expected
number of incomplete tasks at the end of the time horizon.
Proof. Conflict-Based Search yields optimal multi-agent solutions (paths) if two conditions hold: (a) the low-level routine yields optimal solutions for individual agents
and (b) the overall multi-agent objective is the sum-of-costs of individual agent solutions. SCoBA uses the same multi-agent conflict resolution logic as Conflict-Based
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Search and will inherit its optimality property if it satisfies the two sufficient conditions.
We first show that (a) is true for SCoBA. Its low-level single-agent routine uses
dynamic programming with forward tree search to obtain a policy tree. By construction, this routine computes a policy that is optimal under expectation for any
discrete, finite-horizon Markov Decision Process (MDP) if it conducts the tree search
exhaustively, i.e., to the full horizon. The expectation is over the uncertainty of the
action outcomes. Assumption (i) ensures we know all information of future tasks at
the initial state of the agent and Assumption (ii) ensures the tree search is exhaustive.
Recall that in Section 4.4.1 we treated time-windows as discrete events, a simplifying approximation. Under Assumption (iii), this temporal approximation now
becomes exact; if we begin each task at the earliest possible time-step and continue
until the end of the window, each task attempt has a single probability mass function
over the two outcomes of success and failure. Therefore, the single agent problem is
a discrete finite-horizon MDP and the low-level policy tree search routine is optimal
in expectation. That is, for each agent n, the policy π ∗ (n) obtained from PlanTree
satisfies
h X

π ∗ (n) = argmin E
π(n)∈Π(n)

i

1[k] · J(k) | π(n) ,

(4.6)

k∈π(n)

subject to the constraints in Equation 4.3, where Π(n) is the set of all possible policy
trees for agent n. With some abuse of notation, we use k ∈ π(n) to denote all the
tasks allocated to agent n. Thus, SCoBA satisfies condition (a) from above.
Now we examine condition (b). Our overall objective is to minimize the expected
total cost for tasks that the multi-agent allocation policy π fails to complete. Denote
this cost as J(π). From Equation 4.3, we have
J(π) = E

h X

i

(4.7)

i

(4.8)

1[k] · J(k) | π .

k∈[K]

By linearity of expectation, Equation 4.7 becomes
J(π) =

X
k∈[K]

h

E 1[k] · J(k) | π .
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SCoBA resolves conflicts between single-agent allocation policies to ensure that no
two agents are allocated to the same task. Therefore, we can split the summation
over all tasks based on their allocation to agents and rewrite Equation 4.8 as
h

X X

J(π) =

i

E 1[k] · J(k) | π(n) .

(4.9)

n k∈π(n)

where, again, we use k ∈ π(n) to denote the tasks uniquely allocated to agent n.
Consider the cost function for the single-agent policy in Equation 4.6. Recall
from Section 4.4.1 that the minimizing value of the single-agent cost is V (rootn )
where rootn is the root of the single-agent optimal plan tree π ∗ (n), i.e.,
V (rootn ) =

min

π(n)∈Π(n)

h X

i

(4.10)

i

(4.11)

1[k] · J(k) | π(n) .

E

k∈π(n)

Using linearity of expectation, Equation 4.10 becomes
V (rootn ) =

min

π(n)∈Π(n)

h

X

E 1[k] · J(k) | π(n) .

k∈π(n)

Finally, using Equations 4.9–4.11 and that no two agents are allocated to the same
task, we have
min J(π) = min
π∈Π

X X

π∈Π n
k∈π(n)

=

X

=

X

min

h

i

E 1[k] · J(k) | π(n)
X

n π(n)∈Π(N ) k∈π(n)

h

i

E 1[k] · J(k) | π(n)

(4.12)

V (rootn ),

n

which is precisely the sum-of-costs of the individual agent solutions. Thus, SCoBA
satisfies condition (b) from above.
Therefore, SCoBA is optimal in expectation under the given assumptions.
Proposition 2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 1, SCoBA is complete. If a
valid allocation exists, SCoBA returns it.
Proof. As with the proof for optimality, our proof for completeness follows that of the
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original Conflict-Based Search. There, the authors showed completeness by establishing that if a valid multi-agent path exists, the high-level constraint tree has a finite
number of nodes, i.e., an upper bound on the number of generated nodes. The upper
bound arises because a multi-agent path problem has a finite number of constraints
and Conflict-Based Search generates at least one new constraint per new high-level
node. Since it executes best-first search with monotonically non-decreasing cost on
the constraint tree, it is guaranteed to find a valid solution in finite time if one exists.
We now apply the same reasoning to SCoBA. First, every new high-level node A in
SCoBA’s constraint tree must have at least one more constraint than its predecessor
A0 , derived from a conflict in the solution that A0 represents. Second, the maximum
possible number of constraints is the number of ways K tasks can be distributed
across N agents multiplied by the time horizon, i.e.,

(K+N −1)!
K!(N −1)!

· T.

The finite number of possible constraints and the addition of at least one new
constraint per new node implies a finite number of nodes in the constraint tree.
SCoBA’s high-level routine uses systematic best-first search over the constraint tree,
whose expanded nodes have monotonically non-decreasing cost. Therefore, a conflictfree allocation, if it exists, must be found after expanding a finite number of SCoBA
constraint tree nodes. Thus, SCoBA is a complete algorithm.

4.4.4

Interleaving Planning and Execution

To account for new tasks beyond the horizon, we interleave planning and execution
online. SCoBA’s elegant representation makes interleaving straightforward at both
levels. For the single agent policy tree search, we truncate the search horizon based
on computation requirements. In our implementation, we run the sweep until the
first task whose time window begins after the downtime of all tasks before it (k3
in Figure 4.3). For the multi-agent coordination, we set a threshold on the number of high-level conflicts, once again based on real-time computation constraints.
If the threshold is exceeded, we return the current high-level solution. For agents
allocated to the same task, we break ties arbitrarily and keep the unassigned agents
for allocation to new tasks at the next time-step.
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Coordination Graphs

SCoBA works with any arbitrary configuration of agents, but we can use coordination
graphs (CGs) from multi-agent decision-making [138] for more efficiency (we will
return to CGs in greater detail in Chapter 6). In CGs, each node represents an agent,
and each edge encodes a dependency between them, such that only connected agents
need to coordinate allocations. The choice of coordination graph for a problem is
domain-dependent. For instance, the arms are ordered along the conveyor belt and
their workspaces are mutually exclusive, but we want to account for objects near
a boundary that may enter the next workspace soon (if unattempted). Thus, the
coordination graph is a directed chain from the first arm to the last.
The CG structure impacts the high-level multi-agent coordination stage of SCoBA.
The absence of an edge between two agents implies that their sets of possible tasks are
disjoint, i.e., they cannot have conflicting allocations. Therefore, in practice, SCoBA
need not consider dependencies between all the agents. If the CG is directed, as in
the conveyor belt, we run the tree search for agents along a topological ordering of
the CG. For any agent, we exclude the tasks already assigned to its predecessors. By
construction, we will obtain a conflict-free allocation at the end, without any child
nodes being generated in the high-level constraint tree). If the CG is undirected,
as in multi-drone delivery, such a topological ordering is not feasible, and conflicts
may be unavoidable. However, if the CG has multiple connected components, then
nodes (agents) in different components cannot conflict with each other, so we can run
SCoBA on each component in parallel.

4.5

Experiments and Results

The primary metric for evaluating SCoBA is the accumulated penalty for unsuccessful
tasks. We will also evaluate its scalability to problem size. We first outline the range
of methods we use to baseline SCoBA. We then present and discuss the results for
multiple performance metrics on simulations for each of our two distinct roboticsinspired domains: conveyor belt pick-and-place and on-demand multi-drone delivery
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dispatch. As with the previous chapter, we use the Julia programming language on
a 16 GiB RAM machine and a 6-core 3.7 GHz CPU for all simulations.1

4.5.1

Baselines and Evaluation

We use multiple complementary algorithms as baselines:
1. EDD: The Earliest Due Date heuristic assigns each agent to the task with the
nearest time window deadline [107].
2. Hungarian: An unbalanced Hungarian algorithm, where the edge weight for
an agent-task pair is the probability of successful task completion [106]. This
method is a special case of a general purpose network-flow approach that assigns
one agent to multiple tasks at a time [127].
3. MCTS: A recent Monte-Carlo Tree Search approach specifically for multi-robot
task allocation [125]. The tree search is conceptually similar to ours (albeit with
Monte Carlo sampling of outcomes) but it uses arbitrary priority orderings
among agents to coordinate decisions and control the tree branching factor.
The baselines cover a range of approaches for multi-robot allocation from scheduling to sequential decision-making under uncertainty. Both EDD and Hungarian are
reactive, i.e., do not plan sequentially. The latter optimizes for multiple agents, unlike the former. MCTS is a model-based online method that plans sequentially by
framing the allocation problem as a Markov Decision Process. As with SCoBA, we
implemented all baselines in Julia. For MCTS, we used the POMDPs.jl framework for
modeling and solving Markov Decision Processes [139]. The rollout policy of MCTS
used the Earliest Due Date heuristic.
We compare SCoBA to the baselines on both the metrics of total unsuccessful tasks
and computation time. The latter comparison is not apples-to-apples, because the
baselines have different input interfaces that impose different restrictions on problem
size, depending on the domain. Furthermore, computation time is not an optimizing
1

The code is available at https://github.com/sisl/SCoBA.jl.
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metric but rather a satisficing one; our objective for SCoBA’s computation time is to
be reasonable for the requirements of the respective domains.

4.5.2

Conveyor Belt Domain

In this domain, three robot arms are arranged along a moving conveyor belt, picking
objects from the belt and placing them in collection bins (Figure 4.1). We design
an abstracted simulation of the scenario (Figure 4.2), scaled along an X-axis of unit
length. The arms have mutually exclusive adjacent workspaces of 0.3 units each, from
x = 0.05 to x = 0.95. New tasks arrive as new objects appearing at the head of the
belt.
Task Generation and Scenario Parameters
To generate new tasks, we reflect the conveyor belt setup in space and time and create
a virtual assembly line (on the left side of Figure 4.5) where arms pick objects from
bins and place them on a virtual belt. When the virtual belt crosses x = 0 (the
Y-axis), the virtual objects appear as new real objects. As we explain shortly, this
process allows us to generate task sequences that are solvable under the assumption
of no grasp uncertainty.
Three scenario parameters instantiate a conveyor belt problem and affect the
difficulty of the instance:
(i) Belt Speed: The speed of the belt determines the effective time window for each
arm-object pair, e.g., 5 s in Figure 4.2. If task execution is successful, each
arm has a downtime of ∆t = 2 s to deposit the object in the bin. We expect
performance to degrade as belt speed increases.
(ii) New Object Probability: At each time-step, a virtual arm drops its object onto
the virtual belt with some Bernoulli probability (all virtual arms have the same
such probability). The drop location is uniformly sampled within the virtual
arm’s workspace. After a virtual arm drops an object, it moves to the virtual
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Figure 4.5: We generate tasks for the conveyor belt domain by reflecting the setup in
space and time. When the objects placed on the virtual belt (shaded with a gradient
fill) by the reflected arms cross the Y-axis, they appear as new tasks on the real belt
(with solid grey fill).

bin to collect the next one. We expect performance to degrade as new object
probability increases.
(iii) Grasp Success Probability: We use two different models of uncertainty over
task completion due to imperfect grasping. The first is a geometric distribution where p is the Bernoulli probability of a successful pick by each arm; the
corresponding cumulative probability function from Equation 4.1 is
τnk (t) = 1 − (1 − p)t , where t ∈ N.

(4.13)

The second is a uniform distribution over the maximum number of time-steps
Tmax that an object can spend in an arm’s workspace, where the total probability of success by each arm is p. The corresponding cumulative function
from Equation 4.1 is
τnk (t) =

t
Tmax

· p, where t, Tmax ∈ N.

(4.14)

We expect performance to improve as p increases, but the second model yields
much more adversarial scenarios than the first one.
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Table 4.1: The mean proportions of objects lost per trial by SCoBA when grasping is
perfect. We vary the other two parameters, that affect the rate of appearance of new
tasks. The negligible values demonstrate SCoBA’s strong competitive performance
relative to the oracle.
Belt Speed
(units/s)
0.04
0.07
0.1

New Object Probability
0.5

0.75

1.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
2.7 × 10−5 7.9 × 10−5 1.3 × 10−4
1.7 × 10−4 3.7 × 10−4 5.2 × 10−4

Competitive Performance against Oracle
For online algorithms like SCoBA, a standard metric is the competitive performance
against an oracle with complete information, i.e., full lookahead. Our task generation
process allows an ablation study for the effect of lookahead alone (deconfounded from
uncertainty). The process ensures that when there is no grasp uncertainty, there exists
at least one allocation policy that successfully completes all tasks. One such policy
is that which reflects the virtual setup itself. For instance, it allocates the first arm,
i.e., the arm closest to the Y-axis, to pick up the real objects whose corresponding
virtual forms were placed by the first arm’s reflection (similarly for other arms). The
attempt location for any arm-object pair is the reflection, on the real belt, of the drop
point of the corresponding virtual object from the corresponding virtual arm.
To obtain the perfect allocation policy in practice (assuming no uncertainty), we
would need complete access to the virtual generator for a problem instance. However,
we do not need to know the oracle itself, only its performance, which is an upper bound
on the performance of any other method. If a perfect allocation policy exists, an oracle
with full lookahead would have full success rate for any task sequence generated by
our process. We can thus evaluate the competitive performance of SCoBA simply by
evaluating the proportion of tasks that it fails to complete. The smaller this number,
the better is SCoBA’s competitive performance.
We set p = 1 with the geometric distribution of grasp success probability for
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all arms and jointly varied the other two parameters, belt speed and new object
probability. For each trial in a setting, we simulated T = 500 time-steps (seconds) and
evaluated the proportion of objects missed by SCoBA relative to the total number of
objects. We compute the average of this proportion-per-trial over 100 trials (standard
error negligible) in Table 4.1. The low magnitudes demonstrate SCoBA’s robustness
to insufficient lookahead. With increasing value of either parameter, performance
degrades.
Unsuccessful Task Penalty
We varied all three scenario parameters independently and compared the fraction of
missed objects for SCoBA versus the other baselines. Figure 4.6 demonstrates the
results, with the upper panel for the geometric distribution of grasp probability and
the lower panel for the uniform distribution.
We average all numbers over 100 trials with standard error bars. For each subplot,
only one parameter varies, the x-label, while the other two stay at their default values:
grasp probability p = 0.75 for the geometric and p = 0.8 for the uniform distributions,
0.07 units/s for belt speed, and 0.75 for new object probability. We use a different
range of values for grasp probability in the lower panel (the left-most subplot) because
the uniform distribution case is much more adversarial than the geometric one. This
increase in difficulty reflects in the much higher absolute values over all settings in
the lower panel. Note that p = 1.0 in the lower left-most subplot does not mean that
grasping is perfect in those scenarios, just that the maximum probability of success
from Equation 4.14 is 1 if the arm can attempt the object at its first point of entry
into the workspace.
SCoBA considerably outperforms the other baselines across all settings. Furthermore, its performance degrades or improves as expected relative to the change in each
problem parameter, e.g., more objects missed with increasing new object probability.
Among the baselines, the reactive Hungarian method has the best performance, likely
because sequential deliberation is not as crucial with non-overlapping workspaces and
small downtime (unlike in the next domain). For MCTS, the performance depends
on how finely the conveyor belt is discretized. We used 0.02 units per slot for MCTS;
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Figure 4.6: Legend:
EDD
Hungarian
MCTS
SCoBA. All results are averaged over 100 trials, with T = 500 time-steps per trial. Top row: geometric distribution of grasp success probability (Equation 4.13). Bottom row: uniform distribution
(Equation 4.14). The latter yields much more adversarial scenarios than the former,
which is why the bars in the lower panel are much higher across the board. On the
metric of the fraction of unsuccessful tasks, i.e., objects missed, SCoBA consistently
outperforms all other baselines.

too much finer would have resulted in a prohibitively large state space.
Scalability
As we said earlier, in this domain the Coordination Graph is a directed chain, so
the computational bottleneck for SCoBA is the policy tree search and multi-agent
coordination is trivial. In Table 4.2 we report average tree search computation times
for a single arm with an increasing number of objects scattered throughout the arm
workspace. Empirically, we observe that the computation time is roughly cubic in
the number of objects, and the wall clock times are quite reasonable.
The table also reports the computation times for the Hungarian algorithm. It is
much faster than SCoBA, but unlike SCoBA, it does not plan sequentially and only
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Table 4.2: The low computation times demonstrate that SCoBA’s tree search for
an individual arm scales with the number of objects in the arm’s workspace. The
Hungarian algorithm is faster as it solves a one-shot deterministic problem rather
than a sequential stochastic one.
Objects
40
80
120
160
200

SCoBA

Hungarian

9 × 10−4 s
0.004 s
0.013 s
0.029 s
0.052 s

1.7 × 10−5 s
3.1 × 10−5 s
4.3 × 10−5 s
5.7 × 10−5 s
8.3 × 10−5 s

matches each arm to one object at a time. For MCTS, the action computation time is
independent of the number of the objects because for the action space, we discretize
the conveyor belt into 15 slots per agent. With 100 iterations and a search depth of
20, the average MCTS action takes 0.1 s to compute. EDD is a simple heuristic that
does not plan jointly for all agents, so its computation time is not useful.

4.5.3

Drone Delivery Domain

Our second domain is our running example of multi-drone delivery dispatch in a city
(Section 4.1). We use the North San Francisco scenario from the previous chapter
(see Section 3.7), which simulates deliveries over an area of 150 km2 . We handpick
locations for up to 5 depots scattered around the city to ensure good coverage. Drones
have a maximum flight range of 10 km, which restricts the set of possible package
deliveries for each drone. Two scenario parameters affect the performance here:
(i) Drones and Depots: The number of depots and the ratio of drones to depots
both impact the ability of the system to dispatch agents to a given delivery
location in time. We distribute drones equally across depots. With better
coverage, we expect performance to improve.
(ii) New Request Probability: A new delivery request arrives per minute with some
probability. Each delivery location is sampled uniformly within a bounding box.
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We start with a number of packages roughly 1.5 times the number of drones in
the scenario. With higher probability, we expect performance to degrade. Each
request has a window duration sampled uniformly between 15 and 30 minutes.
Here, we are only concerned with the allocation and not pathfinding, so there is
no bus network. But we do use the pre-processed surrogate cost estimate from Section 3.6 to obtain our location-to-location travel times for these experiments. Let
T T (d, p) be the (deterministic) drone travel-time estimate between a depot d and
package location p. Similar to the previous domain, we use two different models
for task completion uncertainty, i.e., travel time uncertainty based on T T (d, p): a
finite-support Epanechnikov distribution,
τn,k (t) ∼ Epan(µ = T T (d, p), r = T T (d, p)/3.0),

(4.15)

and an infinite-support Normal distribution,
τn,k (t) ∼ N (µ = T T (d, p), σ = T T (d, p)/3.0).

(4.16)

Unlike the previous domain, the uncertainty models here do not have parameters
that we vary to change the problem difficulty, and we do not expect either model to be
much more adversarial than the other. In each experiment for both models, the true
travel times between two locations are drawn from Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16
respectively. Our synthetic distribution choices are arbitrary but reasonable because
a high mean travel time is likely to have higher variance, due to more opportunities
for delays or speedups.
Unsuccessful Task Penalty
We vary the scenario parameters and compare the fraction of late package deliveries
for SCoBA versus the other baselines in Figure 4.7. The upper panel is for the
Epanechnikov travel time distribution and the lower one is for the Normal travel time
distribution. We choose three sets of depot-and-drone numbers with complementary
coverage properties, e.g., (3, 18) has fewer depots and a higher drone-depot ratio while
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Figure 4.7: Legend:
EDD
Hungarian
MCTS
SCoBA. Results are averaged over 100 trials, each of T = 100 time-steps. The upper and lower panels are
respectively for the Epanechnikov (Equation 4.15) and Normal (Equation 4.16) distributions over travel time. For the drone delivery domain, on the primary metric of
the fraction of late package deliveries, SCoBA outperforms the baselines on all but
one setting.

(5, 15) has more depots but a smaller ratio. We vary the new request probability,
simulate T = 100 time-steps (minutes) per trial, and average results over 100 trials.
SCoBA is generally the best across all settings except in one (5 depots, 15 drones,
probability 1.0) where MCTS is slightly better. Having more drones per depot appears
to be more influential than having more depots, e.g., the errors for (5, 15) are higher
than the corresponding ones for (3, 18).
The vast improvement in relative performance of the MCTS baseline is not surprising. It is tailored for vehicle dispatch problems, with search heuristics that exploit
the domain structure, e.g., agents have longer downtime to return to their depots,
and the per-agent action space is a subset of valid tasks rather than a discretization
of a conveyor belt into slots.
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Table 4.3: The mean and standard error (over 50 trials in each setting) for SCoBA’s
computation time on the multi-drone delivery domain, as well as the mean times for
Hungarian and MCTS. All times are in seconds.
20 Requests
(Dep., Dr.,)
(3, 18)
(5, 15)
(5, 30)

SCoBA

100 Requests

Hung

MCTS

(0.02, 0.003) 0.00008
(0.06, 0.008) 0.00008
(0.17, 0.003) 0.0002

0.007
0.006
0.01

SCoBA

Hung

MCTS

(2.55, 0.23) 0.0002
(5.42, 0.5) 0.0002
(7.08, 0.47) 0.0003

0.009
0.009
0.016

Scalability
High-level conflicts may occur in this domain, and SCoBA will invoke its multiagent coordination layer (on top of policy tree search) to compute a valid multi-agent
allocation. Therefore, in Table 4.3 we report the mean and standard error for the
computation times of the full SCoBA algorithm (over 50 different trials for each
setting). We vary the number of drones and depots and the number of tasks, i.e.,
the current package delivery requests. The absolute wall clock values are reasonable
considering the time-scale of operation of the system in the real world is minutes
and hours. Some scenarios have disproportionately high mean and variance due
to more high-level conflicts, a known behavioral property of Conflict-Based Search
algorithms [71].
Table 4.3 also shows average times for the Hungarian and MCTS baselines on
the same settings; their standard errors are negligible in comparison. As expected,
Hungarian is orders of magnitude faster than SCoBA. For MCTS the action space
is directly proportional to the number of tasks (unlike in the previous domain) and
the computation times vary slightly across settings. The absolute values of MCTS
are lower than that of SCoBA because the former imposes an arbitrary ordering on
agents and circumvents the complexity of multi-agent coordination.
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Discussion

This chapter presented a hierarchical approach for multi-robot task allocation under
uncertainty and time constraints. The algorithm, Stochastic Conflict-Based Allocation or SCoBA, computes single-agent allocation policies with dynamic programming
and tree search, and coordinates multi-agent allocations with conflict resolution logic
adapted from multi-agent path finding. In theory, SCoBA is optimal in expectation and complete under mild technical assumptions. In practice, over two distinct
domains (our running example and a different one), it showed strong competitive
performance against an oracle, consistently outperformed a number of baselines, and
was scalable in terms of computation time to both number of agents and tasks.
Between the previous chapter and this one, we have thoroughly framed and addressed several of our system-wide computational challenges: how to distribute tasks
across agents and in what order, how to allocate while accounting for task failure
probabilities and new tasks arriving online, and how to plan coordinated routes for
agents that can use other agents as temporary modes of transit. We made our lives
easier by assuming a trivial dynamics model for the agents (fixed average speed),
thus abstracting away the problem of adaptively controlling agents to execute their
planned routes under uncertainty, make time-constrained connections, and coordinate
movements around each other.
The next two chapters confront squarely the problem of adaptive control to execute
agent routes. We will assume a more complex and stochastic dynamics model, which
we will represent with a Markov Decision Process, which we will in turn have to solve
as an intermediate step. In the next chapter, we temporarily set aside the multi-robot
nature of our overall thesis problem and focus on bridging the route planning layer of
our system with the adaptive control layer for a single agent. If after allocation and
route planning, a particular path does not require the corresponding drone to ever
be close to any other drone (which happens quite often in practice), we can execute
it as a single-agent path at the control level. In the chapter after next, we will tackle
the final piece of the puzzle; how to efficiently and adaptively control multiple drones
that must operate in close proximity to each other.

5

Single-Agent Routing and
Control over Transit

Armed with the insights and methods we have discussed so far, we can now send each
drone a sequence of time-stamped paths that satisfy the deliveries we have allocated
to it. Each path is itself a sequence of one or more flight and transit segments, ending
in a last-mile hop to the destination. But as we emphasized at the end of the previous
chapter, our simplifying assumptions about route execution —we ignored uncertainty
or framed it abstractly; online updates only added new tasks but did not modify
existing tasks or transit —have allowed us to skirt the computational challenges and
questions that arise at the level of closed-loop control.
This chapter will lift those assumptions and attempt to address some of those
questions. How do we control the drone to make time-constrained transit connections
with a complex stochastic dynamics model encoded as a Markov Decision Process?
How does the drone trade off between the ‘local’ nature of navigating to the connection
with low cost, and the ‘global’ nature of ensuring it does not miss the connection?
How should the drone respond to new transit options or delays and speedups to
existing ones while it is already en route? What logic should guide the interplay
between the route planning and execution layers?
In the spirit of focusing our attention on certain challenges and abstracting away
others, we will set aside the multi-robot element of our thesis in this chapter. Our
problem is then to plan and execute routes under uncertainty for an autonomous
agent that can use multiple modes of transit. We confronted the single-agent route
planning problem in Chapter 3, as a sub-routine of our multi-agent path finding
95
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algorithm over transit. The route planning component of this chapter shares some
structure with that of Section 3.5, but we discuss it in full as the objective function
here is quite different, as is the need to interleave with control.
The content of this chapter was published in the IEEE Intelligent Vehicles Symposium (IV) 2020 [140].

5.1

Introduction

With the multi-robot nature of our overall system on the back-burner for now, the
problem of this chapter appears to be very similar to the well-studied multimodal
route planning, which involves computing cost-effective journeys for humans using
multiple modes of movement such as public transport, walking, and ridesharing [141,
142, 143]. However, the prior work, even the state-of-the-art [144, 145], has focused on
generating static routes in public transit networks for humans rather than real-time
control for autonomous agents.
This chapter introduces a class of problems that we call Dynamic Real-time Multimodal Routing (DREAMR), where a controllable agent operates in a dynamic transit
network. Figure 5.1 illustrates an example of a DREAMR problem in our running
drone delivery domain. It looks exactly like the single-drone version of what we tackle
in Chapter 3, but as we will see subsequently in the DREAMR formulation, it involves
a much more detailed model of the drone dynamics than the fixed average speed we
considered back then.
The DREAMR problem class inherits the challenges of multimodal route planning
such as the combinatorial complexity of mode selection and the balancing of time
and distance as performance criteria. In addition, the online transit network requires
adapting to new information (route options, delays, and speedups). We need to make
decisions at multiple time-scales by planning routes with various modes of transport,
and executing them in real-time under uncertainty.
Our key insight, once again, is that DREAMR has significant underlying structure
and can be decomposed to simpler sub-problems. We exploit its structural properties
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Start
Board

Transfer

Alight

Goal
Figure 5.1: Our planning framework makes real-time decisions for an agent to traverse
a network of dynamic transit routes. The agent can ride on transit vehicles for
segments of their own routes to save energy and enhance its effective range.

through a hierarchical hybrid planning framework. A global open-loop layer repeatedly plans routes on the dynamic network through efficient graph search, deciding
which modes of transport to use and for what duration. A local closed-loop layer
executes agent control actions in real-time under uncertainty. We design abstractions
that interleave planning and execution efficiently to respond to updates in the transit
network.
In this chapter, we introduce DREAMR and formulate it as a Markov Decision Process. We then propose a Hierarchical Hybrid Planning framework to solve
DREAMR problems, where the hybrid comes from our framework uniting open-loop
graph search with closed-loop MDP planning. Our choices of representation and abstraction adapt techniques for multimodal routing and hierarchical stochastic planning in an efficient yet principled manner. To evaluate our approach, we create
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a synthetic setup with hundreds of vehicles and significant route variability. Our
framework scales to large problems and yields a better tradeoff between expended
energy and elapsed time than a receding horizon control baseline.

5.2

Background and Related Work

We briefly recap our discussion on Markov Decision Processes (MDP) and how to
solve them approximately. We then discuss two areas of related work that we draw
upon to solve DREAMR problems.

5.2.1

Approximate MDP Solvers

Recall from Section 2.4 that a Markov Decision Process or MDP is defined by (S, A, T, R),
where S and A are the system’s state and action spaces, T (s, a, s0 ) = P (s0 | s, a) is
the transition function, where s, s0 ∈ S and a ∈ A, and R(s, a) is the reward function. Solving an MDP yields a closed-loop policy π : S × A → [0, 1] which maximizes
the value or the expected reward-to-go from each state. An MDP can be solved by
value iteration (Algorithm 2.2), a dynamic programming method that computes the
optimal value function V ∗ . We obtain a single V ∗ for infinite horizon problems and
∗
for finite horizon or episodic problems, where N is the maximum number of
a V0:N

time-steps. For large or continuous spaces, we can approximate the value function
locally with multilinear interpolation [146], or globally with basis functions [30]. Our
framework uses approximate dynamic programming extensively [37].

5.2.2

Multimodal Route Planning

Route planning in transit networks has been studied considerably [69]. DREAMR
involves multimodal route planning [141], where multiple modes of transportation
can be used. Multimodality can provide flexibility and resilience [147], but introduces combinatorial and multiobjective complexity [148] that heuristic methods have
tried to address [143]. Recent work has focused on real-world aspects like contingencies [142, 149], dynamic timetable updates [145] and integrating more flexible
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carpooling options [144].

5.2.3

Hierarchical Stochastic Planning

Decomposing large MDPs into more tractable components is a standard way of solving them [119]. A hierarchical stochastic planning framework combines subproblem
solutions to approximately solve the full MDP [150]. We use various ideas from hierarchical reinforcement learning in this chapter’s approach [151, 152]. Temporally
abstract actions or macro-actions [153] are actions persisting over multiple time-steps
and are viewed as local policies that we execute in a subset of S until they terminate [154]. A hierarchy of abstract machines [155] is a framework with a multi-layer
structure where higher-level supervisors monitor lower-level controllers and switch
between them in appropriate parts of the state space. State abstraction can help
solver larger problems by ignoring aspects of the system that do not affect the current decision [156].

5.3

Problem Formulation

To frame DREAMR problems, we use a standard discrete-time episodic or finitehorizon MDP. We describe the many moving parts one-by-one. The overall system
state at time t is
st = (xt , p1t , ξt1 , p2t , ξt2 , . . . pnt t , ξtnt , It )

(5.1)

where xt is the agent state, pit is the current position of vehicle i, ξti is the vehicle’s remaining route, a sequence of waypoints with estimated time of arrival, i.e.
i
i
ξti = ((pi1,t , τ1,t
), (pi2,t , τ2,t
), . . .), and It ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nt } indicates the vehicle the agent

is riding on (0 if not). Due to the time-varying number of active vehicles nt , the
dimensionality of the nominal state space varies with time. The action space is the
union of agent control space U (to be defined) and agent-vehicle interactions, i.e.
A ≡ U ∪ {Board, Alight}.
Agent: In contrast to our earlier chapters that used a fixed average speed for
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the agent (thus making the control problem trivial), here we use a two-dimensional
second-order point mass model. The state has position and bounded velocity and
the control has bounded acceleration in each direction independently, subject to zeromean Gaussian random noise, i.e.,
xt = (xt , yt , ẋt , ẏt ) , ut = (ẍt , ÿt )

(5.2)

xt+δt = f (xt , ut + , δt),  ∼ N (0, diag(σẍ , σÿ )) .
Here, f defines the agent dynamics; an MDP can represent any general nonlinear
dynamics function.
For the transition function T , when the action is a control action, the agent’s
next state is stochastically obtained from f . The agent-vehicle interactions switch
the agent from not riding to riding (Board) and vice versa (Alight). They are
deterministically successful or unsuccessful if their pre-conditions are satisfied or not
satisfied. For Board, the agent needs to be sufficiently close to a vehicle and sufficiently slow, while for Alight, it needs to currently be on a vehicle.
Vehicles: The transit routes arrive and are updated as streaming information from
an external process, e.g., a traffic server. At each time-step the agent observes, for
each currently active vehicle, its position pit and estimated remaining route ξti (waypoint locations and current time of arrival). New vehicles may be introduced at future
time-steps arbitrarily. This online update scheme has been used previously to represent timetable delays [157], though our model can also have speedups. For this work,
we make two simplifying restrictions: (i) no rerouting; route waypoint locations, once
decided, are fixed and traversed in order and (ii) bounded time deviations; estimates
of waypoint arrival times increase or decrease in a bounded (though unknown) mani
i
ner between time-steps, i.e. |τj,t
− τj,t+1
| 6 ∆.

Objective: Our per-time-step reward function penalizes the elapsed unit of time
and the agent’s energy consumed when not riding on a vehicle, due to flight distance
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covered or hovering-in-place:
R(st , a, st+1 ) = −(α(λd kxt+1 − xt k2 + λh 1h ) + (1 − α)1)
|

{z

energy

}

|

{z

time

(5.3)

}

where α ∈ [0, 1] and 1h = 1[kẋt k < ] indicates hovering. The reward is always
negative, so we can flip the sign and treat it as the journey cost that we want to
minimize. The λd and λh coefficients encode the relative energy costs of distance
and hovering, and the 1 penalizes each time-step of unit duration; this formulation
can represent either the shortest distance or the minimum time criteria, and we will
vary α for our subsequent experiments. The agent must navigate from start state
xs to goal state xg . The agent’s performance criterion is the cumulative trajectory
cost that depends on both modes of transportation and control actions. It can ride on
vehicles to save on distance, potentially at the cost of time and hovering.
Note that unlike Chapter 3, we do not impose a global flight distance constraint
on the agent but instead only penalize it as part of the objective. The dynamics
and reward function of this chapter are already much more complex than earlier,
and adding a global path constraint on a quantity that changes stochastically only
muddies the waters further. An entire body of work exists on constrained MDPs that
could be used to address this specific challenge [158].

5.4

Hierarchical Hybrid Planning

For n transit options (which we refer to as cars for convenience) and k waypoints
per route, the full DREAMR state space has size Rnk and scales exponentially with
the numbers of cars and waypoints. Moreover, the dimensionality varies significantly
with time within a problem instance. Therefore, to solve DREAMR in practice, we
must exploit its underlying structure:
(i) Decomposability: Every route comprises three kinds of sub-routes: time-constrained
flight to a car waypoint, riding on a car, and time-unconstrained flight. For each
sub-route, at most one car is relevant.
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(ii) Partial Controllability: Optimal drone actions depend on the car positions and
routes but cannot control them.
Our Hierarchical Hybrid Planning framework exploits DREAMR’s structure with
two layers: a global open-loop layer with efficient graph search to plan a sequence of
sub-routes, each of a particular mode (either Flight or Ride), and a local closed-loop
layer executing actions in real-time using policies for the sub-routes. The open-loop
layer handles online updates to transit options and produces discrete decisions while
the closed-loop layer handles uncertainty and produces control actions. Our framework
balances deterministic replanning and stochastic planning. Algorithm 5.1 outlines all
the components of our planning framework, and the subsequent sections describe
them in detail.

5.4.1

Global Open-Loop Layer

The prevalent framework for route planning is graph search. We use a time-expanded
directed acyclic graph model with nonstationary edge weights [159]. Every car waypoint is a vertex in the time-varying graph Gt . The jth waypoint of the ith car route
i
i
is vj,t
≡ (pij , τj,t
), with notation from Equation 5.1. The waypoint time of arrival
i
is updated at each time-step. By the no rerouting and bounded deviation asτj,t

sumptions, once a route is generated, the waypoints are guaranteed to be traversed
in order. Two more vertices, vg ≡ (xg , ∞) and vs ≡ (xs , t) represent drone goal and
current drone position respectively. We assume that transfers can only happen at
the pre-determined discretized route waypoints. There is a tradeoff between solution
quality and computation time as more transit points are considered per route, and
the most suitable choice is a domain-specific decision.
The open-loop layer runs A∗ search [26] on Gt (Line 19) to obtain ζt , the current
best path or sequence of edges from vs (current drone state) to vg (Figure 5.2). As the
drone traverses the route and Gt is updated (Line 17), it replans from scratch rather
than incrementally repairing Gt , which is efficient only when few edges change [160].
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procedure Offline(CF, UF, N, CF )
V CF , π CF ← PartialControlVI(CF, N, CF )
V U F , π U F ← ApproximateVI(UF)
π Ri ← Deterministic Riding Policy
procedure FlightAction(xt , pt , τt , π U F,CF )
if τt = ∞
return π U F ({xt , pt })
else
return π CF ({xt , pt , τt })
procedure RideAction(xt , τt , π Ri )
return π Ri ({xt , τt })
procedure Online(xs , xg , V CF,U F , π CF,U F , π Ri , ∆T )
t ← 0, plan ← true, lpt ← 0
Gt ← ({xs , xg }, ∅), mode ← F light
while episode not terminated
Obtain current state st
Gt ← UpdateVertices(st , Gt )
if plan = true
ζt ← ImplicitA∗ (Gt , V CF,U F )
lpt ← t, plan ← f alse

pt , τt ← GetPositionTime target (ζt [1])
if mode = F light
at ← FLIGHTACTION(xt , pt , τt , π U F,CF )
if at = ABORT
plan ← true
else
at ← RIDEACTION(xt , τt , π Ri )
st+1 , rt , mode ← Simulate(st , at , mode)
if xt+1 = xg
return success
t←t+1
if t − lpt > ∆T or mode changed
plan ← true
return failure
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. Unconstrained Flight
. Constrained Flight

. Equation 5.1
. No Edges

. mode = Ride

. Reached goal

Algorithm 5.1: Hierarchical Hybrid Planning for DREAMR problems
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Figure 5.2: The global open-loop layer computes the best sequence of sub-routes
(edges) using a time-dependent directed acyclic graph. There are three types of
edges: constrained flight, riding, and unconstrained flight.
Our route graph is highly dynamic, with most edges updated as the vertex timestamps change. Therefore, we use an implicit graph, where edges are generated justin-time by a successor function during the node expansion stage. The successor
function enforces temporal constraints for constrained flight edges and consistency
for ride edges. Implicit graphs have been used previously for efficient search in route
planning [141, 68]. For the A∗ heuristic, we use the minimum straight line traversal
time while riding, thereby incurring no energy cost,
heuristic(v, vg ) = (1 − α) · kv − vg k/max car speed.

(5.4)

The above heuristic is admissible, assuming the maximum speed of a car is higher
than that of a drone.
In our route graph, the edge weight function is a surrogate for Equation 5.3. For
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a ride edge, the only cost is for elapsed time,
i
i
C(vj,t
, vji 0 ,t0 ) = (1 − α) · (τji0 ,t0 − τj,t
).

(5.5)

However, for a flight edge, we get only the Euclidean distance between end-points
and the estimated time difference. The actual cost depends on the control actions of
the policy while executing the edge. Therefore, we use the negative value function
of the macro-action policy, which is a better surrogate, as the corresponding edge
weight; every edge encodes a state for the corresponding sub-MDP, which we discuss
subsequently. Thus we can reduce average search complexity greatly by filtering out
edges for infeasible or difficult connections.

5.4.2

Local Closed-Loop Layer

For the three kinds of global route graph edges, at most one transit option is relevant.
This insight motivates using state abstraction by treating edges as macro-actions
with corresponding MDPs of smaller and fixed dimensionality [151]. We can obtain a
closed-loop policy for the smaller MDPs offline (Lines 1–4) and use them in the local
layer to execute the corresponding edge in real-time (Lines 22–27). Each macro-action
policy only uses local information about the currently executing edge [154].
Constrained Flight
The source of a constrained flight edge is the current drone vertex, (xt , t), and the
i
target is the connection point (pij , τj,t
) chosen by the global layer. Here, pij is the
i
position and τj,t
the current arrival time of the ith car at its jth waypoint.

The constrained flight macro-action policy π CF must control the drone from xt
to pij and slow down to a hover before the car arrives to execute Board successi
fully. It also needs to adapt to changes in τj,t
. The constrained flight problem is

partially controlled as the drone action does not affect the car’s arrival time. Therefore, we build upon a partially controllable finite-horizon MDP approach originally
applied to collision avoidance [161]. It decomposes the problem into controlled and
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uncontrolled subproblems, solved separately offline and combined online to obtain the
approximately optimal action.
CF
For the constrained flight MDP, the state is sCF (t) = (sCF
c (t), su (t)), where
i
sCF
c (t) = (xt − pj , ẋt )
i
sCF
u (t) = (τj,t − t)

Controlled

(5.6)

Uncontrolled

represents relative drone state and time difference with the car’s arrival time at the
CF
route waypoint. The MDP episode terminates when sCF
, where CF is a
u (t) < 

small time threshold for the car’s arrival time. The action space encodes the drone
control space, i.e. ACF ≡ U. The transition function T CF uses drone dynamics
from Equation 5.2. For non-terminal states, the reward function RCF is the same
as Equation 5.3. A constrained flight edge encodes a state of the constrained flight
MDP we defined here, so we set the edge weight for the global graph search to the
negative value of the encoded state. As we discuss subsequently, the terminal cost is
shaped to allow the value function to better approximate the drone dynamics cost.
Our partial control method computes a horizon-dependent action-value function
Q0:N , with QN̄ for out-of-horizon actions, denoted together as Q0:N,N̄ ). We do assume
access to a distribution over episode termination time. The uncontrolled subproblem
dynamics define probability distributions over termination time for the uncontrolled
states (D0:N and DN̄ = 1 −

PN

n=0

Dn ), where Dn (su ) is the probability that su ter-

minates in n steps. The Qn and Dn values are computed offline and used together
online to determine the approximately optimal action for the state (sc , su ),
a∗ = argmax DN̄ (su )QN̄ (sc , a) +
a

N
X

Dn (su )Qn (sc , a).

(5.7)

n=0

The partial control decomposition stores Q0:N,N̄ compactly in O(N |A||Sc | + N |Su |)
over O(|N ||A||Sc ||Su |) [161].
We compute QCF
, value function V CF , and policy π CF offline. Our uncontrolled
0:N,N̄
i
state sCF
u (t) = (τj,t − t) is just the time left to the car’s arrival time at the waypoint,
i
i.e., the constrained flight MDP termination time. If τj,t
is provided as a distribution
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i
over the car’s arrival time, we obtain D0:N,N̄ (sCF
u ) directly from (τj,t − t). Otherwise,
i
i
i
), where
− t, σj,t
, we construct a normal distribution N (τ̂j,t
if it is a scalar estimate τ̂j,t
i
σj,t
is the standard deviation of the observed arrival times so far, and sample from

this distribution to compute D0:N,N̄ (sCF
u ).
Terminal Cost Shaping: A constrained flight MDP episode terminates when
CF
be the set of successful terminal states,
, i.e., at horizon 0. Let χCF
sCF
0
u (t) < 

where relative position (x − pij ) and velocity ẋ are close enough to 0 to Board.
Typically, successful terminal states for a finite-horizon MDP are given some positive
reward to encourage reaching them. However, there is no positive reward in Equation 5.3, so rewarding a hop will make V CF an unsuitable surrogate of the true cost
and a poor edge weight function; the open-loop layer will prefer constrained flight
edges likely to succeed whether or not they advance the drone to the goal.
Instead, we impose a sufficiently high cost penalty for unsuccessful terminal states
to discourage choosing risky constrained flight edges. Any terminal state sCF
c (0) not
is penalized with φCF , which is lower bounded by the maximum difference
in χCF
0
j
i
,
between any two N -length control sequences u1:N
and u1:N

φCF > max
i,j

N 
X

u1:N n=1



i
CF CF
RCF (sCF
(sc (n), unj ) ,
c (n), un ) − R

(5.8)

such that any high-cost successful trajectory is preferred to a lower-cost unsuccessful
one. The φCF value can be computed in one pass offline. This terminal pseudo-reward
makes π CF reusable for all constrained flight edges (c.f [151], pages 248 to 250).
Riding and Unconstrained Flight
We briefly discuss these very simple macro-actions. A riding edge is between two waypoints, after the successful execution of Board and up to the execution of Alight.
Here, the strategy is just to do nothing until the car reaches the waypoint and then
Alight. An unconstrained flight edge represents controlling the drone from the current waypoint to the goal, which is a time-unconstrained drone state. Therefore, we
use an infinite horizon MDP, and run value iteration until convergence to obtain the
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Replan
Constrained
Flight

Abort
Speedup
New Car
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Figure 5.3: (a) We can interrupt a constrained flight macro-action in two ways: (b)
replanning when a new car enters with a better path or the target car is delayed or
(c) aborting when a successful Board becomes unlikely, say when a car speeds up
suddenly.
control policy π U F for unconstrained flight; we could also have used an open-loop
controller here. The value function V U F for the unconstrained flight MDP is used for
the edge weight.
For both constrained and unconstrained flight, we discretize the drone state space
with a multilinear grid evenly spaced along a cubic scale, and interpolate the local
value function. The cubic scale is discretized with variable resolution [162] and better
approximates the value function near the origin, where it is more sensitive. We set
the discretization limits based on the velocity and acceleration bounds.

5.4.3

Interleaving Planning and Execution Layers

The car route updates require us to adapt significantly to online information. Newly
introduced cars may improve transit options, a delay may require the drone to
Alight, and a speedup may invalidate the drone’s ability to traverse a time-constrained
flight edge. The global open-loop layer keeps replanning as car routes are updated
to obtain the current best path ζt . The local closed-loop layer accounts for dynamics
uncertainty within the macro-action but is unaware of the global plan, and may need
interrupting so a new ζt can be executed. Figure 5.3 depicts scenarios that motivate
interleaved planning and execution.
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Open-Loop Replanning
Ourframework uses a combination of periodic and event-driven replanning, which
can effectively obtain high-quality schedules in dynamic settings [115]. The period
∆T is the ratio of the decision frequencies for the two layers, and the events are
aborting constrained flight or switching modes (Lines 24 and 32). If the first edge of
the re-computed path is different than the current one, we invoke the correspondingly
different macro-action policy to the new target vertex. This switching between macroactions is seamlessly achieved by switching between paths in our framework, since edge
weights are based on macro-action value functions and edges are equivalent to macroaction states. For hierarchical stochastic planning, switching between macro-actions
rather than committing to one until it terminates can yield better solutions [153].
Aborting Constrained Flight
When the next target car speeds up and the drone might miss the connection to the
chosen waypoint, aborting the current constrained flight macro-action prematurely
can be the best thing to do. To enable this logic, we compute offline the worst
value of any controlled state (the state least likely to succeed from horizon n), i.e.,
CF
V̄ CF (n) = minsCF
QCF
n (sc , a), ∀n ∈ 1 . . . N . While the macro-action is being
c ,a

executed online,
CF
VkCF (sCF
(k) =⇒ Abort Constrained Flight
c ) < β · V̄

(5.9)

where β ∈ [0, 1] is a user-defined risk factor. The graph search successor function
also uses Equation 5.9 to reject constrained flight edges that are unlikely to yield
successful connections in the first place. The closer β is set to 1, the greater the risk
we take for the connection. For β = 1, the CF macro-action never aborts (but may
still be interrupted by the global layer replanning). By incorporating abort into π CF ,
we can reason about it at the higher closed-loop frequency. We evaluate the effect of
β in our subsequent experiments, but the framework could adaptively use multiple
β-policies at the same time.
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Table 5.1: The running time of our graph search layer varies with the size of the
transit network. All times are in ms and averaged over 100 runs in each case. After
the first 25% of searches, many car routes terminate, after which further searches are
trivially fast (0.001 ms) and not informative of scalability.
|V |

|V |2

Setup 1st search 25% searches

1000
106
2000
4 × 106
5000 2.5 × 107
104
108

5.5

0.98
2.02
4.97
9.61

1.81
8.19
175
610

0.3 − 0.9
1−5
5 − 25
30 − 75

Experiments and Results

As with the previous chapters, we evaluate aspects of our framework’s scalability to
problem size via computation time, and the quality of decisions via the accumulated
costs of the trajectories. We use the Julia programming language and the POMDPs.jl
package for modeling and solving Markov Decision Processes, and run all simulations
on our 16 GiB RAM machine with a 6-core 3.7 GHz CPU.
Table 5.1 summarizes how our approach scales to increasing network size through
the open-loop query time. The number of vertices |V | is the total number of route
waypoints and is controlled by fixing the number of cars and the number of route
waypoints per car. For implicit graphs, with edges generated on-the-fly, |E| is not
applicable, but the worst case search complexity is O(|V |2 ). The setup time scales
linearly with |V | as expected, the first search scales somewhat inconsistently due to
memory handling, and the subsequent replanning is particularly efficient; we show a
range of search times for the latter.
Our timing results are competitive with state-of-the-art multimodal journey planning [145] (c.f. Table 7 in their Appendix). A perfect comparison is not feasible
as they have different technical specifications and use a public transit network with
explicit edges, while we use an implicit dynamic graph. Still, their Berlin graph
(|E| = 4.3 × 106 from their Table 2) is comparable in size to row 2 of ours. Their
MDTM-QH algorithm with Bus and Train—2 modes like ours—and without the ALT
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Global
5-50Hz

Async
200Hz
Local

World

Macro-actions
Figure 5.4: On our experimental scenarios, the Hierarchical Hybrid Planning framework executes actions at 200 Hz, through the local closed-loop layer; these are fixedsize MDPs so the computation time is agnostic to route network size. The global
layer plans routes on the graph at a frequency of 5 Hz to 50 Hz, depending on the
transit network size. The global layer bottlenecks the overall framework only when
macro-actions terminate asynchronously.
preprocessing (which is inapplicable for dynamic graphs) takes 14.97 ms per query.
In comparison, ours takes 8.19 ms for the most expensive first search.
The average computation time for our local layer, on the other hand is 5 ms and
is independent of network size. A simplified architecture of our framework along with
the decision frequencies is illustrated in Figure 5.4.

5.5.1

Baseline

We baseline our planning framework against a simple Receding Horizon Control approach, which repeatedly uses open-loop planning from the current state to compute
the next action. The baseline chooses routes using the graph search of our framework,
with a nominal edge weight for flight distance and time. Flight edges are traversed
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by repeatedly solving a non-linear trajectory optimization:
argmin
u0:N −1

N
−1
X

α(λd kxn+1 − xn k + λh 1[ẋn < ])

n=0

+ (1 − α)1[xn+1 ∈
/ χF ]

(5.10)

subject to xn+1 = f (xn , un ), u0:N −1 ∈ U
x0 = xt , xN ∈ χF
with shared symbols from Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3. The receding horizon N is
adjusted depending on the car’s arrival time at the constrained flight target waypoint,
and fixed for unconstrained flight, and χF is the set of successful terminal states (e.g.,
χF = χCF
for constrained flight). We attempt Board at the waypoint if the pre0
conditions are satisfied, or else we replan. Ride edges use the same strategy as in our
planning framework.

5.5.2

Problem Scenarios

As with the rest of this, we are evaluating a higher-level decision-making framework so
we abstract physical aspects of obstacles, collisions, and drone landing. We simulate
routes on a grid representing 10 km × 10 km, approximately the size of the north San
Francisco bounding box we used in Chapter 3. The drone is subject to scaled velocity
and acceleration limits.
Unlike the previous chapters, we do not have a pre-defined public bus network
timetable and must choose a suitable time scale for our scenarios in this chapter.
Each episode lasts for 30 minutes or 1,800 s, with 360 time-steps or epochs of 5 s
each. An episode starts with between 50 to 500 cars, unlike the fixed-size settings for
scalability analysis in Table 5.1, and more are added randomly at each subsequent
epoch (up to twice the initial number).
A new car route is generated by defining two endpoints that are at least 2 km apart
on the grid. We choose a number of route waypoints from a uniform distribution of 5
to 15, denoted U(5, 15), and a route duration from U(100, 900)s. Each route is either
a straight line or an L-shaped curve. The waypoints are placed along the route with
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Figure 5.5: A simple visual for the first epoch in an episode. The drone starts at the
center and the goal location is near a corner. The number of cars is much smaller
than for the actual problems, for better viewing. The route on the top left shows how
we synthesize an L-shaped path.
an initial time-stamp based on an average car speed of up to 50 m s−1 . Figure 5.5
illustrates a simple scenario.
Our scheme for updating route schedules is based on previous work [157] but
simulated to be more adversarial. At each epoch, we propagate the car position along
the route and perturb the arrival time at each remaining waypoint with probability
0.75 within ±5 s. The route geometry is simple to implement, but we represent routes
as a sequence of waypoints. This representation is agnostic to route geometry or
topology and can accommodate structured and unstructured scenarios. For instance,
the urban street-map scenario shown in Figure 5.6 can be seamlessly represented by
our setup.
In addition to transit routes, we have a simulator for the agent dynamics model
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Figure 5.6: The problem scenario above is a special case of our experimental setup,
with only the distance scale parameters requiring modification. Car routes on the
road network are represented as a sequence of time-stamped GPS waypoints. We
have shown only a few cars for convenience.
and agent-transportation interactions (Line 28). The updated route information at
each epoch is provided with the current Markov Decision Process state, formatted as
in Equation 5.1. The drone starts at the grid center, while the goal is near a corner.

5.5.3

Evaluation

We compared the Receding Horizon Control baseline against four variants of our
Hierarchical Hybrid Planning framework, each with a different value of β (the risk
parameter from Equation 5.9). We used 9 values of the α energy-time tradeoff parameter from Equation 5.3, linearly spaced from 0 to 1. For each corresponding R, we
evaluated the two approaches over 1000 simulated episodes and plotted in Figure 5.7
their average performance with the two components of R, the energy consumed and
time to reach the goal.
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Direct Flight

Figure 5.7: We compare our Hierarchical Hybrid Planning approach with varying
β risk parameter against Receding Horizon Control (RHC), with minimizing energy
increasingly prioritized over time from left to right. The 9 points on each curve show
the energy-time tradeoff for 9 linearly spaced values of α (Equation 5.3) from 0 (left)
to 1 (right), averaged over 1000 different episodes in each case. The error bars depict
the standard error of the mean for each metric. The tradeoff curves for our approach
are better and more consistent than for RHC, except for β = 0.35.
For α = 0, the left-most point, the objective is to minimize time by typically flying
directly to goal at full speed without any transit. As we increase α, the subsequent
points from left to right correspond to prioritizing lower energy consumption by more
riding, typically taking more time (although sometimes riding may save both time and
energy). Our approach significantly dominates RHC on both metrics, with
RHC requiring up to 40% more energy. Compared to our approach, flying directly to
the goal (the top-left-most point) requires up to 60% more energy.
A higher β for π CF makes our framework optimistically attempt constrained flight
connections. Lower values are more sensitive; β = 0.35 has the poorest energy-time
tradeoff due to being risk-averse to potentially useful connections. Figure 5.8 further
analyzes the effect of β on constrained flight connections. Being too optimistic can
affect success rates for the attempts.
The difference between our approach and the baseline varies with α. For α = 0,
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Average Hops per Episode

2
Success
Attempt

1.5
1
0.5
0
β = 0.35 β = 0.55 β = 0.75 β = 0.95
HHP with α = 0.5

Figure 5.8: For low β (0.35), our Hierarchical Hybrid Planning (HHP) approach
is conservative and attempts only easy constrained flight edges, yielding a higher
success rate. As β increases, HHP optimistically attempts hops but fails slightly
more often. There is a slight dip in attempts for the highest β (0.95) because some
unlikely constrained flight edges are abandoned as infeasible midway by the global
layer, before being attempted.
they both fly straight to goal and any small differences are due to the underlying
control method. However, the performance gap widens with increasing α as more
riding is considered to save energy. For constrained flight edges, the RHC baseline’s
nominal edge weight only accounts for time difference and flight distance, but not
hovering or control action costs. The negative value function of the encoded state
better estimates the traversal cost and penalizes the constrained flight edge if failure
is likely. Our approach is thus less likely to commit to difficult connections (depending
on the value of β). Furthermore, RHC’s underestimation of the true energy
cost gets worse as we prioritize energy consumption, which accounts for the
greater deviation in RHC’s tradeoff curve as α approaches 1 on the right.
Here is a short illustrative example from our simulations that underscore the
difference in edge weights between our approach and the baseline. Consider two
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constrained flight edges for which our approach succeeds on the first but aborts on
the second. For the success, the nominal edge weight was 3233 and the value function
cost was 3644; the actual execution trace until Board incurred 3723 units of cost.
In the abort case, the nominal edge weight estimate was 5418 and the value function
estimate was 6117. For edges likely to succeed, our approach’s cost estimate is more
accurate than the RHC baseline, while for likely failures, its cost estimate is higher
and the edges less preferred. This example is anecdotal but the cumulative effect over
many searches and scenarios does explain the performance gap to some extent.

5.6

Discussion

This chapter introduced the problem of Dynamic Real-time Multimodal Routing and
framed it as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) with several interacting components.
We exploit the structure of those problems through hierarchical hybrid planning; a
global open-loop layer plans routes efficiently and a local closed-loop layer controls
the agent to execute the route under uncertainty. Our approach scales well to large
problem sizes, and interleaves planning and execution in a principled manner. Over a
large number of simulations based on our running drone delivery domain, our planning
framework dominated a receding horizon control baseline on the tradeoff between the
drone’s elapsed time and expended energy.
As we promised from the beginning, this chapter was where we moved past the
trivial drone dynamics of fixed average speed, the assumption that had allowed the
previous two chapters to abstract away the problem of closed-loop control. Also as
promised, the more sophisticated MDP brought with it a host of new computational
challenges, both as a self-contained problem for the closed-loop control layer and as a
sub-routine for the route planning layer to invoke and interact with. In the space of
all MDPs ever used to represent a physical agent, our second-order point mass model
is quite simple (though our reward function is more involved). But the strength of
framing and solving an MDP is in how widely we can apply it; however more complex
our state and action spaces and dynamics, we could in principle use the same approach
with at most a few domain-dependent heuristics.
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The skeptical reader might be dissatisfied at how we set aside the multi-robot
element here. This decision was in part for convenience, in line with other decisions
so far; just as we assumed a trivial dynamics model in Chapter 3 to focus on the
previously unexplored problem of multi-agent path finding over a transit network, we
assumed a single-agent setting here to focus on the previously unexplored problem of
multimodal routing where we can directly control the autonomous agent (in contrast
to recommending transit options for a human). The decision was also pragmatic; as we
mentioned in Section 4.6, in many scenarios the planned routes of one or more drones
never come close to those of any other, and we can execute them all independently.
The next chapter will focus on those situations where we cannot execute drone
routes independently of each other, i.e., where we must adaptively coordinate and
control a set of drones navigating a shared workspace to reach their respective goals.
Such a setting is a multi-agent MDP, which is a notoriously hard class of problems
to solve efficiently. As a testament to how challenging a multi-agent MDP can be,
especially when we care about dynamic environments and scaling to many agents, we
will only consider the closed-loop control layer in the next chapter. We will assume
that the goals for each drone have been handed down from the higher layers, and we
will focus entirely on efficiently solving the underlying multi-agent MDP to control
the drones to their goals with good-quality routes.

6

Scalable Anytime
Multi-Agent Control

The three preceding chapters paint an almost complete picture of the full stack of
computational decision-making problems in this thesis. We can efficiently allocate
drones to their deliveries, either in a batch or in a streaming manner. Drone routes
can use the ground vehicle network information to plan whether and when to use
modes of transportation. Once we plan these multi-agent conflict-free routes, each
with flight and transit segments, we could try to execute each of them independently
with a single-agent closed-loop controller that interacts only with the route planner
for that specific drone. This pipeline would get us most of the way.
What might complicate things is when multiple drones need to execute segments
of their route around each other. This shared execution scenario can arise often,
especially when a drone boards a transit vehicle that is already occupied, or when
multiple drones board multiple transit vehicles at nearby stops in the same time
window. The approach we just laid out for executing drone routes assumed a single
controllable agent that could adapt to external updates. How best to proceed when
we have multiple controllable agents, all part of the same team but each having their
individual goals? That question is the subject of this chapter.
After taking a backseat in the previous chapter, the multi-robot element returns
to the forefront in this one. We confront the computationally challenging problem of
solving or planning for a Multi-Agent Markov Decision Process, which encodes the
control sub-problem of our thesis we just outlined. As always, we seek an approach
that scales well to a large number of agents; we also want agents to be able to
119
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coordinate their control decisions with each other dynamically, depending on which
partners are currently most relevant. We will achieve both ends through an anytime
planning algorithm. As with Chapter 4, we will discuss our approach as a general
technique and compare it against the baselines on two distinct domains, one derived
from our running thesis example and the other a standard benchmark for multi-agent
MDPs.
The content of this chapter was published in Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent
Systems (AAMAS) 2021 [163]. At the time of writing, an extended version is invited
for publication at the journal for the same (JAAMAS).

6.1

Introduction

For co-operative multi-agent systems with a shared objective, such as ours, coordination is crucial for effective decision-making. Beyond our running domain of package
delivery, many other real-world problems like formation control [164] and firefighting [165] require a team of autonomous agents to perform a common task. Such
cooperative sequential decision-making problems can be modeled as a multi-agent
Markov Decision Process (MMDP) [137]. MMDPs can be reduced to centralized
single-agent MDPs with a joint action space for all agents. Such reductions often
make large problems intractable because the action space grows exponentially with
the number of agents. Solving independent MDPs for all agents yields suboptimal
behavior in problems where reasoning about the effects of joint actions is necessary
for better performance [166].
Several previous MMDP approaches have tried to balance these extremes of optimality and efficiency. In the offline setting, these include heuristic decomposition
approaches, such as Value Decomposition Networks [167], QMIX [168], and one that
shares parameters in decentralized policy optimization [169]. Guestrin, Koller, and
Parr [170] introduced the idea of a coordination graph to reason about joint value
function estimates from a factored representation, while Kok and Vlassis [171] used
approximation techniques to scale these ideas to larger problems. Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS), a common approach to online planning [36], has been combined
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with coordination graphs in a Factored Value MCTS [172]. However, Factored Value
MCTS coordinates actions with an exact Variable Elimination (Var-El) method,
which negates the anytime nature of MCTS planning, i.e., the ability to use more
computation time to better approximate the optimal solution.
The key idea of this chapter is to recover the anytime nature of MCTS planning for
MMDPs that require coordination. To that end, we propose combining the Max-Plus
action selection of Vlassis, Elhorst, and Kok [173] with the Factored Value MCTS
of Amato and Oliehoek [172]. We do so for many reasons. Unlike Var-El, which
is exact, Max-Plus is an iterative procedure and allows for truly anytime behavior.
The representation of Max-Plus is much more efficient than that of Var-El for using
dynamic, i.e., state-dependent, coordination graphs (state-dependent data-structures
are a key benefit of online planning for MDPs). Finally, Max-Plus can scale to
much larger and denser coordination graphs than Var-El, and can be distributed for
additional efficiency [174].
We present a scalable anytime MMDP planning algorithm called Factored Value
MCTS with Max-Plus. On the standard SysAdmin benchmark domain [170], with
static coordination graphs, we demonstrate that our approach performs as well as
or better than Factored Value MCTS with Var-El and is computationally faster for
the same tree search hyperparameters. We also introduce a new MMDP domain
with dynamic coordination graphs called Multi-Drone Delivery, based on our running
example. On this domain, we show how our approach scales to problem sizes that are
entirely intractable for other MCTS variants, while also achieving better performance
on smaller problem sizes.

6.2

Background and Related Work

To keep the chapter as self-contained as possible, we briefly review MDPs and discuss their multi-agent formulation. We then describe how coordination graphs can
efficiently exploit locality of interactions in multi-agent problems. Finally, we discuss
how to use coordination graphs to solve multi-agent MDPs.
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Multi-Agent Markov Decision Processes

From Section 2.4, an MDP is defined by the tuple (S, A, T, R), where S is the state
space, A is the action space, T : S × A × S → [0, 1] is the transition function, and
R : S × A → R is the reward function. The objective for solving an MDP is to obtain
a policy, π : S × A → [0, 1] that specifies a probability distribution over actions
for the agent to take from its current state to maximize its value, i.e., its expected
cumulative reward. An action-value function Q(s, a) defines the expected cumulative
reward after taking action a in state s before following the policy.
We focus on decision-making settings where multiple agents cooperate to achieve
a shared objective [137]. Such problems are multi-agent Markov decision processes
(MMDPs), where each agent takes an individual action and the policy observes the
states of all agents. In principle, we can solve an MMDP as a standard MDP with
a joint action space A =

Q

i

Ai as in Pynadath and Tambe [175]. Both offline and

online methods exist for computing such MDP policies [15].
Offline methods pre-compute a policy over the entire state space (exactly or approximately) and query the policy during execution. Various exact offline methods
exist, but reinforcement learning has emerged as an attractive solution technique due
to the complexity of planning in large MMDPs [17]. Reinforcement Learning approaches attempt to compute an effective value function Q(s, a) or a policy π(a | s)
through repeated interaction with the environment model. They still struggle with
the size of the joint action space, which is exponential in the number of agents. A
common strategy is to decentralize the policy or value function, such that each only
depends on the actions of a single agent [169, 168, 167]. Unfortunately, such decentralization approaches are often suboptimal for coordination and encounter exploration
bottlenecks due to uncooperative random actions from the agents [176].
Online methods use an alternative strategy to deal with the complexity of multiagent planning; they interleave planning and execution by focusing only on states that
are reachable for the current state, while computing the next action to take. Monte
Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is the predominant framework for online planning and
has succeeded in a variety of domains [36], including in multi-player contexts [177,
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178]. The anytime nature of MCTS, through its search depth and number of Monte
Carlo simulations, allows us to trade computation time for approximation quality.
However, the exponentially large action space of MMDPs can still be a bottleneck
for naively applying MCTS techniques [179]. Dec-MCTS tries to work around this
bottleneck but does not apply to action-dependent stochastic transitions of an MDP,
as it directly chooses the next state [180].

6.2.2

Coordination Graphs and Variable Elimination

Several real-world multi-agent systems demonstrate locality of interaction, i.e., the
outcome of an agent’s action depends only on the actions of a subset of other agents.
The coordination graph (CG) structure is often used to encode such interactions [170,
41]. A CG for a multi-agent system has one node per agent, and edges connect agents
if their payoffs depend on each other. For now, we assume a stateless or single-shot
decision setting, rather than a sequential one. The CG structure induces a set of
payoff components, where each component is associated with a clique, i.e., a subset of
agents that are all mutually connected.
For CGs in multi-agent settings, we assume that we can factor the global payoff for
a joint action as the sum of local component payoffs, i.e., Q(a) =

P

c

Qc (ac ), where a

is the global joint action, and ac is the local component action (the projection of a on
component c). Given this factored representation and the local component payoffs, we
can compute exactly the best joint action argmaxa Q(a) with the Variable Elimination
(Var-El) algorithm from the probabilistic inference literature [41]. Computing the
optimal joint action in a CG is equivalent to obtaining the maximum a posteriori
configuration in an undirected probabilistic graphical model [173].
Consider the 4-agent CG in Figure 6.1a. Here, Q(a) = Q12 (a1 , a2 ) + Q23 (a2 , a3 ) +
Q34 (a3 , a4 ), where ai is the action variable for agent i. In Var-El, we eliminate, i.e.,
maximize over variables one at a time by collecting the local payoffs that depend on
them. For instance, if we start with agent 2, then the first elimination is
max Q34 (a3 , a4 ) + max [Q12 (a1 , a2 ) + Q23 (a2 , a3 )] .

a1 ,a3 ,a4

a2

(6.1)
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Figure 6.1: A coordination graph for an MMDP with 4 agents. (a) Eliminating
agent 2 in Var-El introduces an edge between nodes (agents) 1 and 3 and a new
payoff function e2 (b) In Max-Plus, agents passes messages along the graph edges;
the messages are functions of the actions of the receiving agent, e.g., agent 1 sends
µ12 (a2 ) to agent 2.
The optimal choice for agent 4 depends on a2 and a3 . The internal max expression is
summarized by a new intermediate payoff function e2 (a1 , a3 ) = maxa2 [Q12 (a1 , a2 ) +
Q23 (a2 , a3 )] and a new edge between 1 and 3, after which the algorithm continues with
Q34 and e2 . After all eliminations, we recover the action for each agent by maximizing
the conditional functions in reverse, finally obtaining the optimal joint action. Var-El
is exponential in the induced width of the CG, which depends on the elimination
order [181].
Although most works in the literature assume a domain-dependent static coordination graph, some incorporate state-dependent or dynamic CGs [182], including
learning the CG structures automatically [183, 184].

6.2.3

Scalable MMDP Methods with Coordination Graphs

In the offline context of tabular reinforcement learning, [171] explored action inference
with predefined static coordination graphs over factorized value functions; Böhmer,
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Kurin, and Whiteson [176] extended these ideas to neural network function approximation. We focus on anytime online planning approaches to solving MMDPs. Amato
and Oliehoek [172] provide an online planning solution by combining the idea of coordination graphs and factored value functions with Monte Carlo Tree Search. Although
they apply their algorithm to partially observed MDPs, the key ideas are the same
for the fully observed case. Monte Carlo planning estimates quantities by exploring
from the current state and gathering relevant statistics through interactions with a
simulated generative model of the environment [185]. These statistics typically track
the average simulated reward obtained for trying an individual or joint action, the
number of occurences of the individual or joint state, and the frequency of action
attempts for Upper Confidence Bound exploration [35].
Amato and Oliehoek [172] maintain local component statistics, i.e., the mean payoff of a local component action ae and the number of times it was attempted in that
component; they call this mixture of experts optimization, albeit with a simple maximum likelihood estimator expert. For instance, during tree search from the current
joint state s ≡ {si } (where si is the state of agent i), suppose the system simulates
a joint action a and obtains a reward vector r. Then, in a particular CG component
e and the corresponding local subset of the joint action ae , they augment the local
component action frequency statistic N (s, ae ) by 1 and update the local component
payoff statistic Qe (s, ae ) as
re − Qe (s, ae )
.
Qe (s, ae ) = Qe (s, ae ) +
,
N (s, ae )

(6.2)

which is a standard running average update. The Upper Confidence Bound exploration step uses the current statistics to select joint actions, i.e.,

max
a

X
e

Ue (s, ae ) = max
a

X
e

Qe (s, ae

v
u
u log N (s)
)+c·t
,

N (s, ae )

(6.3)

where N (s) is the visit frequency for state s. Given these local component payoffs, i.e.,
the Qe functions, their method computes the best joint action at the next time-step
through Variable Elimination over the CG. Consequently, it loses the anytime property
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of MCTS because exact variable elimination cannot be stopped at an intermediate
step. Although Vlassis, Elhorst, and Kok [173] explored various anytime algorithms
for action selection with coordination graphs, they did not investigate how to use
them with an online planning algorithm like MCTS.

6.3

Anytime Factored-Value MCTS

We now discuss our method for anytime multi-agent MDP planning with coordination graphs, Factored-Value Monte Carlo Tree Search with Max-Plus. To apply the
mixture of experts optimization to each node of the search tree, we must define the
factored statistics to maintain for each node. Given a potentially state-dependent
undirected coordination graph (CG), G = hV, Ei, we factor the CG-induced global
payoff at the current state s as follows:
Q(a) =

X
i∈V

Qi (ai ) +

X

Qij (ai , aj ).

(6.4)

(i,j)∈E

Here, Qij is a local payoff function for agents i and j connected by edge (i, j), while
Qi is an individual utility function for agent i, if applicable to the domain. All statedependent quantities in this section’s equations are implicitly for the current joint
state s.
Exploiting the duality between computing the maximum a posteriori configuration
in a probabilistic graphical model and the optimal joint action in a CG, Vlassis,
Elhorst, and Kok [173] introduced the Max-Plus algorithm for computing the joint
action via message passing. Each node, i.e., agent, iteratively dispatches messages
to its neighbours j ∈ Γ(i) in the CG (Figure 6.1b). A message from agent i is a
scalar-valued function of the action space of receiving agent j, i.e.,


µij (aj ) = max Qi (ai ) + Qij (ai , aj ) +
ai

X



µki (ai ) ,

(6.5)

k∈Γ(i)\{j}

where Γ(i) is the set of neighbors of i. Agents exchange messages until convergence
or for a maximum number of rounds. Finally, each agent computes its optimal action
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Figure 6.2: Our anytime MMDP planning algorithm, Factored Value MCTS with
Max-Plus, computes the best joint action a∗ for the current joint state s. The tree
search uses an Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) exploration bonus during action selection, while the final action coordination does not.
individually, i.e.,


a∗i = argmax Qi (ai ) +
ai

X



µji (ai )

(6.6)

j∈Γ(i)

Max-Plus is equivalent to belief propagation in graphical models [186] and its time
complexity scales linearly with the CG size (the number of edges); it is more suitable
for real-time systems and more tractable for large numbers of agents than Var-El.
Similar to Factored Value MCTS with Var-El, our method with Max-Plus (illustrated in Figure 6.2) is more efficient than a naive application of MCTS with the joint
action space, since it retains fewer statistics and performs efficient action selection.
For the rest of this section, we will discuss the key differences from the prior work
with Var-El, which underscore how our approach is more suitable than it for large
MMDPs.
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Upper Confidence Bound Exploration with MaxPlus

The key issue for extending MCTS to factored value functions and coordination
graphs is how to set up the action exploration as per the Upper Confidence Bound
(UCB) strategy. In the Var-El case, Amato and Oliehoek [172] added the exploration
bonus using component-wise statistics during each elimination step in Equation 6.3.
We cannot apply this strategy with Max-Plus as it does not use components. In
contrast, it has two distinct phases of computation. The first is to pass messages
over each edge as in Equation 6.5, and the second is to select actions at each node as
in Equation 6.4. We use these two phases to define how our algorithm explores.
Edge Exploration: Analogous to the edge payoff statistics Qij , we keep track
of corresponding frequency statistics Nai ,aj (for pairwise actions). The natural exploration strategy over edges is to add the bonus to Equation 6.5 as follows:



X



k∈Γ(i)\{j}

µij (aj ) = max Qi (ai ) + Qij (ai , aj ) +
ai

µki (ai ) +

v
u
u log(N
ct


+ 1) 

Nai ,aj

. (6.7)



Adding this bonus during the message passing rounds can cause message passing to
diverge for cyclic graphs with any cycle of length less than the number of rounds. Figure 6.3 intuits this divergent behavior with a simple triangle graph. The bonuses
accumulate in successive rounds for messages in either direction along the cycle, making the effective bonus proportional to the total number of rounds (divided by cycle
length). Therefore, we only augment each message once after the final round of message passing.
Node Exploration: We maintain individual action frequency statistics Nai and
modify Equation 6.4 to add a node exploration bonus while selecting actions:



X



j∈Γ(i)

a∗i = argmax Qi (ai ) +
ai

µji (ai

v
u
u log(N
) + ct


+ 1) 

Nai



(6.8)
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Figure 6.3: For coordination graphs with cycles, adding an edge exploration bonus to
the messages at every round can yield divergent behavior. The exploration bonuses
accumulate over rounds from one node to the next, clockwise or anti-clockwise along
the cycle. If the number of rounds is greater than the length of a cycle (usually true),
the effective relevant exploration bonus for each edge gets compounded each time the
messages loop back around. We abuse some notation for convenience, i.e., Nij is a
counting function for the pairwise actions of agents i and j.
Note that the joint-action payoff Q(a) can be factorized over r
the CG nodes and edges
as in Equation 6.4, but the joint-action exploration bonus c

log N (s)
N (s,a)

cannot. There-

fore, the node and edge exploration strategies we have defined here are heuristic
choices that we make and will evaluate empirically through an ablation. Our exploration strategies differ from the component-wise exploration of Equation 6.3 in the
previous work that uses Var-El, because we do not consider cliques/components in
the CG, only nodes and edges.
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Other differences from FV-MCTS with Variable Elimination

We now briefly summarize the other ways, besides exploration, in which our approach
varies from the related prior work with Var-El.
Convergence: For graphs without cycles, Max-Plus converges to a fixed point in
finitely many iterations [186]. For cyclic graphs, there are no such guarantees in general [187]. However, cyclic message passing can work well in practice [188].
Agent Utilities: The Max-Plus global payoff in Equation 6.4 includes a utility
function Qi for each individual agent. The FV-MCTS with Var-El has no such individual utility (unless a node has degree 0 in the CG). If such agent utilities were
known or learned independent of the payoffs, we would naturally use them during action coordination. However, in FV-MCTS we estimate all statistics from the rewards
obtained during tree search with a simulated environment model; the environment
model returns precisely one reward vector for each joint state-action pair.
We already account for the simulated rewards in tree search through the Qij
local payoff statistics in Equation 6.2. We do not receive independent per-agent rewards, so utility statistics would be derived from the same information we use for
the payoff statistics. Our experiments compare the benefit of these derived individual agent (node) utilities, in addition to local edge payoffs. We maintain separate
statistics Ni and Qi for the per-agent frequencies and utilities respectively and estimate them from the joint rewards during tree search; the corresponding updates are
Ni (s, ai ) = Ni (s, ai ) + 1 and Qi (s, ai ) = Qi (s, ai ) +

ri −Qi (s,ai )
Nai

for an agent i. The re-

sults in Section 6.5.1 demonstrate how including derived node utilities enables better
empirical performance.
Dynamic Coordination Graphs: Recall that MCTS and online MDP planning in
general can use computational structures that are state-dependent or dynamic, i.e.,
that can vary with the current state. For FV-MCTS with Var-El, state-dependent
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Input: time limit, depth, exploration constant c, state s
Initialize Ni , Qi
Initialize Nij , Qij

procedure FV-MCTS-MP(s, depth)
while time limit not reached
Simulate(s, depth)
∗
6:
a ← MaxPlus(0)
7:
return a∗

. Node statistics
. Edge statistics

3:
4:
5:

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

procedure Simulate(s, depth)
if depth = 0
return 0
a ← MaxPlus(c)
s0 , r ∼ T (s, a), R(s, a)
q ← r + γ· Simulate(s0 , depth − 1)
UpdateStats(s, a, q)

. No exploration here
. Best joint action

. Generative model

procedure UpdateStats(s, a, q)
for every agent i
Ni (s, ai ) += 1
−Qi (s,ai )
18:
Qi (s, ai ) += qiN
i (s,ai )

15:
16:
17:

19:
20:
21:
22:

for every edge (i, j) ∈ G(s)
Nij (s, ai , aj ) += 1
qe ← qi + qj
−Qij (s,ai ,aj )
Qij (s, ai , aj ) += qeN
ij (s,ai ,aj )
Algorithm 6.1: Factored Value MCTS with Max-Plus
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Input: Coordination Graph G(s) = hV, Ei; state node statistics N, Q; max
iterations M ; flags (exploration; normalization)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

procedure MaxPlus(c)
for t ← 1 to M
µij (aj ) = µji = 0 for (i, j) ∈ E, ai ∈ Ai , aj ∈ Aj
for every agent i
for all neighbors j ∈ Γ(i)
Compute µij (aj ) via Equation 6.5
if message normalization
P
µij (aj ) −= |A1j | aj ∈A| µij (aj )
send message µij (aj ) to agent j
if µij (aj ) close to previous message
break
for every agent i
if edge exploration
for all neighbors j ∈ Γ(i)
Compute µij (aj ) via Equation 6.7
P
qi (ai ) = Qi (ai ) + j∈Γ(i) µji (ai )
if node exploration
r
qi (ai ) += c

log(N +1)
Ni (ai )

a0i = arg maxai qi (ai )
if time limit reached
break
return a0
Algorithm 6.2: MaxPlus Action Selection

. UCB exploration
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Input: time limit, depth, exploration constant c, state s
1: ne , Qe
. Component statistics
procedure FV-MCTS-Var-El(s, depth)
while time limit not reached
Simulate(s, depth)
5:
a∗ ← Var-El
6:
return a∗

2:
3:
4:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure Simulate(s, depth)
if γ depth < 
return 0
a ← Var-El(exploration constant)
s0 , r ∼ T (s, a), R(s, a)
q ← r + γ Simulate(s0 , depth −1)
UpdateStats(s, a, q)

procedure UpdateStats(s, a, q)
for every component e ∈ G(s)
ne (s, ae ) += 1
e (s,ae )
17:
Qe (s, ae ) += q−Q
ne (s,ae )

14:
15:
16:

Algorithm 6.3: Factored Value MCTS with Variable Elimination
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or dynamic CGs are not computationally feasible because eliminating an agent can
change the intermediate CG topology during action coordination (by adding edges).
It is not tractable to maintain statistics for the set of all possible CG components,
the size of which is exponential in the number of agents [189]. On the other hand,
Max-Plus only maintains statistics for at most all CG edges, over which the messages
are sent. Therefore, dynamic CGs can be used seamlessly.
Memory Complexity of Statistics: Factored Value MCTS collects frequency and
payoff statistics for each unique joint state encountered during tree search. Assume
the same action set A for each agent, and a CG with |V| nodes (agents), |E| edges, and
C local components or cliques. Then, the memory complexity of per-state statistics for
Max-Plus is O(|V||A| + |E||A|2 ) (the first term only applies if we track per-node utilities). In contrast, the per-state memory for Var-El statistics is O(

P

c∈C

|A||V|c · |V|c ),

where |V|c is the size of local component c. For a CG that is connected (typically the
case), the memory complexity for Var-El is at least O(|E||A|2 ), which is the dominant
term for Max-Plus, and more generally is exponential in the largest clique. Therefore,
Max-Plus is more memory-efficient than Var-El. The experiments in Section 6.5.2
empirically support this claim by showing how our algorithm solves problems that
cause out-of-memory issues for the Var-El baseline.
Distributed Implementation: Unlike with Var-El, we can execute Max-Plus in
a distributed manner by sending messages in parallel, albeit at the cost of more
complex communication. By doing so, we can be more scalable with the available
compute. Note that this is distinct from a fully decentralized implementation where
we can compute the agent actions independently of each other.
We outline our approach in Algorithm 6.1 as well as the Max-Plus routine in Algorithm 6.2. For completeness, we also outline the prior approach with Variable
Elimination in Algorithm 6.3.
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On the application to Multi-Agent POMDPs

Strictly speaking, the prior work of Amato and Oliehoek [172] plans for Multi-Agent
Partially Observable MDPs (MPOMDPs), where the agents receive noisy observations
of the true underlying state. Given that our work is for MMDPs, we briefly comment
on how the key challenges for both of us appear in the MMDP formulation itself and
on how our approach could be applied directly to a Multi-Agent POMDP. That is
why we chose to use the MMDP for our implementation and evaluations rather than
introducing the extraneous confound of a partially observable setting.
First, the prior work focuses almost entirely on the challenge of the exploding
action space in a Monte Carlo Tree Search planning algorithm, which is just as pertinent for an MMDP as it is for an MPOMDP. To handle partial observability they use
POMCP, a partially observable extension of MCTS (specifically, Upper Confidence
Trees) in which particle filters track and update the belief state with new observations [185]. Our approach could also be used straightforwardly with POMCP and
applied to MPOMDPs.
Second, the only segment of the prior work that tries to address the unique challenge of an MPOMDP is a variant of their algorithm that splits joint observation
histories into local histories and distributes them over the factors. In MMDPs there
is no such thing as an observation history, since the current system state is fully
observed; thus there is no equivalent variant to implement for the evaluation. Furthermore, for the MPOMDP case we could again incorporate our approach into their
factorized trees variant directly, since our modifications would be to the action selection and exploration steps.

6.5

Experiments and Results

We used cumulative discounted return as the primary metric to evaluate our approach,
Factored Value MCTS with Max-Plus (FV-MCTS-MP). Our most relevant baseline
is Factored Value MCTS with Variable Elimination (FV-MCTS-Var-El). We also
compared against standard MCTS (with no factorization), independent Q-learning
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(IQL), and a random policy. Besides measuring performance, we examined the effect of different exploration schemes on the performance of FV-MCTS-MP and the
effect of problem size on MCTS computation time. We also vary the MCTS hyperparameters and note the performance results for both variants of FV-MCTS. Our two
experimental domains represent distinct MMDP problems and underlying coordination graph structures. As with the previous chapter, we use the Julia programming
language on a 16 GiB RAM machine and a 6-core 3.7 GHz CPU for all simulations.1
We will show qualitatively how our approach recovers the true anytime nature of
MCTS by using Max-Plus rather than Var-El. However, there are many confounds
for quantitatively evaluating the anytime property. Our metric is the average discounted return over the episode, where the Max-Plus routine is called several times;
typical anytime evaluation reports improving solution quality with more compute
time for a single call to a method. MCTS itself has several parameters that affect
the computation-vs-quality tradeoff, such as tree depth, exploration constant, and
number of trials. With dynamic CGs as in our multi-drone delivery domain, the
same Max-Plus parameters leads to different computation times. Note that our reference for Max-Plus does evaluate its anytime property in a one-shot decision-making
domain that does not have any of the above confounds [173].

6.5.1

SysAdmin Domain

Our first domain is a standard MMDP benchmark: SysAdmin [41]. Each agent i represents a machine in a network with two state variables: Status Si ∈ {good, faulty, dead},
and Load Li ∈ {idle, loaded, success}. A dead machine increases the probability
that its neighbor also dies. The system gets a reward of 1 if a process terminates
successfully, processes take longer when status is faulty, and a dead machine loses
the process. Each agent must decide whether to reboot its machine, in which case the
Status becomes good and any running process is lost. The discount factor, γ used
in all the experiments is 0.9. All evaluations have been averaged over 40 runs. Error
bars indicate standard deviations. Figure 6.4 illustrates the star network topology
1

The code is available at https://sites.google.com/stanford.edu/fvmcts/.
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Figure 6.4: One of our domains, SysAdmin, represents a network of connected machines that must coordinate their decisions to reboot or continue running their process. A dead machine increases the probability of a neighboring machine dying at the
next step. The figure here shows the star topology for the network.
for SysAdmin; we also use the ring and ring-of-rings topologies.

Exploration Schemes for FV-MCTS-MP
The three knobs affecting exploration in FV-MCTS-MP are per-agent utility, node
bonus, and edge bonus. We compared the discounted return of variants that either use
or ignore per-agent utilities, and use either or both bonuses. Figure 6.5 demonstrates
that the combination of agent utilities and only node exploration (TTF) is enough;
including the edge bonus as well (TTT) does not have much effect. All other schemes

8

Discounted return

Discounted return
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Figure 6.5: The performance of FV-MCTS-MaxPlus varies with different combinations of exploration strategies for the 4-agent Sysadmin on Ring (left) and Star (right)
topologies. The True/False (T/F) labels correspond to Agent Utilities, Node Exploration and Edge Exploration in order, e.g., TTF implies agent utilities and only node
(but not edge) exploration.
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Figure 6.6: On SysAdmin topologies: Ring (left), Star (middle), and Ring-of-Rings
(right), FV-MCTS with MaxPlus performs as well as or slightly better than Var-El.
NaN indicates that the algorithm ran out of memory.

are significantly poorer. Therefore, we used the TTF variant of FV-MCTS-MP to
compare against the other baselines. Lack of significant difference between some of
the exploration strategies has more to do with the small action space of the SysAdmin
domain.
FV-MCTS-MP compared to baselines
For all three SysAdmin topologies (and corresponding fixed CGs), we varied the number of machines (agents) and compared the performance of all methods in Figure 6.6.
With fewer agents, all MCTS methods perform similarly to each other and better than
Q-Learning. However, with more agents, standard MCTS runs out of memory even
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Figure 6.7: Effect of hyperparameters on FV-MCTS. All problems have 32 agents.
on our 128GB RAM machine, as expected for large joint action spaces. Both Factored Value MCTS variants perform comparably on larger problems (on ring-of-rings
our Max-Plus variant was better). But as we discuss subsequently, FV-MCTS-Var-El
is much slower than FV-MCTS-MP, e.g., taking approximately 35 s versus 16 s for
32 agents on a single-threaded implementation in the Ring topology. Therefore our
approach strictly dominates the Var-El baseline on the performance-time tradeoff.
Effect of Hyperparameters
We performed ablation experiments, varying one of exploration constant c, tree search
exploration depth d and number of Monte Carlo iterations n, while keeping the rest
of the hyperparameters constant. Low values of n adversely effected the performance
a little for both FV-MCTS-Var-El and FV-MCTS-MP, while low values of c vastly
degraded the performance of FV-MCTS-Var-El only. The difference in performance
was not significant over a range of values of d. Figure 6.7 shows these results for
32 agents. Similar results hold for the other domains as well as different numbers of
agents.
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Figure 6.8: Runtime comparisons (lower is better) for the same tree search hyperparameters on SysAdmin with Ring (left) and Star (right) topologies. The NaiveMCTS
baseline ran out of memory with more than 8 agents.
Computation Time
For the same tree search hyperparameters with number of iterations fixed at 16000,
exploration constant as 20 and tree search depth as 20, we compared the average
time taken for each action for different number of agents in the coordination graphs.
For a fair comparison, we used a single threaded implementation. As demonstrated
in Figure 6.8, we found FV-MCTS-MP to be consistently faster than FV-MCTS-VarEl. Although MCTS was faster when there were small number of agents, it ran out
of memory as the number of agents increased.

6.5.2

Multi-Drone Delivery Domain

Besides the SysAdmin domain, previous multi-agent decision-making work has also
used the Firefighter [172] and Traffic Control [190] domains for benchmarking. Underneath the differing high-level descriptions, however, the MMDP details of all these
three domains are very similar: a small state space and binary action space, the degrees of most nodes in the coordination graph are independent of the total number
of agents (except the hub node for Star SysAdmin), and there is no scope in any of
them for dynamic CGs.
We introduce and use a truly distinct MMDP domain for our second set of experiments. It is based on our running thesis example and simulates a team of delivery
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2
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3

4

Figure 6.9: The MMDP sub-problem of our running domain of multi-drone delivery
requires controlling the drones around each other to reach their respective goals,
which represent the transit stops. Dotted lines illustrate a subset of the Coordination
Graph edges for the current state (for clarity, we omit some edges between drones of
the same color, i.e., assigned to the same goal)
drones navigating a shared operation space to reach their assigned goal regions. Besides the thesis, we are motivated by recent advances in drone delivery technology
from high-level routing to low-level control [191, 192]. This domain models a key component of our drone-transit coordination: multiple drones assigned to board transit
vehicles in close proximity to each other (within the same time window).
Domain Details
Figure 6.9 illustrates the MMDP of our Multi-Drone Delivery domain; for convenience
and consistency with MMDP benchmarks we discretize everything, but Monte Carlo
Tree Search could accommodate a continuous state space that it samples from. Each
drone starts in a randomly sampled unique cell in a grid (we use larger grids for more
drones in our simulations). There are four circular goal regions, one in each quadrant,
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Agents

XY axis res.

Noise

Expl. const.

Expl. depth

Iter

8
16
32
48

0.20
0.10
0.08
0.05

0.10
0.05
0.05
0.02

5
10
20
30

10
10
10
10

4000
8000
16000
24000

Table 6.1: Multi-Drone Delivery hyperparameters.
that represent a transit vehicle; each goal region has a radius and maximum capacity
of drones it can accommodate, since no two drones can occupy the same grid cell (we
also vary goal radius with grid size). We allocate the drones to the goal regions at
random such that at least two drones target every region.
Each drone has 10 actions in total: one for moving to each of the 8-connected
grid neighbors, a no-op action for staying in place, and a board action that is
only valid when the drone is inside its assigned goal region. The MMDP is episodic
and terminates only when all drones have reached their goals and executed Board
inside them, thus boarding the transit vehicle and receiving a reward of 1000. Drones
also receive an intermediate positive reward if they get closer to their assigned goals.
Besides drone movement, the other sources of negative reward, i.e., cost, are penalties
for two or more drones being too close to each other, attempting to enter the same
cell (which makes them both stay in place), and attempting to board in the same
goal region at the same time.
Unlike the typical MMDP domains used in prior work, Multi-Drone Delivery motivates dynamic or state-dependent coordination graphs; any two drones benefit from
coordination only when they are close to each other. Therefore, at the current joint
state, we assign a CG edge between any two drones whose mutual distance is lower
than a resolution-dependent threshold (depicted in Figure 6.9). We also add edges
apriori between all drones assigned to the same goal region, as they need to coordinate
while boarding.
For all experiments, we set the discount factor γ to 1, the goal reaching reward to
1000.0 units, and the collision penalty to 10.0 units. Table 6.1 describes the full set
of varying problem resolutions and MCTS hyperparameters. The average degree of

Discounted return
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Figure 6.10: For Multi-Drone Delivery, FV-MCTS-MP vastly outperforms the baselines while effectively using dynamic coordination graphs without any memory issues.
NaN indicates that the algorithm ran out of memory.
the dynamic coordination graphs ranged from 2.4 for 8 agents to 11.8 for 48 agents.
We averaged all evaluations over 20 runs; error bars indicate standard deviations.
FV-MCTS-MP compared to baselines
As with SysAdmin, we varied the number of drones (agents), discretizing the grid
appropriately, and compared against all baselines (except Random) in Figure 6.10.
We observed that FV-MCTS-Var-El and MCTS quickly ran out of memory, which is
expected given the large action space per agent. Even on the problems where Var-El
runs, its restriction to static CGs leads to slightly worse performance. On the other
hand, FV-MCTS-MP can solve tasks even with 48 agents successfully. Even on the
eight agent problem, FV-MCTS-MP is much faster, taking on average approximately
1 s instead of 40 s for FV-MCTS-Var-El for the same tree search hyperparameters.
FV-MCTS-MP scales to MMDP problem sizes that FV-MCTS-Var-El cannot even
accommodate.
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Discussion

This chapter introduced a scalable online planning algorithm for Multi-Agent MDPs
with dynamic coordination graphs. Our approach uses Factored Value Monte Carlo
Tree Search with Max-Plus for action coordination, in contrast to the previously introduced FV-MCTS with Variable Elimination. Over the standard SysAdmin and the
custom Multi-Drone Delivery domains, we demonstrated that our method with MaxPlus performs as well as that with Var-El on static coordination graphs, outperforms
it significantly on dynamic coordination graphs, and is far more computationally
efficient (enabling online planning on previously intractable Multi-Agent MDPs).
More broadly, this chapter brings to a close our presentation of the technical
components of the thesis. We now have a comprehensive picture of the computational
problems and challenges at every level of the decision-making hierarchy, as well as
a set of algorithms to address them. The next (and last) chapter will take a step
back and summarize the contributions of the overall framework. It will discuss a few
common themes that have emerged across all of our sub-problems and algorithms.
It will highlight some qualitative insights that can inform how to use hierarchical
methods for multi-agent problems. Finally, since science never sleeps, it will identify
the most promising and useful avenues for future research, including some of our
ongoing work on a particularly difficult extension.

7

Conclusion

Most worthwhile stories end by bringing the reader back to the start, and this thesis
is no different. We began our journey by looking ahead to a fast-approaching future:
large numbers of autonomous physical systems navigating and carrying out important
tasks in a wide range of dynamic environments. Our interest was piqued by how these
multi-robot networks could be safer, cheaper, and more efficient if we enabled agents
to coordinate with each other en route to their individual tasks and goals. The
running example of urban drone delivery using ground transit vehicles helped us to
visualize a coordinated network in action.
We laid out a fairly daunting list of demands that our decision-making framework
had to try and meet, so that operating these networks in such a coordinated way
would be feasible in practice. We had to contend with a plethora of computational
challenges: large multi-level decision spaces, intertwined constraints, uncertainty and
online updates, and the manifold effects of the opportunity for coordination on all
the other challenges. Our algorithms had to scale to real-world problem sizes and
report solutions quickly enough to respond to new information. But this computational efficiency could not come at the cost of arbitrarily poor solutions; we had to
perform well on our ultimate quality metrics and objectives, both sufficiently well in
the absolute and better than alternative methods where applicable.
This concluding chapter will consider how far the thesis has gone in meeting
the demands and addressing the challenges before us. It will highlight our specific
algorithmic contributions, some common principles that arise across them, a few
high-level thoughts on our overall problem, and some directions for future work.
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Summary of Contributions

For the most part, we can neatly distribute the contributions of this thesis across the
various body chapters, each of which is based on a discrete research paper. However,
with the benefit of hindsight, we will summarize the contributions in terms of our
overall thesis framework:
• A decision-making hierarchy for coordinated multi-robot networks.
Strictly speaking, this contribution cannot lay claim to novelty (that shibboleth
of the academic community). The hierarchy of task allocation, route planning,
and closed-loop control, outlined in Section 1.2, is standard in multi-robot systems parlance. Where we differ is the manner in which our hierarchy explicitly
considers and centres the challenges of coordination and the effects it has at
every level. These design choices pervade the entire thesis, and we reflect on
them in the preambles and discussion sections of the body chapters (3 through
6).
• Two multi-robot task allocation algorithms. Section 3.4 develops a nearoptimal-makespan polynomial-time algorithm called MergeSplitTours that
assigns each agent to a sequence of one or more deliveries as well as dispatch and
return depots for each package (drones can carry one package at a time). The
key assumption we made for MergeSplitTours was that of a deterministic
one-shot setting where agents know all tasks ahead of time and are guaranteed
to complete the deliveries. In Chapter 4, we present Stochastic Conflict-Based
Allocation (SCoBA), which does not make these assumptions. It allocates tasks
to agents under a task completion uncertainty model, time window constraints,
and new tasks appearing online. Due to the less restricted setting, SCoBA can
only guarantee completeness and expected optimality.
• A framework for multi-agent path finding over transit networks. Most
prior works on multi-agent path finding in general and Conflict-Based Search in
particular, address moderate problems on grids, where the single-agent search
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is easy to solve and implement. To route the drones, our multi-agent path
finding framework from Section 3.5 must solve a weight-constrained boundedsuboptimal search over an implicit transit network graph at the single-agent
level. From the transit planning lens (rather than the multi-agent path finding one), our framework also pushes the boundaries by addressing agent-level
constraints and resource conflicts.
• Two closed-loop control techniques, single-agent and multi-agent, for
executing transit network paths. Just as prior transit planning methods
have not considered multi-agent path finding, they have also not looked at
executing transit paths with closed-loop control under a dynamics model. We
tackle this challenge through both single-agent and multi-agent Markov Decision
Process (MDP) methods, where either can be suitable in practice. Chapter 5
presents a single-agent hierarchical hybrid planner that interleaves an open-loop
transit route planner with a closed-loop MDP controller that can execute timeconstrained connections under uncertainty. In Chapter 6 we assume that agents
are given their next target waypoints, and focus entirely on a multi-agent MDP
control approach that can dynamically coordinate agent actions.
• Open-sourced Julia implementations. Research in Artificial Intelligence is
often difficult to reproduce [193]. Furnishing open-sourced and reasonably annotated source code for published papers is one way (of many) that researchers
can play their part in addressing this issue. To that end, in each chapter we
have linked to the corresponding code for the algorithms and experiments, all
in Julia; other researchers have used them and reproduced their functionality.
Each repository builds upon one or more general-purpose Julia libraries that
we have developed and contributed to, such as POMDPs.jl and MultiAgentPathFinding.jl, among others.
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Emergent Themes

To a PhD student that spends most of their time consumed by their current research
project, it is most satisfying when they observe a number of common themes emerge as
they collate their research into a thesis, making it more than the sum of its parts. We
obtain the same satisfaction as we reflect on the elements that our algorithms share,
over and above the premise of multi-robot decision-making. Here, we highlight those
themes and where they arise in our various algorithms, and Table 7.1 summarizes
them conveniently.

Surrogate Costs for Multi-Stage Methods
In any algorithm with two or more stages, an earlier or higher level approximates the
solution of a lower one, rather than solving it exactly (which is usually intractable in
practice and why we decompose to begin with). Such surrogate cost functions trade
speed of computation for quality of approximation.
This theme was explored by Chapter 3 in some detail, through the edge weight
function for the allocation graph of MergeSplitTours and how it tried to estimate
the drone travel time between locations that the route planning would determine in
the subsequent stage. It was also prominent in Chapter 5, where the edge weights for
the global graph search used the pre-computed value function of the local MDP for
time-constrained flight edges. Even Chapter 4 reflects this theme, albeit more subtly;
the multi-robot conflict-resolution layer of SCoBA accumulates the values of the root
nodes of the single-agent allocation policy trees to compute the expected cost of an
allocation. The root node values themselves approximate the expected task penalty
of the corresponding tree.

Accounting for Uncertainty
Right from the beginning in Section 1.1, we had identified uncertainty as a central
challenge for real-world robotics settings. It manifests in different ways at different
levels of our decision-making hierarchy and thinking about whether and how to model
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Table 7.1: The emergent common themes in the technical body chapters of this thesis.

Multi-Stage
Surrogate Costs

Handling
Uncertainty

Interleaving
Planning
and Execution

Bridging
Research
Communities

Chapter 3

✅ Allocation
Edge Weights

❌ Could integrate
with others

✅ MAPF can replan
on the y

Multi-Agent Path nding
+ Transit Planning

Chapter 4

✅ Expected Per-Agent
Successful Tasks

✅ Task Completion
Probability

✅ Tree Depth
at both levels

Stochastic Planning
+ Con ict-Based Search

Chapter 5

✅ Graph Search
Edge Weights

✅ Dynamics
+ Delays/Speedups

✅ Open-loop Routing
+ Closed-loop Control

Transit Planning
+ Markov Decision
Process

Chapter 6

❌ Not Applicable

✅ Dynamics

✅ Online MMDP
Planning

Multi-Agent MDP
+ Graphical Inference

fl
fl

fi

it is crucial far beyond this thesis. For the purposes of this thesis, both Chapter 5
and Chapter 6 capture uncertainty through the stochastic transition function of the
Markov Decision Process; the former can also accommodate a distribution over timeof-arrival for transit vehicles. In Chapter 4, our problem took as input a probability
distribution function for the task completion time of an agent, where the function
itself would depend on the specifics of the underlying task.

Interleaving Planning and Execution
A close cousin to the challenge of uncertainty is that of new problem information
appearing online. The two can be related, e.g., we can have a probabilistic distribution
over future arrival times that is itself updated at each new time-step as vehicles
encounter delays or speedups. But often, the nature of new information streaming in
is difficult or not useful to model as a probability distribution even if we could, e.g., a
new delivery request arriving at an arbitrary location or a new transit vehicle option
appearing with its own arbitrary time-stamped route.
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Given the dynamic nature of our environments, we benefit from algorithms and
representations that can interleave planning and execution rather than spending precious resources computing an exact solution that can be invalid by the time we obtain
it. All of our algorithms reflect this theme in one way or another. Chapter 4 discusses
how SCoBA can elegantly interleave planning and execution through the tree depth
at both levels (an uncommon property for multi-robot allocation algorithms).
Our hierarchical hybrid planner in Chapter 5 interleaves seamlessly between the
open-loop route planner and the closed-loop policy execution, even as new routes are
added and existing routes are updated. Our Multi-Agent MDP approach in Chapter 6
is built upon Monte Carlo Tree Search, which is an online planning algorithm that also
interleaves by construction; it computes and then executes the approximately optimal
action for the current state, observes the next state, and repeats. As for Chapter 3,
most of our framework does assume a one-shot setting for convenience. However, note
that the multi-agent path finding layer computes routes for one drone task at a time
and could accommodate updates to the transit network during the replanning.

Bridging Different Research Communities
That our overall thesis problem requires an interdisciplinary set of approaches should
come as no surprise, given how we framed it in Section 1.4. But even in our somewhat
restricted purview of simulated computational decision-making, our algorithms unite
tools and techniques from various research disciplines, often in ways not used before.
Chapter 3 combines ideas from transit network routing and multi-agent path finding, a first from the perspective of either community. Chapter 4 unites ideas from
stochastic planning and conflict resolution for multi-agent path finding and applies
them to solve multi-robot allocation problems. Chapter 5 further extends the scope
of transit routing (typically done with humans in mind) to control of a Markov Decision Process model for the agent. Finally, Chapter 6 applies ideas from inference in
graphical models to planning for Multi-Agent MDPs; in this case, related prior works
have done so before, as we explained.
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Global Qualitative Insights

The body chapters (3 through 6) gave useful insights about their specific problem
formulations, algorithms, and practical implications. Several of those were supported
by quantitative findings from our experiments. As we now examine the entire edifice
from a global view, we can make some additional qualitative observations:

Coordination enables higher quality solutions
Our thesis began with and rests on the premise that agents coordinating dynamically
would lead to better solutions for multi-robot networks. In Chapter 3, this improvement came from solutions that would not have been possible otherwise. For most of
our multi-agent path finding settings, drones used several transit options on average
to greatly extend their effective flight range.
In both Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, our proposed approaches consistently outperformed their baselines; in both cases, one key difference from the corresponding
baseline was how the agents coordinated. First, our hierarchical hybrid planner ran
a closed-loop controller for the constrained flight edges that could better account
for the expected travel cost to the next time-stamped waypoint and terminate if
the connection appeared unlikely. In contrast, the receding horizon control baseline
was open-loop (albeit repeatedly) at both levels and under-estimate the true cost of
reaching the next coordination point.
Second, our Factored Value Monte Carlo Tree Search algorithm with Max-Plus
was able to use a dynamic or state-dependent coordination graph, unlike the baseline
with Variable Elimination. This difference led to our method scaling to problems
than the baseline could not solve and computing better quality solutions on the ones
that the baseline could solve (for the multi-drone domain).
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Hierarchical approaches are well suited to multi-agent decisionmaking
Given the title of the thesis and the story we have seen thus far, the reader might
wonder what else there is to say about hierarchical decision-making for multi-agent
problems. But in this insight, we are not referring to the well-oiled hierarchy of
allocation, planning, and control. Instead, we are talking about algorithms that circumvent the joint problem space by breaking down the global objective and constraints
such that the lower-level per-agent routine can solve for them while the higher-level
multi-agent routine resolves any pairwise conflicts systematically yet efficiently. For
many real-world domains, such hierarchical methods are the best hope for designing
coordinated multi-agent algorithms that can scale well with problem size and still
have some notion of optimality, bounded-suboptimality, or at least a better solution
quality than their baselines.
We observed this side of the hierarchical coin explicitly in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, with the respective multi-agent path finding and task allocation algorithms
built upon the logic of Conflict-Based Search. The original Conflict-Based Search
algorithm [71] and its many extensions [64] all exhibit this property of computing
single-agent solutions and resolving inter-agent conflicts for multi-agent path finding.
Our approaches take that general idea a step further in practice by applying it in one
case to planning over time-dependent transit routes with range constraints, and in
the other case to the related but distinct problem of task allocation.
Less obvious but no less relevant is how this insight appears in Chapter 6, where
our algorithm uses Max-Plus to obtain the joint action wherever required by Factored Value Monte Carlo Tree Search. There are no explicit conflicts to resolve here
(although we could impose a very high penalty on incompatible pairs of actions of
neighboring agents), but Max-Plus computes the multi-agent action by only considering individual and pairwise interactions over agents. This key difference from the
baseline with Variable Elimination, which considers all cliques, is what allows our
approach to coordinate dynamically and solve problems on the much more difficult
multi-drone delivery domain.
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Hierarchical approaches exploit loose coupling in multi-agent
systems
All of the decision-making problems we consider in this thesis —multi-robot task allocation, multi-agent path finding, and multi-agent MDPs —are fundamentally NPHard, with time complexity that is exponential in the size of the input (which depends
on the number of agents, among other things). Whatever their bells and whistles, hierarchical methods cannot make this hardness disappear; their worst-case complexity
is as bad as that for solving the joint problem and may even be worse if we count the
additional bookkeeping. But the reason they are efficient in the average case, as the
previous insight shows, is that they exploit the loose coupling of multi-agent systems.
The idea of loose coupling in multi-agent decision-making is much easier to discuss
intuitively than formally. A multi-agent system is loosely coupled if two properties
hold: first, the maximum number of agents that must coordinate with each other
at any time is small compared to the size of the team; second, if any agent must
coordinate with another on a specific problem, the number of points at which it must
coordinate is small compared to the size of its overall plan. Loose coupling is thus a
spectrum rather than a threshold, and our approaches take advantage of it by being
more efficient the more loosely coupled the system is.
For the hierarchical methods in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 built upon ConflictBased Search, their exploiting of loose coupling arises in how they compute independent decisions and resolve inter-agent conflicts. Intuitively, the fewer the agents
that need to coordinate, the smaller the total number of conflicts will be. Similarly,
the fewer the number of coordination points per plan, the smaller the total number of conflicts will be. Therefore, the more loosely coupled the multi-agent system,
the faster these algorithms built upon Conflict-Based Search will be. Our empirical
findings in both chapters support this claim by showing how the computation time
increases sharply with a greater number of conflicts. The good news is that for most
of our real-world settings, the systems are indeed loosely coupled and the number of
conflicts is low, which is why our results are good overall.
This insight also appears in a less obvious manner in Chapter 6, where we use
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Max-Plus over coordination graphs in conjunction with Monte Carlo Tree Search (we
can view the algorithm as hierarchical, where Max-Plus is the lower level and MCTS
is the higher level). The two properties that underpin loose coupling directly relate
to the size of the dynamic coordination graph. The fewer the agents that need to
coordinate at a certain time-step, the fewer the edges in the coordination graph at
that time-step. The fewer the number of coordination points over a horizon, the
fewer the number of time-steps in that horizon that an agent has a neighbor in the
coordination graph. Therefore, the more loosely coupled the multi-agent system, the
faster the algorithm will be. Our empirical findings from the multi-drone delivery
domain support this claim; our algorithm is the only MCTS variant that does not
run out of memory on larger problems because its action selection depends only on
the nodes and edges of the coordination graph.
The classical planning community has attempted to formalize loose coupling and
its effect on the computational complexity of centralized multi-agent systems [194,
195]. They identify two parameters to this end. One is independent of the particular
problem that the system needs to solve and encodes the scale of possible interactions
between agents. The other is problem-dependent, and encodes the minmax number of
coordination points required by an agent in the team. They show that algorithms exist
that are exponential only in these two parameters, i.e., when these two parameters are
fixed, the complexity of the overall decision-making problem scales only polynomially
in the number of agents.
However elegant the formal notion of loose coupling, we cannot apply it directly to
our problems for two reasons. First, its analysis depends on framing the multi-agent
system in terms of a multi-agent extension to the classical STRIPS specification [16],
which is quite cumbersome and often infeasible. For example, it is not at all clear how
to frame our stochastic allocation problem of Chapter 4 or the MMDP of Chapter 6
through multi-agent STRIPS. Second, because our inter-agent coordinations (one
of the two parameters) are dynamic, they will not be fixed but rather be a part
of the decision space itself. But observe the rough equivalence between these two
formal parameters, which apply only to multi-agent STRIPS, and the intuitive ones
mentioned above, which can apply more broadly.
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Having noted that rough equivalence, we can continue the story of the two papers
that formalize loose coupling. Quoting the first of them [194] after they introduce
the parameters, ‘Then, we must show either that the worst-case time complexity
of planning for such systems can be formulated in terms of these parameters, or
that empirical run-time complexity of planning for such systems correlates with these
parameters (or, of course, both). The former is what we set out to do in this paper.’ In
hindsight, this thesis shows the latter, i.e., our results across various different multiagent decision-making problems show that the empirical run-time complexity of our
algorithms correlates with the extent of loose coupling in the system.

Consistent design choices allow our methods to be combined
seamlessly
Two of the four body chapters discuss approaches that span multiple levels of our
overall decision-making hierarchy: our two-stage multi-agent allocation and routing
in Chapter 3 and our hierarchical single-agent route planning and closed-loop control
in Chapter 5. But the consistent design choices in this thesis, beyond just the shared
implementation programming language of Julia, can enable an effective combination
of its algorithms. We highlight a few examples here.
Our delivery sequence allocation in Chapter 3 assumes a deterministic one-shot
setting, but we could replace it with SCoBA from Chapter 4 if we wanted to consider
uncertainty and new tasks appearing online. In that case, SCoBA could base its
probabilistic model of task completion time on the travel time estimates of our preprocessed surrogate from Section 3.6 (that is indeed what we do for the experiments
of Section 4.5.3). The multi-agent path finding layer underneath could then execute
the next task that SCoBA allocates to each agent in a receding horizon fashion.
While discussing the global route planning layer of Section 5.4, we had mentioned
how it was similar to the per-agent path finding routine of Section 3.5. Both of
them search over a directed implicit graph that captures the time-expanded transit
network. One of them assumes a deterministic fixed speed dynamics model but
imposes a constraint on the flight distance, while the other lifts the constraint of
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flight distance but assumes a stochastic second-order dynamics model; either of them
could be extended to encompass the other, though the technical challenges for doing
so may be non-trivial.
Our multi-agent control algorithm in Chapter 6, when applied to our multi-drone
delivery domain, assumed that each drone in the team had to reach a specific goal.
Each goal cell represented a portion of the surface area of a transit vehicle targeted
by one or more drones. For the experiments of that chapter, we randomly generated
these problems and goal specifications. But as we mentioned there, we could attach
this multi-agent control layer underneath the multi-agent path finding of Chapter 3.
We would invoke the former when the time-stamped routes of the latter required
multiple drones to simultaneously board transit stops near each other.

7.4

Future Work

The shared motivation for the various body chapters of this thesis has resulted in
each naturally addressing one or more directions of future work induced by another.
For instance, the allocation algorithm of Chapter 4 lifts the deterministic one-shot
assumption made by that of Chapter 3. The hierarchical route planning and control
framework of Chapter 5 solves for a Markov Decision Process of the agent, rather
than the fixed-speed dynamics model of Chapter 3. The multi-agent MDP algorithm
of Chapter 6 solves a control problem similar to that of Chapter 5 but for multiple
drones rather than a single one. Given the scope of this thesis, we can still identify
several overarching avenues for further research that we now summarize.

7.4.1

Algorithmic Extensions

We have developed algorithms for a wide range of problems in the ambit of computational decision-making: task allocation, multi-agent path finding, transit planning,
Markov Decision Processes, and combinations of them as well. Such broad coverage
under the banner of a single Ph.D. thesis requires many simplifying assumptions, as
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we have highlighted throughout. Lifting these assumptions yields a host of algorithmic and modelling extensions worth exploring, beyond that already covered by us.
One of those extensions (the joint routing of aerial and ground vehicles) is an active
area of our work and we discuss it in particular detail.
Jointly routing aerial and ground vehicles
Throughout this thesis, we assumed the ground transit network was given to us and
not subject to change. A natural algorithmic extension is one where the ground network can also be controlled and optimized. While intuitive and conceptually simple,
this extension makes our already daunting problem much more difficult. For one
thing, we introduce many more degrees of freedom to our problem in both the allocation (ground vehicles must also be considered for deliveries, probably more than
one per vehicle) and the routing (ground vehicles must be directed to their next destinations). Furthermore, the overall system becomes more tightly coupled due to the
dependence of the drones on the ground vehicle routes and our inability to simply
condition the drone routes on the given transit network.
For our first attempt at this problem, we only consider routing aerial and ground
vehicles jointly. We assume that each agent (whether aerial or ground) is given start
and goal locations on a common road network; in contrast to the thesis, here we
constrain the drones to only fly over the road network, a reasonable assumption for
urban areas with high-rises. We then need to compute start-goal routes for each
agent over the road network, where each ground vehicle can serve as transit for up to
a certain number of drones. Our objective function considers both physical distance
traveled by agents and time spent waiting for a coordinating agent (whether the drone
or the transit) to arrive at the connection point.
Broadly, our approach is a multi-stage sequential optimization that uses effective
heuristics to loosely couple the aerial and ground vehicles. The first stage generates a
set of start-goal paths for each drone over the road network; for the first pass, we can
use the shortest flight-only drone paths over the road network. We use these paths
to modify a copy of the road network graph, by reducing the weights of edges within
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some neighborhood of the drone paths. The second stage takes this modified-edgeweight road network and computes a set of start-goal paths for each ground vehicle
over it; the ground vehicles will be motivated to take lower cost edges that come close
to the drone shortest paths. We use conflict resolution logic to discourage ground
vehicles from all using the same low-cost edges.
The third stage is akin to our multi-agent pathfinding (MAPF) layer from Chapter 3, where we fix the ground paths as a transit network and plan routes for the
drones over it. The MAPF problem itself is much more challenging here, because
drones cannot fly directly to transit network stops and must plan over the road network; if the road network path to a transit stop is much longer than the direct flight
path, we may end up discarding the transit option, albeit at much more computational cost than a direct flight check. Finally, the drone paths computed by the third
stage could be fed back to the first stage for another pass, and so on until we stop
improving our set of paths.
Other extensions to algorithms and models
We explored to some extent the interplay between multiple layers through surrogate
cost estimates, but we could go much further. For instance, our preprocessed surrogate in Section 3.6 considers a single drone’s travel time over transit, but we could
enhance it to consider interactions between the multiple drones that would need to
traverse between the same Voronoi regions. We could also consider entirely different
surrogate costs and potential combinations of them.
All relevant experiments randomly generated the depot locations and took them
as input, so that we did not overfit to them. But in reality, the set of possible depots
in a given area would be fixed and would only be updated infrequently at significant
cost. Optimizing their one-time placement in a new area of operation would be an
interesting extension, given their real-world influence on the quality of solutions.
For all our algorithms built upon Conflict-Based Search, we used either the original optimal method or the Enhanced bounded-suboptimal version, rather than any
of the laundry list of variants that have since been developed [64]. This decision was
a conscious one; the early variants have stood the test of time and make the fewest
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assumptions on the underlying single-agent planning problem and conflicts (both of
which we extended to new settings). A deeper dive into this avenue could evaluate the efficacy of some of the more recent variants that consider improved conflict
resolution [196] and a disjoint splitting into subproblems [197].

7.4.2

Incorporating Machine Learning

All of our algorithms and formulations have inherently been model-based. We have
assumed access to well-defined models for the transit timetables, task specifications,
agent dynamics, and so on. The current zeitgeist of Artificial Intelligence research
puts a premium on approaches based in some way on machine learning, i.e., that can
improve their overall performance with more data or experience. At one level, our
modular setup creates an immediate role for data-driven methods: learn the models
that balance fidelity and computational efficiency such that the algorithmic decisions
that depend on them are best suited for our real-world metrics. But there are other
ways that we can benefit from machine learning techniques.
Our stochastic allocation routine SCoBA and our MDP solvers could be used in
the loop with model-based reinforcement learning (appropriately modified to explore
and gather data) to yield corresponding algorithms that can accommodate incomplete
models. Wherever we rely on a coordination graph (CG), we require a domain expert
to define the CG structure and rules. Such pre-defined behaviour can be particularly
difficult in dynamic coordination domains where the CG is state or context-dependent.
More work is required towards learning the dynamic coordination graph itself via
interaction with the model [198]. Similarly, one could consider ideas from the AlphaZero style of algorithm that enhances Monte Carlo Tree Search with deep learning
strategies [199, 200]. Such hybridizing could be particularly relevant for distilling
the coordinated individual actions for the agents into more efficient decentralized
policies [201] with our factored Monte Carlo Tree Search acting as a scalable policy
improvement operator [202].
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Towards Real-World Deployment

At the very beginning in Chapter 1, we emphasized our focus on high-level computational decisions and that developing such coordinated multi-robot networks in
practice would be a long-term multidisciplinary effort. Those avenues of work are outside our areas of expertise and we would not presume to hold forth on their frontiers
of research. Some of the recent research motivated by our overall problem include
controllers for drones to track ground vehicles [203] and socially-aware path planning
frameworks for robots operating around humans [50, 204]. But there are many others
that our algorithms would rely on before we could realistically deploy them.
One future direction of high-level work that could aid the real-world application
of our methods (especially for the delivery domains of Chapter 3) is on the operations
research side. Though our experiments were based on real-world geographic locations
and transit data, they used randomly generated delivery tasks and only computed
solution quality for delivery time. Our understanding would be much enhanced by
case studies that estimate the operational cost of our framework, evaluate its impact
on reducing road traffic congestion, and consider potential externalities like noise
pollution and disparate impact on urban communities.
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